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ISTRODUCTION

1. It will be recalled that the study entitled ££&_ftQd.&i£i£&Ii

d£S£i8flfflsat 1282=22031 *„flctliiioitx—fifiCSBftttista.-itutfi was
presented to the eighteenth session of ECA Conference of

Ministers on the occasion of the Silver Jubilee Anniversary of
the Commission- It was decided In resolution 470 CXVIID that
the study should be up-dated every five years to sertre as a tool

for assessing and enhancing the degree of implementation of the
Lagos Plan of Action In the African region- It Mill further be

recalled that subsequent to the publication of the 1983 study/

Africa was afflicted by an unprecedented crisis due* primarily to
the Great African Drought Disaster of 1983-1W®. This resulted
Into the formulation and the adoption of urgent recovery program

mes* presently known as Africa's Priority Programme for Economic
Recovery 1936-1990 CAPPER* and United Nations Programme of Action
for Africa's Economic Recovery and Development 1986-1990

(UNPAAERD).

2- In line with the decision of the Conference of Ministers and

taking into account the many major changes that have taken place

in Africa* the ECA secretariat embarked upon a rerexaaination and

updating of the earlier study- Even If the request for periodic

updating of the perspective study had not been made by the ECA

Conference of Ministers responsible for planning and development*

the existence of the Great African Drought Disaster and the af-

termath development particularly the commitment of African

Governments to a common recovery programme and the endorsement

thereof by the International community necessitate a revision and

update-

3; In making the present update* It was not basically intended to

differ from the previous study in terms of analysing the complex

nature of the Africa's development problems- The study Is based

on the principle that long-term development of the African

economies will still depend on the major tenets of the Lagos Plan

of Action Involving structural transformation and the promotion

of regional and subregional co-operation- In this context* the

present study still derives from the commitment to both the

philosophy and the objectives of the Monrovia Strategy for the
Economic and Social Development in Africa* the Lagos Plan of

Action and the Final Act of Lagos and the International

Development Strategy for the Third United Nations Development

Decade-

4- This study* however* recognises new African realities sub

sequent to experience of the economic and social crisis that has

plagued the region- As sucfi* the study covers many social* tech

nological* ecological and economic aspects that were not covered

in the earlier study. But the general approach Is basically the

sa«e* with a focus on selected critical variables and macro-

economic indicators of spedal Importance to the future of the
African region- The methodology of the study also remains both

qualitative and quantitative using a combination of econometric



approaches and other simple socio-econcmic or technical
relationships derived fro. available data and current research!

th* TcL?I^ is -" IOur *arts- Th* "rst part is an overview of
the socio-economic developments during the period 1980-1987. It
examines the major events which have marked the African and in
ternational environment during the period- Special focus is in
evitably put on drought and desertification* structural adjust
ment* the worsening international environment* commodity prices
and financial problems* including debt and debt-servicing burdens
- factors which have proved most decisive in shaping the course
of development during this period. In view of the pivotal role
of APPER and UNPAAERD in the recovery process* Part Two -
recovery and development -is an analysis of the prospects for on
going efforts to Implement APPER and UNPAAERD. However* to high
light the influence of exogenous factors* an analysis has been
made of the prospects under the assumptions of the two phenomena
of continued poor weather conditions* an unfavourable interna
tional environment and the confluence of the two. Part Three
analyses long-term development perspectives up to the year 2008.
In this part* a historical trends scenario and a normative
scenario are outlined. Finally, Part Four reflects on the
development path and the policies needed for Africa to attain the
perspectives of the normative scenario.

6- The picture that emerges in Part One, the period of the
background to the recovery* is in many respects hazardous.
While the region mobilized all its forces in an all-out effort to
pull itself out of the crisis of the past and pave the way to
march into a new future* these were generally frustrated by
weather conditions and the unfavourable international environ
ment. Thus, in Part Two the vision of recovery which Africa sets
?ut- *? realize by 1*90 1s blurred. The implication of this on
Africa s future growth is ominous. The prospects of the study
show that Africa would still be dependent on a small and gener
ally rigid production base with little dynamism to meet the needs
of its growing population and their aspirations. Sectorally,
African agriculture would still be dependent on weather condi

tions- Industry would remain on its decelerating trend and
Africa would still be highly import-dependent. In the social
field* unemployment* mass poverty and undernourishment would con
tinue to playue the very stability and security of the region.

7. The 1923 preliminary perspective study had warned of a pos
sible "nightmare" in Africa by the year 20C8 if the situation
continued on its historical trends. Unfortunately, the forecast
nightmare engulfed Africa more suddenly and intensively than had
even been anticipated in 1983. The crisis that swept through the
continent during the 1933-1955 drought disaster will not be for
gotten for perhaps a generation. The historical trends of Part
Three of the present study are in many ways pointing to a similar
sc**e. for Africa- There are signs of a possibility - a sad pos
sibility - of Africa remaining permanently retarded, of an Africa
desperately in search of an elusive development and of an Africa

11



that 1s chronically in economic difficulties. Again, as in the
1983 study* the implications are loud and clear: a change must

be established in Africa at all levels - sccial* economic and
political - to ensure that Africa escapes the sombre possibility

of not seeing the emergence of genuine development in the coming

next twenty years.

8. The normative scenario in Fart Three illustrates the pos

sibilities of Africa's future. This future is one that will en

sure prosperity and Integrate the African people in a healthy

continent capable of providing decent life to its people and sus

taining their requirements which they are able to produce and

consume with pride* The normative scenario points to a picture

of the possible with a dynamism that generates self-sufficiency

in mosty- If not alls food products and consumer goods*- energy

requirements/- and transport* etc. In the normative future*

Africa will be free from hunger and the rural areas would have

developed Into a better place. The provision of services would

improve and the standard of living would be as 1t should befit a

self-respecting people. furthermore* the normative scenario

calls on Africa to be a viable and equal partner in world

development* The expanded and better structured exports would

sustain the development drive in the region as a whole* Equally*

the capacity to import other region's products would be uncon

strained. Financial relations would improve and would no longer

constrain Africa's self-sustaining development.

Hi



PART ONE

THE VICISSITUDES OF THE AFRICAN ECONOMY* 1930-1937

SECTION Is OVERVIEW OF THE AFRICAN ECONOfY: 1930-1937

1. The period 1930-1987 was a very difficult one for Africa.
During this period the region passed through a series of repeated
and unprecedented crises and growing social and political tur
bulences and economic imbalances. The prevailing economic

fluidities during this period were further compounded by natural
calamities and adverse external developments. The great African
drought disaster of 1983-1935 constituted a real threat to the
livelihood of millions of African people. The drought conpounded
the damage caused to agriculture* the mainstay of the majority of
the African population and the major source of external revenues.
In addition* the slow growth in the world economy* the perverse
developments in international commodity markets* and in the
world's financial and monetary systems which culminated in
depressed export earnings* reduced resource flow and an escala
tion of the debt servicing obligations all interactively brought

the African economy to the brink of collapse.

A.

2. The severe world recession which was triggered off by the es
calating of oil prices in 1979-1980 resulted in a very appreci

able deline in the overall economic performance of African

countries. This recession hit the African economies at a time
when these economies were still suffering fron the lingering ef
fects of the first oil shock of 1974 when oil prices doubled thus

seriously undermining their already weak structural equilibria.
The adjustment process that had been tentatively Initiated became

increasingly difficult to sustain and* as a result* the region as

a whole sunk into a deep recession.

3. During 1980-1982* GDP fell dramatically by 1.4 per cent In
real terms. The decline was most noticeable in 1981 when GDP

recorded a decline of as much as 2-7 per cent. The situation
continued to remain critical in 1932 when the regioi as a whole

recorded zero growth.

4. While it would have been expected that the African oil ex

porting countries would have benefited from the oil price hike of

1979-1980* the reverse actually happened. The effects of a

global recession seem to have been transmitted more dramatically
to this aroup of countries. In addition* efforts to maintain

prices high necessitated cuts in oil production. As such the oil

exporting African countries recorded a decline in GDP of 5.6 per

cent in 1981 and a further decline of 1.0 per cent in 1982. The

African members of OPEC had an even worse performance with their

combined GDP declining by as much as 9.6 per cent in 1981 and

further by 2.4 p^r cent in 1982.

5m At the subregionat level* North Africa also showed the

highest response to the world recession recorcing a negative GDP

growth of 6 per cent and 0.6 per cent in 19^1 and 1982



respectively. Similarly, West Africa recorded a high neaative
growth mainly as a result of the performance of aigeH!\h??h lal
hit by lower world demand for oil as well as the other effects of
the world recession- The LDCs with weaker links with the outside
world were, however, not so severely affected by the 1980-1932
recession. In 1931. this group of countries achieved a growth
rate of GDP of 5 per cent although the strains soon turned round
this performance such that, in 1982, GDP recorded a negative
growth of 1.8 per cent.

6. The performance of the agricultural sector was also, on the
whole, very modest at less than 1 per cent durinfl 1931. This
poor agricultural performance accentuated the already .worrisome
decline in afic.caiilta agricultural output. Pej; tacita agricul
tural production declined further by 2.5 per "cent and 0.7 oer
cent in 1981 and 1982 respectively. Food deficits continued to
rise at an alarming rate and the region as a whole becaite more
food import-dependent. Due to the limited expansion of the
agricultural sector, and the scarcity of resources particularly,
external resources to finance raw material inputs and spare
parts, industrial output was also seriously and adversely affec
ted and the development capacity of the sector was considerably
constrained. Host of the industries were operating well below
half the installed capacity, and in many countries, the entire
Industrial structure remained in need of rehabilitation. The
growth in manufacturing value added slackened to only 2-4 per
cent during 1980-1982. North Africa achieveo a growth rate of

?nl?J;3 Pel C6nt *" 19S1 aS ""Pared to a growth of IA per cent
in 1980. The West African subregion registered a deceleration of

Ia ?«r fSftn in r£81 3S afai*nst an earlier growth of 4.3 perform
ed in 1930. The services sector, including transport, was
seriously affected by the low levels of overall production* the
inhibiting infrastrural and institutional bottlenecks and scar
city of domestic and external resources.

7. The general slow down in overall production activities had
adverse impacts on the trends and structure of expenditure on
gdp. Although overall domestic demand Increased in 1981, It fell

by 1.3 per cent in 1982. Private consumption grew by a lere 0.4
per cent with a serious erosion of the standard of living of the
African people. Public expenditure had to be drastically cur
tailed in the face of stagnant or declining revenues and the
growing budgetary imbalances. Government expenditures grew by
only 0.7 per cent. These trends had serious repercussions espe
cially as regards the public capital outlays which had to be
deferred resulting in a further brake on the growth somentum and
a spreading of the slow-down in the productive sectors and
employment.

8. Domestic savings declined drastically during the 1980-1982
period. Between 1981 and 1982 alone, savings dropped by 10 per
cent- This resulted in the saving ratio to fall from 26 per cent
in 1980 to 20 per cent by 1932. In line with the decline in
savings, coupled with the stagnation in capital Inflows, capital



formation declined .by 9.1 per cent compared to a growth of 4.4

per cent achieved in 1930. The fall In capital formation was

most acute In the oil exporting countries where reductions in oil

revenues and capital formation fell by as much as 15.4 per cent

during 1981-1982.

9. In the external sector* many countries experienced balance of

payment difficulties Kith the trade gap becoming almost unsus

tainable- From a surplus of $US 19.3 billion in 1930s the trade

balance slipped into a deficit of JUS 4.1 biUin and MJS 2.3 bil

lion In 1981 and 1982 respectively. This situation resulted from

the erratic export performance in terms of both volune and earn

ings- The poor performance of agriculture compounded with the

adverse developments in the external markets in terms of world

commodity prices as well as market restri ctions* considerably

reduced the potential for increasing total export earnings.

Naturally* this resulted in an increasing inability of African

countries to import essential basic goods as well as capital

equipment to sustain investment- However* cue to the need to

sustain the bare minimum of imports* countries were forced to

resort to the draining of their reserves and to external borrow

ing. Total reserves fell from a high level cf $US 33.7 billion

in 1980 to $US 21.9 in 1931 and to only SUS 15-7 billion in 1982.

Furthers African countries resorted to massive borrowing at even

more stringent conditions. This later led to a heavy debt-

servicing burden in the region.

Table 1.Developing Africa's output and demand* 1980-1982

(Billions of US dollars at 1930 prices unless otherwise

indicated)

1980 1981 1982

Output

Domestic demand

Investment

Exports (goods/services)

Imports (goods/services)

Deficit on goods and services

315.2

307.8

81.8

105.1

97-7

2.3

306.6

319.3

85.4

87.5

100.2

-4.1

306.6

315.0

77.6

35.3

93.8

-2.8

Survey of Economic and Social Conditions in Africa*

1982-1933s the UN Economic Commission for Africa*
Aprils 1984.

Table 2.Developing Africa's GDP growth by subregion

and

economic groupings*

Cat 1980 prices)

Aprils 1984.1/
(Rate per cent per annum)

1980 1981 1982
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Non-oil exporters

North Africa

West Africa.

Central Africa

East S Southern Africa

5fiU£££ Survey of Economi

1982-1983* the

-6

1.3

-2.1

5.0

1.6

^0.4

1.6

4.7

c and Sod

UN Economi

.0

-2.7

-5.6

2.6

-5.8

-3.9

3.6

5.7

aI Condit

c Conftiss

-3.3

0.0

-1.0

1.8

-0.6

-0.4

0.3

2.5

Ions In Africa*

Ion for Africa*
April 1984.

8.

10. After the deepening of the African recession In 1980-1982*
the region suffered yet another calamity when many countries 1n

the region were afflicted by one of the most disastrous drought

on record during the period 1983-1985. The signs of recovery

that had emerged 1n 1982 were all eliminated during 1983. During

this year* 6DP growth plumetted further to a decline of 0.3 per

cent. The trend continued through 1984 with a negative GOP

growth of 0.2 per cent. Under this dismal performance* age

filfiila Income continued on Its declining trend. For the region

as a whole* a£C_£fl»Itfl Income fell by 3.7 per cent and 3.5 per
cent during 1983 and T984 respectively.

11. Tlie sluggish performance of agriculture as a result of the

drought was at the core of the overall decline. Indeed tt»e
widespread drought not only adversely affected domestic food sup

plies and livestock population but also other areas of agricul

tural activity such as production of export crops. During this
period* the consistently unimpressive performance of the agricul

tural sector worsened. Agricultural output drastically declined

by 3 per cent In 1983 compared to a growth rate of 4.0 per cent
achieved in 1982. However* in 1984 and 1985* there was a

recovery when agricultural output grew by 1.3 per cent and 4.6
per cent respectively. As a consequence of the poor agricultural

performance the manufacturing sector's growth decelerated from 7

per cent in 1982 to only 2.3 per cent In 1983 and to a negative

growth rate of 0.7 per cent in 1984. However in 1985* it

recorded a positive growth rate of 4.6 per cent.

12. Although the growth performance during the 1983-1985 period

was erratic for the region as a whole* It also exhibited varia

tions among the different income groups of the countries. The

oil exporting countries recorded a decline of 2.3 per cent in

1983 while the non-oil exporting countries recorded a growth rate

of 1.4 per cent. During this period* the LDCs were the most af

fected. GDP which recorded a growth rate of 4.2 per cent in 1983

declined to a growth rate of 2.3 per cent In 1985. At the



subregionat levels North Africa's growth rate decelerated from

4.6 per c*nt in 1983 to 0.7 per cent in 1934 with a modest
recovery of 3-1 per cent in 1985. For West Xfrica where many

Sahelian countries *ere Mt by droughts GOP srowth was negative
throughout the 1933-1985 period- It fell by 6.8 per cent in 1983
and by "5.1 per cent In 1984 ulth a slight recovery i-n 1985. East

and Southern Africa was also severely affected by the drought

sucti that the growth rate deceleratd from 2 per cent in 1982 to

0-4 per cent in 1983. However* GDP growth picked up to 2.4 per
cent in 1934 and 3.3 per cent in 1985- Central Africa's perfor

mance was comparatively better with a GDP growth of 3.4 per cent

in 1983 and 4.1 per cent in 1984 but it decelerated to 3 per cent

in 1985.

13. The malaise associated with the supply side hair no doubt*
its unfavourable reflection on the structure cf demand- Overall

consumption expenditure fell with most of the decline being ac

counted for by private consumption. This trend had in turn ad

verse effects on the living conditions of the masses of the

population. Public spending was curtailed in some cases due to

dwindling revenue sources and as a result of efforts to achieve

some degree of financial equilibrium. Given the fact that the

government is the largest formal employer/ declines in public ex

penditures had serious Implications on unemployment levels*

14- Despite these trends* budgetary deficits continued to ac

cumulate during 1983-1985 owing to the low levels of production

and to the inability of governments to raise sufficient revenue.

Consequently* the share of public capital formation in total GDP

fell. Overall capital formation as a percentage of GDP declined

due to the low level of savings resulting from the overall slow

down in the general level of economic activities* the decline in

real terms of external assistance* and the hardening of the terms

of external borrowing.

The drought and its Implications on the growth of agriculture

coupled with a hostile international environment considerably

reduced the growth of the export sector during the period.

Consequently* Import was drastically reduced. Lack of basic in

dustrial Inputs and capital goods limited the capacity of African

countries to adjust to the crisis and achieve growth.

15. However* in spite of the reductions in imports* the sharp

deterioration In the terms of trade as well as the unfavourable

international monetary environment* African countries found

themelves with chronic balance of payments difficulties and had

to resort to massive borrowing at even more stringent conditions.

This led to an Insurmountable debt burden In the region* and con

sequently aggravated an already difficult situation to produce a

crisis of unmanageable proportions. The concern for this criti

cal social and economic situation led to the adoption of Sfcitali

££lfiCit2-££Sa£aiBSfi.lfi£.l£aQSai£-8fi£fil££CK-12SB=122Q CAPPER) by the



Assembly of the Heads of state and Government of th* Organization
of African Unity in July 1985-

Table3.Developing Africa's output and demand: 19S3-1935
CQiUlon of US dollars at 1980 prices unless otherwise Indicated)

1983 1984 1985

Output

Domestic demand

Investment

Exports (goods/services?

Imports (goods/services?
Trade gap Cper cent)

293-5

31 8-S

68-9

77.5

87-2

3.2

297,9

327.4

70-4

81,6

88.9

2.5

306.9

336.0

73.2

81.5

86,9

1.7

and Social Conditions in Africa*

Economic Commi ssion for Africa*

5fiU£££: Survey of Economic

1985-1984, the UN

April* 1987'.

Table4- Developing Africa's GOP growth by subregion
and Economic groups

1983 1984 1985

-3.7 -3.5 -0.3

Developing Africa

Oil exporters

Mon-oil exporters

North Africa

West Africa

Central Africa

East and Southern Africa

0.3
2.3

1-4

4.6

6.8

3.4

0.4

-0-2

-3.4

2.8

0.7

-3.1

4.1

2.4

3.0

1-8

4.1

3-1

2.8

3.0
3-3

Survey of

1935-19*6*
1987.

Economic and Social Conditions in Africa*

the UN Economic Commission for Africa* April



Table5. Selected Indicators on Africa

and other country groupings

1980-1985

Population (million)

mld-1985

Per capita Incoae

CUS dollars) 1985

GDP growth 1980-1985

(per cent
Per capita growth

1980-1985 (per cent)
Agricultural growth

1980-1985 Cper cent)

Manufacturing growth

1980-1955 tper cent)

Investment growth

1980-1985 (per cent)

Merchandise export

growth 1980-1985

Cper cent)
Merchandise import

growth 1980-1985

lp€T cent)

Saving rate* 1985

government

consumption rate 1985

Cper cent)

Population per

physician 1981

Life expectancy at

birth (years) 1985

Urbanisation rate

tf>^r cent) 1985

Develop

ing

Africa

523.4

642.0

3.0

0.3

1.8

3.4

-3.2

3.2

-0.8

21.0

17.0

5 256.0

5J0.O

27.8

tow

incoae

economies

2 439.4

270.0

7.3

2.9(a

6.0

10-8

11.4

5.0

7.3

24.0

13.0

5 770.0

60-61

22.0

ni<idle Developed

income

economies

1

1

5

242.1

290.0

1.7

3.0Ca

2.1

n-a

-3.9

3.-7

-1.0

23.0

12.0

080.0

60-64

48.0

market

economies

737.3

11 810.00

2.3

2.4Ca

1.5

3.0

2.7

3.7

3.9
21.0

17.0

530.0

73-79

75.0

££ Secretariat and World Bank Development Reportr1987-

(a) period 1965-1985

c. Ea£t3ina-irfln-ttic-£ciai&;-12S£-1222

16. After the 1983-1985 social and economic crisis* there were

high expectation that the region will resume normal and steady

growth. Indeed* there was a consensus among African countries

that the unsustainable situation had to be drastically changed so

as to establish a process of recovery in the region as a whole.

It Is 1n this context that the programme that the African Heads

of State and Government adopted in June 1985 had the explicit aim
of sustained recovery in the African countries during the period



1986-1990. This endeavour was later supported by the
international community at large In the United Nations EcaaCflMfi

17- From the available data* the performance during the first
two years of the programme has been modest* On the whole* GDP

?2l? *nCPeased by 1<p2 per cent and 1-5 fn Peal **r*s in 1986 and
1987V re!P«c?;>vely. Accordingly* fifiC.fi«Blta output continued to
decline in 1986 and 1987 albeit at a slower rate being 2.0 and
1.7 per cent in 1986 and 1987 respectively. The relative
recovery in 1986 which was mainly the result of resumption of
nornal rains was only short-lived and the economic situation of
the region as a whole deteriorated sharply in 1987 when a number
of African countries* especially in Eastern and Southern Africa*
were again affected by another drought.

18. In 1986* total food production in the region Increased by
5.9 per cent. Cereal production increased by 6 per cent while
roots and tubers increased by around 3 per cent. Meat and diary
products grew less fast at a rate of 2.6 per cent. Some
countries in the various -subregions even achieved sone surpluses
in food during 1986. The livestock situation also Improved. The
livestock population (cattle* buffaloes* sheep* goats* pigs* and
chicken) of the continent was estimated at aboput 221.5 million
tropical livestock units in 1985. The overall annual rate of in
crease of 3 per cent in total indigenous meat production over the
last decade* although keeping pace with that of huaan population*
has been Insufficient to offset the Impact of falling income.
However* it aus* be emphasized that the improvement in food
production in most countries in 1985/86 does not Imply that the
food and agricultural crisis 1n Africa was over. There were
areas that remained a cause for concern. For example* growth In
production of roots and tubers - the major stable food crop In
West and Central Africa declined significantly. Overall agricul
ture (Including fishing and forestry) increased by 3 per cent In
1986 for Africa as a whole. The best performance was recorded by-
Eastern and Southern Africa with a growth rate of 5.2 per cent.
In this subregion* above average harvests were reported in a num
ber of countries. North Africa had a satisfactory performance
with output in agriculture growing by 2.9 per cent. Tlie perfor
mance In Central and west Africa was less satisfactory* as
agricultural output grew by only 2-A per cent and 1 per cent
respectively.

19. In 1987* agricultural production suffered another setback
and was estimated to have increased by only 1*0 per cent.
However* the performance among subregions was mixed while in
North Africa wheat production is estimated to have reached a
record level in 1987* the output of other cereals fell sharply
due to unfavourable weather conditions. In Western Africa*
cereal production also fell as a result of late and below normal
rains. In Eastern Africa* overall agricultural production was
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below average due to Inadequate rains In most of the countries.
Similarly In Southern Africa, agricultural production was

relatively poor •

20- Total food import requirements for the region as a whole
declined from 17.9 million tons of cereals in 1986 to an es
timated 16.4 million tons 1i% 1987. There were* however, unique
cases of countries which in 1987 faced significant food short
ages, in such cases food aid continued to be needed. The level
of total food aid did not# as a consequence, decline. It actual
ly increased slightly from 5.2 million tons In 1986 to 5.7 mil

lion tons in 1987.

21. In 1986, the Industrial sector recorded a growth rate of 5.7
per cent compared to 4.6 per cent in 1985. At this rate, the
share of manufacturing value added for the region increased, al
beit marginally, from 9.4 ptr cent in 1985 to S.6 p*r cent of GOP
in 1986. At the subregional level. Central Africa registered a
growth rate of 7.3 per cent while North Africa had a growth rate
of 6.2 per cent. The West African subregion which had recorded
significant declines in the period 1980-1984 showed some recovery

with manufacturing value added growing by 5.6 per cent. The East
and Southern African countries recorded relatively poor perfor
mance of manufacturing with a deceleration in growth fro» 4.4 per

cent in 1985 to 4.2 per cent in 1986. The preliminary Indicators
for 1987 show that the acceleration In the growth of manufactur
ing sector was slightly dampened relative to 1S86, especially for

Sub-Saharan Africa. Overall, growth in manufacturing value added
1s estimated to have been only around 4 per cent in 1987 for the
region as a whole.

22. Generally, the good performance for the agricultural sector

in 1986 had some positive Impact on the performance of the agro-

industries due to the improved supply of agricultural r,.w

materials and Increased rural demand. With the improved food
situation after 1984/1935 and the associated reduction In food

imports, some foreign exchange was made available for the import

tation of equipment, spare parts and other basic Industrial in

puts. However, the prices of exports particularly oil adversely
affected the performance of industry especially in the more in

dustrialized countries like Nigeria and Algeria.

23. The transport and communications sector also registered poor
growth. Estimates for 1986 show that the value added in

transport and communications increased by only 0-R per cent and

Its share in GDP only increased from 5-1 per cent in 1985 to 5.2

per cent in 1986. The situation in 1987 dio not significantly

change from that of 1986.

24. With regard to domestic demand during 1S86-1987, there was

no significant changes relative to 1985. With an overall

increase of domestic demand of 0.3 p^r cent in 1986r public



consumption declined and private consumption rose by 2.3 per
cent. Gross fixed capital formation declined sharply by 5 per
cent with a very sharp decline in the oil exporting countries of
9;j per c«nt. The same trends Mere more or less exhibited in

25- The position of the external sector in 1936-1987 continued
to be constrained by the unfavourable International environment
especially as regards the slump in oil market and the sharp
declines in prices of Africa's major primary commodities. In
1986* Africa lost $US 19 billion as a result of a collapse of ex
port prices of primary commodities* Moreover* despite the small
rise in oil and metal prices* export earnings in 1987 fell below
their 1986 level by 5.7 per cent. The imports level in 1987* on
the^ other hand* remained unchanged* thus resulting in a huge
deficit in the balance of merchandise trade and a further worsen
ing of the current account balance. At the same time debt ser
vice obligations continued to grow at an alarming rate of about
SUS 25 billion per anrvum equivalent to 55 per cent of export
earnings.

Tabled.Economic developments in the African region
during 1986-1987

1936 1?S7

-2.0 -1.7

Developing Africa

Agriculture

Manufacturing industry

Transport

Domestic demand

Investment

Exports CSbillion)

Imports(Sbillion)

1.2

3.0

5.7

0.8

0.3

-5.0

45-6

52.7

1-5

1.0

4.0

1.0

C.3

-3.0

5C.3

54-7

ECA secretariat.

section hi the external environment - 1980-1987

a-

26- World trade during the first half of the 1980s was charac
terized by sluggish growth due partly to the recession in world

economic activity and due partly to the fact that world policy
options centred on bilateral solutions to trade frictions result
ing in increasing tariff and non-tariff protection which tended
to be disproportionate directed against developing countries.
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Trade policy has also Increasingly been affected by financial

disturbances^ particularly the sliarp swings in reat effective

exchange rates* Interruption of capital flows/ High interest

rates and unpredictable foreign investment patterns.

27. Recent trends in the export of commodities show that tht

share from developing regions has considerably fallen. The share

of developing countries in world commodity export declined from

34 per cent in 1966-1967 to 31 per cent in 1971-1972- Despite

some recovery in 1980-1934* the share has remained roughly con

stant around that level* In the case of Africa the share steadi

ly declined during the 1970s and 1980s while the shares of both

Asia and Latin America have remained fairly constant.

28. Besides^ the rigidities associ ated with inelastic supply

Africa's efforts to expand and diversity Its export base was

frustrated by a number of factors In the international commodity
market •

The hikes in Import prices of manufactured goods relative to the

low export prices of primary commodities have significantly con"

strained the structure of African trade. The position of Africa

as a price taker in international transactions made the develop

ment of the foreign sector outside the control of African

countries. This was mainly due to unfavourable developments in

the international commodity markets which further intensi fied

during the world recession.

29. During 1930-1937r the demand for Africa's primary products

experienced a generalized decline due mainly to two adverse

developments. 'he general contraction of output in industrial

ized countries severely dampened the recovery of commodity

demand. The development of technology of synthetics and sub

stitutes further liirited the chances for the expansion of exports

of a number of commodities. The inadequate capacity of the

African technology to effectively process the raw materials and

primary products also contributed to the damping effects.

30. Equally the restrictive nature of international commodity
markets was not conducive to the growth of the export of primary

commodities. Quota restrictions* tariff and ron-tariff barriers

as well as other forms of protectionism were pursued in pract i-

cally all commodity markets. The effect on Africa's export was

that prices were depressed and export quantities were substan

tially reduced. The slow population ^rcwth in developed

countries has also had implications for the slow growth in demand

of some primary commodities that Africa produces such as coffee*
cocoa and tea.

2-

31. Primary commodities are subject to considerable short-term
fluctuations* and therefore variations in commodity prices are

often caused by changes in business activity and in demand both
at consumer and at trade level.
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32. The markets for both oil and non-oil primary commodities
have exhibited and will continue to exhibit considerable weakness

in the coming years. The price of oil has been declining since

1931 and fell sharply in 1086 to a level that in real terms was

about 15 per cent below that of 1978* Likewise the real non-oil

commodity prices were* on the average,- 13 per cent below the

1960s prices and had* by 1986* fallen to the lowest level since

the 1910s- This drop in the comodity price is generally due to

the sluggish performance of the world econony and the structural

changes in the economies of industrial countries which continue

to dampen the demand for most primary commodities as a result of

the substitution of these primary commodity with other forms of

energy and synthetic substitutes. The price of food items and

metals fell by about 40 per cent in real terns between 1930 and

1986 while prices of agricultural raw materials declined by about

30 per cent-

Table7. Trends of selected commodity price indices

(1979-1981 = 100)

Coffee (cents/lb)

Cocoa (cents/lb)

Tea (cents/lb)

Groundnuts ($/ton)

Palm kernels (S/ton)

Cotton (cents/lb>

Phosphate ($/ton)

Manganese (S/ton)

Iron ore ($/ton)

Copper (cents/lb)

Tin (cents/lb)

Bauxite (Sumt)

1983

127-9

96.1

105.4

392.0

366.0

72.8

31.5

136.9

23.7

72.2

589.2

1^9.5

1984

141.

108.

156-

438.
529.

75.

33.

136.

22.

62.

555-

164.

2

7

8

0

0

0

3

9

3

5

c

9

1985

133.5

102-3
89.9

361.0

291.0

50.2

33.5

133.5

22.0

64.3

541.9

164.2

1986

170.3

93.8

86.6

323.0

142.3

39.1

34.7

137.5

21-6

62.3

260.2

166-1

19C7

106.3

92.0
74.1

292.0

170.Q

66.1

31-0

127.5

21.8

67.3

310.3

163.9

Monthly Commodity Price Bulletin/- UNCTAD.

33- The evolution in Africa's unit value of exports* unit value

of iaports* the terms of trade and the purchasing power of the

region's exports between 1980 and 1985 were generally unfavour

able. During this period Africa suffered very seriously from a

persistent decline in the unit value of its exports. The index

of the unit value of exports (1980 - 1003 declined to less than

80 by 1935. While the unit value of imports for the region also

registered a declining trend mainly as a result of the fall in

oil prices* the terms of trade for the region as a whole did not

Improve significantly. Given the fact that Africa's volume of

exports were declining during the period* the purchasing power of
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the region's exports recorded a steep decrease. The index for
the purchasing power of Africa's exports declined sharply in 1933
and despite some recovery in 19S4 and 1935/ It remained low at

only 77.9 in 1955.

Table8. Unit price indices (Africa's trade)
<19B0 = 100)

1981 1982 19S3 1934 1985

Exports unit value 101.4
Imports unit value °7.4

Terns of trade 103.7

Purchasing power 73.S

91

91

m

m

1

5

3

00.

73.

2

1

82.

90.

9

9

91.

6*7.

2

5

81

85

.5

.5

95.

77.

3

2

73.

79.

5

5

98.

77.

ifiuics: lH£..lntecoatiftul—E
OECD* flfCfi-ftQQflmlC-flutlQQli CJ*jne 1987)

3.

34. The total financial flows from the members of the
Development Assistance Committee (OAC)/ the Organization of

Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and multilateral agencies to
developing Africa decreased from a peak of $US 21.2 billion in

1982 to $US 15.0 billion in 1986 or a decrease of $US 3.2 billion
during the period. The decrease would, certairly* be much bigger

If it is adjusted for inflation and exchange rate fluctuations.

The net resources flows to sub-Saharan African in 1936 was far
below what is required to conpensate the sharp fall in export
prices estimated at $US 19 billion in that year. Moreover* there

has been a hardening of the terms of concessional flows from DAC

countries. The maturity period has decreaseo from an averae of

31.2 years in 1^7^ to 25.4 years in 1986 and the grace period at
tached to these concessional flows declined from an average of

10-1 years in 1981 to 8.2 years in 19?6.

33. Under concessional finance* the World Bank through the
International Development Agency*- IDA has disbursed ?US6*933.6

million in 1935 of which *US6*023.9 million *ent to Sub-Saharan

Africa. The structural adjustment facility of the International
Monetary Fund which was established in ^arch 1936 has provided

since that date an amount of SDR 374.4 million for 11 countries
of Sub-Saharan Africa. However* it has been estimated that

resource outflow to the rund in 1936 was three and half times of

the amounts received in that year. The net outflow of resources

reached 0.9 billion in 19*^6. Concessional finance from those two

multilateral institutions remains low in aggregate but con

stitutes a Larse proportion of finance received by some low in

come African countries.
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Z6m Grants to developing African countries have barely Increased
from a total of $US6*073.5 mitt ion In 1983 to $US6*721.3 miltibn

in 1984 after a lower level of $US5*375 million in 1982- In

general concessional flows to Africa have decreased or at best

stagnated during 1980-1985 and the terras of concessional!ty have

hardened*

37- The tendency towards more borrowing from financial markets
which started after the first increase in oil prices in the

mid-1970s has continued although at a much reduced pace in the

1980s because of the debt crisis* The Euro-currency credits to
developing African countries had almost dried up by 1984 decreas

ing from a total of $US2*420*0 million in 19S3 to SUS330.5 mil

lion in 1984. However* these credits picked cp in 1985 reaching

^ level of $US1*220-3 mi IIion* The increase in Euro-currency

credits in 1985 could partly be explained by what came to be

known as involuntary lending when commercial banks were literally

forced to give new loans to their debtors to rescue them from

defaulting.

38. Euro-currency credits are only available to a limited number

of African countries usually the middle Income countries which

are considered by the banks as less risky. This selective ap

proach explains why the total Euro-credits provided to Africa In

1985 went to ten countries only. With regard to the internation

al bond markets* the capacity of African countries to mobilize

finance on such markets has greatly diminished with the erosion

of the credit worthiness of the majority of countries* Finance

raised through the issuance of bonds decreased from $11S 751 mil

lion in 1933 to $US 513 million in 19S5.

39* The amount of official and private export credits to

developing African countries has decreased from $US 1 billion in

1983 to $US 0.6 billion in 1986 or a cecr«ase of $US 0.4 billion

over three years.x Sines these are flous trat are intended to in

crease the volune of exports of developed countries to developing

countries* their decline could be largely due to the reduced

capacity of African countries to import because of the economic

crisis through which the countries are going. Also the lack of

concessional!ty of export credits does not make these credits at

tractive to African countries with balance of payments

difficulties.

40. Loans from the various credit trarches and facilities of the

International Monetary fund have increased steadily from $US

4*303 million In 1982 to JUS 7*109 million in 1985. The IMF

credits are short-term In nature and their use is conditional on

the adoption and implementation of a set of economic policies*

Other multilateral* non-concessional credits including those

provided by the World Bank have also steadily increased from $U

73*798 million in 1983 to $US 86*509 million in 1985- This

steady increase in flows from multilateral Institutions shows the
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Increasingly important roles that they are, assuming since the

decline of commercial banks loans to developing countries.

41. Private direct investment resources consti tute only a

negligible part of total resource flows to Africa. They are

primarily attracted by jood business opportunitiesr a liberal
economic environment and political stability in the receiving

countries- The total volume of these flows to Africa is very

small and declining* it decreased from $US 1*740 million in 1981

to $US 1y452 million in 1984.

Table9. Total net resource flows to

(Current US billion)

Sub-Sahardi Africa

I.

II.

Ill-

Total

Official Dev.

Finance

Bilateral

Multilateral

Other

Export credits

Private flows

net flows

1983

11-4

7.0

2.6

1.3

1-1

2.3

14.8

1984

12-7

7.0

2.9

2.8

0.2

0.3

13.2

1985

12.9

7.3

3.3

1.8

0-6

2-5

16-0

1986

16.0

ID.5

3.5

2.0

0.6

2.3

13.9

SQUE£fi: Various sources including OECD^UNtTAD/World

Tabtefd*. Terms of resource fTovs

1970 19B5

Low income countries:

(a) Interest rates (average per cent)

(b) Average payment period (years)

(c) Grace period

(d) Percentage of debt at variable

interest rate

2. Middle income countries (lower group)

(a) Interest rates

(b) Average payment period

(c) Grace period

(d) Percentage of debt at variable

interest rate

-» •

2 8.

9.

2

0

0

3.

33.

3.

■4

0

0

C.I

5.1

21.0

6.0

C-5

Bank,

4.7

8-3

15.0

5-0

32.2

= World Development Report 1987* World
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42. The rapid increase of the region's debt and its servicing
had adverse effects on the African economies- Between 1984 and
19S5 the total external debt of Africa* including short-term debt
and the amount of accumulated arrears increased by more than 7
per cent to reach $US 200 billion in 1936.

43. The total amount of Africa's external debt more than doubled

between 1974 and 1934 representing about 50 per cent of GDP in

1934. The debt service ratio increased so rapidly and has become

so difficult to manage in several African countries that the
region* as a whole* had to resort to more than 32 rescheduling in

less than 3 years during the 1933-1985 period. The capacity of
servicing the debt is very low at around only 50 per cent of the

obligations in many countries. Further* i f account of accumu

lated arrears are taken into account in total obligation many

countries would certainly be totally unable to pay »ore than 10
per cent.

44. Although Africa's outstanding external debt might appear

small compared to the estimated SUS 735 billicn for the whole of

the third world at the end of 1935* it constitutes* however/ a

very heavy burden for the African region. This basically because

of two reasons. First* the rates of overall debt and debt ser

vicing as compared to exports are y/ery high for Africa being

respectively 223.5 and 21.1 per cent* compared to those of Asia

which stand at 31.4 per cent and 10.5 per cent respectively.

SecondLy* the capacity for internal adjustment policies is such

more limited in Africa because of the large number of countries

that are classified as least developed countries* the vagaries of

the weather and the high dependence on a limited range of primary

commodity exports.

45. This increase in the debt burden has progressively spread
from the oiI-import ing countries to oil-exporting countri es whi ch

no longer have surplus funds. 3y the end of 1935* several

African countries were forced to accept harsh terms in order to

restructure their public and private debts. The stringency of

the conditionality imposed on the countries delayed disbursement

and further impaired the efficiency of IMF i ntervention in that

connection. Despite several efforts nade by industrialized

countries to prevent the major debtor developing cojntries from

defaulting* no particular attention has been paid to the case of

many African countries whose poverty and lou credit worthiness

has prevented them from obtaining more loans. The high debt bur

den coupled with poor export performance resulted in drastic cut-

bacVs in imports of essential commodities causing a slow down in

national output. Vlhi le the replenishment of the IDA to the tune

of SUS 12.4 billion and the decision to allocate 45 per cent

thereof to Sub-Saharan Africa is most beneficial* this measure is
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modest 3iven the magnitude of the collapse in commodity prices

and the actual debt.

46. As regards the structure of the external debt itself* about
35 per cent is made up of official development assistance* 3 per

cent export credit and 12 per cent in accounted for by private
flows. While ODA increased from $US 11-4 billion In 1983 to $US

16*0 billion in 1986* the total private flows decreased from $US
3.5 billion to «US ?.7 billion respectively. This reduced levels
of private ftows reflect the internatioal community's more pes

simistic perception of the credituorthiness of African countries
in li^ht of y/ery high levels of Indebtedness* reductions in com
modity prices and other internal economic circumstances like ex-

charge rates* interest rates* prices* marketing systems which af
fect profitability* as well as tess demand b> African countries
for non-concessionally funded imports. It is unlikely that

either African borrowers or their external lenders will press for

higher levels until debt servicing export ratio are greatly im
proved. The prospects for future highly concessional official

development assistance CODA) to developing Africa are for modest

increases of about 2 per cent per year.

47. For some African countries* debt servicing is bei«g success
fully managed; but for the majority of them* the problem is

being put off* pending the ongoi ng decision related to debt

renegotiations arrived at in the Paris Club for official debt »nd

the London Club for private debt. There seems to be a growing
agreement that* in some cases* additional measures will be needed

to improve Africa's capacity to service its debt while at the

same time undertaking growth-oriented programmes.
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SECTION III- EFFORTS IN ENGINEERING RECOVERY:
STABILIZATION AND STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT

4fl. Aware of the very urgent need to re-establish the process of
growth in African countries* the African countries devised a
sharply focussed medium-term recovery strategy in July 1935.
This global strategy was embodied in what came to be known as

Africa's Priority Programme for Economic Recovery 1986-1990- The
main philosophy of the programme remained rooted in the
philosophy of the Lagos Plan of Action and the Final Act of Lagos

adopted earlier in 1^30. As such the global African recover/

strategy still saw as relevant the objectives of achieving radi

cal changes in the patterns of production and consumption* struc

tural transformation of the social and economic relationships*
the integration of the African region and* not least* the attain

ment of accelerated economi c growth and development.

4°. With the broad aims in mind* the African recovery strategy
focussed on a few sectors with the tactical emphasis of agricul
ture as the core sector from which the medium-term recovery would

derive. In this regard it was strategically decided to emphasize
those sectors which have a direct and dynamic link with agricul

ture namely industry.* transport,* trade and finance and human
resources.

50. In addition to identifying the pivotal sectors to focus on
during the recovery period* the African global strategy iden

tified a number of actions that had to be undertaken at the
domestic and international level. Indeed the African countries

were, under no illusion that they would successfully engineer the

recovery of their economies with the support of the international

community. It is in this context that it was decided to submit
Africa's own strategy to the United Nations's Special session on
Africa's Economic and Social Crisis with the purpose of entering
into a compact with the international community regarding the im
plementation of the strategy.

51. Since the beginning of the 1980s/- Africa has beer* faced with

a particularly serious crisis involving* as noted earlier* deep-

rooted internal and external disequilibria. To deal with at

least some of these manifold problems* many African countries

sought the assistance of international financial institutions

particularly the World Sank and the International Monetary Fund

for support. Indeed these instituti ons made Africa one of their
principle subject of concern andr consequent ly,* increased their

loans to African countries as well as the decree of Involvement

in policy and programme formulation and monitoring. It is within

this broad framework that many African countries have adoptee
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stabilization and structural adjustment programmes Individually

or with the close Involvement of the World Bank and/or the IMF.

52, However.* in recent years* many of the programmes* or at least

soae aspects of such programmes have come under serious discus

sion as regards the efflcacity of the policies in relation to the

p rob lens and characteristics o*f the African countries. The im

pact of the programmes on the overall economy have also caused

serious concern.

53- It is here intended to briefly outline the nature of the

major disequillbria that necessitated the adoption of adjustment

programmes by African countries* the characteristics and general

objectives of the programmes and t!ieir Impact on the overall

economies of the African countries*

1.

54- The economic and financial situation of African countries

deteriorated in the past years as a result of the interaction of

unfavourable internal and external factors- On the external

side* the sharp rise in petrol prices during 1979-1930 which

resulted 1n a world recession of a significant magnitude* the

high rise in interest rates and the debt burden, the decline In

external development assistance and the fall in the prices of

most of the primary commodities all ted to great difficulties for

the African countries in terms of unsustainable balance of pay

ments deficits. These difficulties were to compound the weakness

of the already internally fragile African economies as a result

of long cycles of drought* intensified 1nflationary pressures*

the huge government budget deficits as well as the Inadequate

domestic policies* The lack of domestic savings and the as

sociated appreciable decline in investments since 1980 led to

quasi-endemic unemployment and underemployment and to an overall

decline in economic growth.

55- In such circumstances* it Is now on reccrd that ~$U African

countries have undertaken since 1980 stabilization and/or struc

tural adjustment programmes with the support of the IMF and/or

the World Bank.

2.

56. The stabilization and structural adjustment programmes which

have been implemented in the African countries generally aimed at

restablishing the balance of payments equilibrium* reducing the

rate of inflation and creating favourable conditions for economic

growth- To reestablish the macro-balance in the African

economies* the World Bank and the IMF normally propose three main

types of actions: the control of the demand* the action on the

supply side and the adjustment of the exchange rate. These

inter-related broad actions are often formulated in a framework

of a package of macro-economic policies whose implementation also

serves as a condition for loans and credits from the world Sank
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and the IMF. The specific policies which are usually recommended
differ frow country to country. However* the following tend to
feature in most of the packages*- namely* restriction of demand*
devaluation of currencies* liberalization of trade* reduction or
elimination of subsidies* budget balancing* price Incentives
especially for agricultural producers* privatisation or
nationalization of public enterprises* export promotion and price
decontrols- These policies are believed to be necessary for the
resolution of the major disequilibria In the economies.

57, The policies oriented toward the taolcoL-flt^tat demand are
very often key elements in the structural adjustment.

Theoretically demand management 1s believed to have the advantage
of having more rapid effects. These policies are Intended to
bring the level of domestic demand to a level compatible with the
available resources. Thfrs in turn Involves the implementation of
budgetary and monetary policies and demand control.

58- The budgetary policies play a major role 1n most of the
structural adjustment programmes implemented in the African
countries- Indeed* the rate of growth of government expendi
tures* relative to that of government revenues have resulted 1m

large budget deficits. Thus* the structural adjustment program
mes adopted by the African countries include ia most cases a
celing on expenditures so as to reduce.the deficits. The cuts In

public expenditures Impose on the African Governments difficult
choices as a result of the social and political implications of

such cuts* At the same time* the programmes Involve efforts to

strengthen the revenue and resources mobilization. For this pur

pose* the programmes advocate fiscal reforms intended to Increase
government revenues.

59. The monetary policies are proposed along with the budgetary
measures as these are directed to the same objectives and their

impact are complementary. The main element of the monetary

policies is the control of credit by establishing credit ceilings
to both private and public sectors. The control.of credit is
generally accompanied by Increasing the domestic Interest rates.

60. in recent years* the supply side policies have started to

feature prominently in Africa's structural adjustment programmes*

Tl*e objective of the supply oriented policies 1s to Increase

production for national consumption and exports* improve resource

allocation and establish a solid basis for development. Unlike
the demand policies* the supply policies are usually of a long

term nature. The increase of production for domestic consumption

and for exports* or for import substitution* is designed t6

reduce the current deficit and ameliorate the capacity of the

countries to face their debt service. Besides Increasing the

level of production the supply policies also aim at achieving

structural reforms* like the rehabilitation of parastfttal en

terprises* reform of the financial structures* privatization of

trade* promotion of private Initiatives. These policies are well
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suited to the objective of Jtfrican states to b«*1ld a strong basis
for sustained grout* and development-

61- In aany cases* structural adjustment programmes have Included
as part of t*e policy Instruments* the develuatton of national
currencies and/or the changing of the exchange rate system.

Generally the stated purposes of adopting this policy are CO «o
alleviate the distortions In the economy; C11J to enhance-tfce
profitability and competitiveness of domestic products especially
exports and Import substitutes; and (111) discourage the excess
demand for Imports, A variety of approaches have been tried- Ii*
some cases' exchange rates were depreciated while 1n other cases
the depreciation was accompanied by other changes 1n the exchange

rate arrangements such as pegging to SDR* or a basket of curren

cies.* change of currency weights* etc-

62. From the African experience In the design and Implementation
of stabilization and/or structural adjustment programmes* espe

cially under the support of the IMF and the World Bank* there are
about five sets of issues that have been usually raised* namely

whether:

(a) the programmes are too standard such that they do not take
Into account the specific and peculiarities of the individual

African countries;

(b) the programmes do not focus mainly on short-term financial
viability without actually tackling the structural problems of a
■ore lonfl-term nature;

«c) the policies of the programmes are actually appropriate In
the context of African countries which require economic growth

and not retrenchment;

Cd) the programmes are supported by adequate resources either
from the Fund and the Bank or from other donors;

<e) the social factors and other costs of the programme are

adequately assessed to cushion the population - especially the

vulnerable groups - from their adverse effects,

63- With respect to the issue of the programmes being standard*
it Is clear that although some policy prescriptions tend to fea

ture prominently 1n almost all the packages* the overall totality
of the packages have been sufficiently varied- This does not
only reflect the fact that the problems that the programmes at

tempt to address are varied in nature and magnitude* but also the

fact that the timing of the adoption of the programmes has tended
to differ among countries- In some cases* the programmes have

been adopted veil before the economic disequilibria become too

deep and critical while In other cases* the adoption of the
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programme was during or after the onset cf a very critical

situation. In each of these cases* the prescriptions and the
dosage necessary to deal with the problem tended to differ

64. On the issue of the adequacy of the programmes to tackle

structural problems there remains some contraversy. While the
financial institutions that support most of the adjustment
programmes urgue that the policies should engender a switching of

resources to the more productive* competitive and efficient sec

tors* many analysts contend that even if the switching of resour

ces did occurs it would not result in the desired structural

reforms. In this respect examples include the fact that in many
cases# the programmes would entrench the traditional few export

commodities and even undermine the needed shifts to food produc

tion for self-sufficiency.

65. Another area of contention with regard tc the stabilization

and structural adjustment programmes that have been attempted re

lates to their usual effect of short-term retrenchment of

economic activities. Evidently* the nature of the social and

economic crisis in African countries is such that an Immediate

recovery process must be set in motion as quickly as possible.

This indeed was the basic perception that led to the adoption of

APPER and UNPAAERD. However* a number of policy instruments in

the stabilization and structural adjustment packages tend to

deter the regeneration of growth. For example/ curtailing public

investment in the African context tends often to reduce overall
growth since in many African countries the public sector still

plays an important role in the productive and service sectors.

In addition policies like the removal of subsides on inputs such

as fertilisers and pesticides can have direct negative effects on
agricultural expansion.

66. Perhaps one of the major reasons that many African countries

have ^one to the IMF and World Bank for the support of their

reform programmes has been that of enabling the mobilization of

external resources. This is because it has become a general ap
proach of donors to search for assurance that the policy reforms

that countries intend to adopt have the support of the IMF and

the World ^ank. However* an examination of the amount of in

crease in resource flows to those countries that have adopted

reform policies reveals that a lot is still desired in this

field. Indeed in some cases it seems that the lack of financial
support directly led to the foundering of structural reform

programmes-

6"*- Through the painful experience that man> African countries

have ijone through In a genuine effort to adjust* it has become

clear that there are many social and economic costs to adjust

ment. While some of the costs could be looked upon as transitory

and inevitable* it is increasingly apparent that there are some

costs that may have long-term implications. There is now*

therefore* a growing consensus that stabilization and structural
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adjustment programme designs should not ignore to assess the

social aspects*

68* One aspect whith has been ignored is the relationship between

the adjustment process in the traditional framework and the

social-cultural dimensions. It has become evident that not only

are there a number of social costs of adjustment but also a num

ber of socio-political dimensions to the successful implementa

tion of adjustment programmes. These concerns point to the need

to re-examine the orthodox approaches to adjustaent so as to come

up with what is currently referred to as adjustment with a human

face. Section IV below tries to give more details and clarifica

tions on the question of the human dimension of adjustment.

c-

69. The crisis of the first half of the 1980s had serious repur-

cussions on Africa's human resources and social conditions* The

major aspects of the implications of the crisis on the African

people and social set-up include CO employment; (ii) income and

standards of livinj? (iii) social services' and Civ) human

management*

70. Open unemployment* which denotes the unsuccessful search for

work# affected 22 million workers in 1985' having increased by

9.7 million relative to 1983. Underemployment ahich signifies

relatively low worker productivity' which stood at 40 per cent of

the labour force affecting 63.6 million workers in 1933 increased

sharply to affect °5 million Africans by 1985. Such high levels

of unemployment and underemployment in Africa is a result of the

drastic contraction of the economy' depressed worker productivity

and the millions of displaced peasants* farm workers and pas-

toralists. Those displaced totalled over 10 million persons at

the height of the crisis in 1983-1984 of whore 40 to 50 per cent

were active in the labour force.

71- The continued depression of the African economies' the high

levels of unemployment' the shortage of resources and the in

crease in the skewness of income distribution all interacted to

bring about a drastic reduction in the incomes of the majority of

the African people. For example' income Efi£—iflBita declined by

an annual average of 3-4 per cent between 1580 and 1986. This

reduction in income coupled with the decline in the availability

of essential goods and services meant that the overall standards

of living of the people deteriorated- Real wages declined by an

average of at least 19 per cent between 1980 and 1936' while at

the same time' prices increased on the average by 13.9 per cent

from 1932 to 1933 and further by 2A per cent and 11-7 per cent in

1984 and 1935. The divergent wa^e/pMce trends in addition to

the other adverse factors* resulted in a significant worsening of

conditions of human well-being within the continent.



7?. The crisis also had an unfavourable impact on the health and
nutrition standards In Africa especially in view of the fact that
public expenditures on health are already the lowest in the
world. It is therefore not surprising that some 30 million more
persons suffered from pocr health and malnutrition. Although
most of the victims were children* at least 12 million were
workers engaged mainly in agricultural production. Hundreds of
thousands of lives were lost as a result cf the situation of
famine which plagued the horn of Africa, the Sudano-Sahelian zone
and destruction due to aggression by racist South Africa on the
Frontline States* particularly Mozambique and Angola. Sanitation
and general environmental health conditions deteriorated severe
ly* thereby increasing levels of morbidity and maternal and child
malnutrition and mortality.

73. Investments in public and private education also declined ap
preciably. Government expenditure on education fie.t tafilta drop
ped from SUS 41 in 1980 to $US 28 in 1935. As a result enrolment,
increases in primary education dropped from 9.3 per cent per an
num between 1975 and 1°8C* to 2.9 per cent per annuam between

1980 and 1983. Secondary school enrolments increases decelerated
to 10-9 per cent between 1930 and 1983 relative to 13.7 per cent
per annum during 1975-1980.

74. These declines continued through the first half of the 1980s-
Enrolment increases in higher education dropped by 66 per cent
between 1980 and the beginning of 1985- Indicators of quality in
education - books and other instructional Materials*- laboratory
facilities* class sizes* pupil/teacher ratio* etc- - all indi
cated a dramatic decline particularly in the rural areas* thus
threatening to undo much of what had been achieved since indepen

dence to deepen the role of the human capital stock in Africa-

75- The overall deterioration in socio-econoaic conditions* was
edjed on by the structural rigidities and institutional inef-
flciences of public administration and management systems in
African countries. Management capabilities were underlined and
gross mismanagement of almost all aspects of economic life became
rampant. African countries became increasingly unable to formu

late and effectively implement development policy as planning

capabilities became eroded. Management of the social sectors*

particularly education* health and shelter was in disarray.
Mismanagement of human resources engendered frustration and

depressed the productivity of public servants.

76. The widespread social and economic mismanagement and Institu

tional rigidities eroded moral values apd gave rise to a

widespread diffidence towards the public good. It also con

tributed to propelling the brain-drain from the region. Some
40*000 middle- and high-level professional* technical and scien
tific manpower fled the continent by 1985. In addition* the num
ber of African refugees reached the 5 million mark in 1985 as a
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result of growing political* ethnic regional and religious

tensions within the continent.

77. Thus* all indicators of performance in the area of human
resources development* utilization and management point to a

decimation of these most important resources in Africa* hence the
urgent necessity to reconstruct the human resources base for
recovery and development to take root. This reed is clearly ar
ticulated in UNPAAERD* *hich states that "central to the success
ful implementation of the proposed actions* is the efficient
developments planning and utilization of human resources and the
full and effective participation of people in the development

process".

78. It is now widely acknowledged that African countries are
making relentless efforts to ensure the resumption of growth in
their respective economies. However* it has also been observed
that despite the laudable efforts* the performance of the African
economies is still unsatisfactory. The question that then becom
es relevant to ask is what are the factors that have influenced
such divergent trends between efforts of the African countries
and the results' It is pertinent to reflect on this question
here so as to set the backjround for Part II of the present study
which analyzes the likely prospects of the African economies in
the remaining period of APPER and UNPAAERDx 0588-1990).

79. The first important lesson to draw from the recent experien
ces with stabilization and structural adjustment programmes in
Africa relates to the vulnerability of the African economic per
formance to the vagaries of the weather. Overall economic

recovery in Africa has fluctuated directly with the weather con

ditions. In many countries there has been record surpluses when
the rains were good and timely followed by serious shortages

whenever the rains failed. This overwhelming vulnerability of
the African economies has very serious implications for policy
design and implementation. For example* it is clear that while

price policies and incentives will continue to be important in

sustaining recovery* their effectiveness can be seriously under

mined by the simple designs of nature.

80. The second lesson which must be drawn from the African ex

perience with the adjustment process relates to the effect of the
international environment. It is an accepted fact that one of

the major disequilibria of the African economies has been that of
balance of payments imbalances. In line with this* many policies

are adopted to correct the problem of balance of payments

deficits and the crushing debt burden, yet* irrespective of the
efforts expended by African countries to vigorously implement the

different policies these problems have persisted. The undeniable
fact is that this persistence is a direct result of the



unfavourable International environment as regards primary
commodity prices* resource flows and debt conditions. Unless and
until the external environment to Africa's recovery are resolved*
it will be very difficult for African countries., even if they
adopted and effectively implement the necessary domestic
policies* to succeed in engineering a sustainable process of
growth-
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PART TWO

PROSPECTS FOR RECOVERY

1988-1990

81. APPER and UNPAAERD have identified food and agriculture as
priority sectors and systematically called for the development of
the other sectors in support of agriculture* These include agro-

based industries* transport and trade and finance. The other
areas to which the programme gave particular attention relate to

the development of human resources* measures to combat drought
and desertification and the role of the international community
in support of the priority of the recovery programme- Section I
of this part deals with the prospects of the priority sectors of

APPER and UNPAAERD under the continuation of the recent trends
scenario. Section II deals with the prospects of recovery under

the possibility of increasing the efforts* measures and actions

called for in APPER and UNPAAERD at the domestic and internation

al levels.

SECTION I: THE RETARDATION OF THE AFRICAN RECOVERY PROCESS:

THE IMPACT OF POOR WEATHER AND UNFAVOURABLE

INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONSENT

82. The successful implementation of APPER and UNPAAERD criti

cally depends on the ability of African Governments to effective

ly Implement the measure's and policy reforms called for in the

recovery programmes as well as a fully responsive international

situation to support Africa's needs during the recovery period.

While African Governments put in place appropriate actions* two

constraining factors are critical to the recovery effort namely
the weather conditions and the developments in the international

environment- These two factors have already adversely affected

Africa's performance during the first two years of the program

mes. The present section examines the possible outturn- for the

recovery process under the assumption of a failure to achieve any

significant improvement in these two areas.

A.

33. It has been new well established that adverse developments

in weather and external conditions constitute severe set-backs to

the growth performance of African countries- For example* the

Great African drought of 198'5-1985 brought tc the fore the fact

that many African countries are faced with a lingering scare of
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the recurrence of natural calamities with disastrpus implications
not only on economic performance but also on the very survival of
the people. The analysis below attempts to reflect on the situa
tion that might evolve in the next two years if weather condi
tions continue to remain unfavourable.

34. While Africa's population grew at 3.2 per cent yearly be
tween 1930 and 1985* total food production in the region grew by
a mere 1 to 1.5 per cent yearly with the result that food self-

sufficiency ratios dropped from 86 per cent in 1930s to below 80
per cent in 1985. Consequently* many African countries had to
resort to massive food imports and food aid to meet the shortfall

22*;u?pl£" Cereal imports rose steeply from 23.7 million tons in
1980-1981 to 31 million tons in 1983-1984. With imports increas
ing sharply and earnings from primary exports diminishing owing
to the collapse of international commodity prices, African
countries had to increasingly rely on food aic as their capacity
to finance commercial imports became substasntially limited.
Thus food aid increased significantly from 3.7 million tons in
1979-1980 to 7.6 million tons in 1934-1935*

85. With the prevalence of natural calamities* the food position
is expected to worsen further during the rest of the decade and
the region as a whole would remain import dependant. Maintaining
a fi£t_£aBltfl consumption of cereals of 140.8 kg* food consumption
is projected to increase to S2.5 million tons by the year 1990*
implying a growth rate of 1.3 per cent between 198-6 and 1990. On
the basis of the trends of 1983-1985* production is estimated to
reach 58.6 million tons. With a projected total demand of all
uses of 110.3 million tons self-sufficiency in cereals would be
maintained at 53.1 per cent. At these consumption and production
rates* the food position in Africa would even be worse than the
one observed during the period of the Great African drought.
Food Imports would double from the 1995 level to reach 46.8 per

cent of total demand requirements implying that every 1 in 2
Africans would depend on imported food. The region as a whole
would depend more than before on food aid since under poor
weather conditions there would be very limited external resources
to pay for such food imports



Table11- Cereals prospects for Africa - 1985-1990

1985 1988 1990

Total demand (million tons) 101.7 106.8 110.3
Total production (million tons) 75.4 64.8 58.6
Self-sufficiency ratio 74-1 6C.6 53.1
Deficits (million tons) 26.3 42.0 51.7
Per capital total demand (kg) 188.2 181.0 175.1
Per capital food consumption (kg) 140.8 14C.6 140.3

5fiU£C£= ECA projections and FAO printouts.* July 1987.

86. The continued poor weather conditions would also adversely
affect roots* tubers and pulses which are najor staple foods.

With a fific.iafilift consumption of 180.1 kg based on FAO estimates*
total demand requirements would reach 109.2 million tons in 1990.

But* while the region as a whole achieved self-sufficiency in
roots and tubers in the 1<>70s* the effects of bad weather brought

down the self-sufficiency to low levels due to the slide down in

production. If bad weather persisted* this wculd worsen and-the
self-sufficiency ratio would decline further to around 87.3 per

cent. This would imply tremendous shortages of food especially

in the rural areas.

Table12« Tubers and roots prospects: 1988-1990

1985 1988 1990

Total demand (million tons) 95.2 103-3 109.2
SSR 99.7 73.5 87.3

Production (million tons) 95.0 87.7 83.1

Sfiyr.CS: ECA projections and FAO printouts.*- July 19£7.

87. On a flfir_£afllta consumption basis of 1C-6 kg total demand
requirements for pulses would reach 6.6 million tons by 1990 with

a££ fiflfiiia consumption stagnant at 9.0 kg per person.
Production* on the other hand* being severely hampered by adverse

climatic conditions would cover only 85 per cent of total

requirements. This would amount to a production level of 5.6

million tons of pulses by the year 1990.

Table13. Pulses prospects: 1988-1990

1985 1988 1990

Per capital consumption (kj) 9.0 9.0 9.0
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Total consumption (million tons?
Total demand (mUlion tons)
SSR

Production (nUlion tons)

4.5

5.7

96.5

5.6

5.0

6.2

90.3

5.6

5.

6.

84.

5.

4

6

8

6

5fiUC££: ECA projections and FAO printouts., July 1987,
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83. Past trends reveal that production of animal food fell

during 1953-1935 due to the tremendous losses of livestock caused

by drought. If such situation were to continue during the

remaining years of the 1980s* supply of animal food is. expected

to experience a significant slow down. Total production of meat

would* at best remain stagnant at its 1963-1985 level of 5.2 mil

lion tons. At the sane time* demand requirements would be rising

since the population would be growing. On the basis of a cec

£32112 consumption of meat of 11.3 kg* total demand for meat is

projected to be around 7.4 million tons by the year 1993. This

would represent a yearly increase of 5 per cent during 1985-1990?

thus bringing a self-sufficiency ratio at a low level of 71 per

cent.

89. Production of fish 1s forecast to reach 2.3 million tons by

the year 1990. With a projected total demand of 5.8 million

tons* the region as a whole would achieve a self-sufficiency

ratio of 60.3 per cent* implying a rise in net imports of 2.3

million tons.

Table14. Prospects for meat 1938-1990

Meat 1985 1988 1990

Demand per capita (kg)

Total demand (million tons)

Consumption per capita (kg?

Total consumption (million ton)

TotaL production (million ton)

SSR

11.3

5.7

11.3

5.7

5.2

91.2

11.7

6.7

11.3

6.6

5.2

77.6

12.1

7.4

11.7

7-3

5.2

71.0

projections and FAO printouts* Xuly 1987

90. Historically* the adverse economic conditions* both internal

and external* have contributed to the poor growth perfonance of

the manufacturing industry in Africa as evidenced by an average

rate of growth of value added of only 3.4 per cent during the

period 1980-1935 compared with 10.1 per cent recorded in the

1970s. These adverse factors include continuing drought* lack of

foreign exchange*- inadequate or lack of backward integration and

inadequate funding- It appears that these constraints will con
tinue to hamper industrial recovery in many African countries*

91. Although the extent of the effect of drought on industrial
production Is not known* it is possible from the high share of

food and other agro-processing industries In total manufacturing
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to assess that It has been substantial. Foreign exchange has
been and continues to be the nost laportant factor adversely
affecting Industrial recovery as 1t has Halted the capacity to
isport the necessary Industrial Inputs. Priority In allocating
the dwindling foreign exchange earnings of African countries was
given to, the Import of basic needs Cfood* fuel, etc.) leaving
very little for^ the Import of Intermediate and capital goods.
This leads to C1> the deterioration of physical facilities
resulting from lack of replacement Machinery* equipment and spare
parts; Cii> the ^ttry low level of capacity utilization; and
CUD closing down of plants for lack of intermediates and raw
materials.

92- Structurally, the Industries that critically support
agriculture could be grouped into two: Industries producing
agricultural Inputs and industries processing agricultural
products. In the first group art those Industries producing
agricultural hand tools* lapleaents; machinery, irrigation and
transport equipment and related spare parts, as well as fer

tilizers* pesticides vaccines and Pharmaceuticals from the chemi
cal subsectors. The second group of industries comprises of
mainly the food, beverages and tobacco industries. In 1985*
these Industries accounted for 31.6 per cent of the total
manufacturing value added in 25 African countries. Other in-
dustrial branches falling within this group are textiles* leather

and related products. However, their share in total manufactur
ing value added was a mere 3-5 per cent. Altogether, this second
group of agricultural processing industries together with wood'
paper, printing and publishing contributed 60 per cent of the
manufacturing value added In the 25 countries In 1985.

Ca)

93. If, as a result of bad weather overall agricultural ac
tivities declined, then value added in food processing Industries

would concomitantly decelerate. It is estimated that this
deceleration would bring the growth in focd processing value
added to only 1.2 per cent by 1990. This growth rate is not very

much different from the growth achieved during the drought period
of 1983-1985 when shortages In the supply of agricultural raw
materials considerably reduced the operational capacity of the

subsector. Moreover, lack of basic industrial Inputs particular
ly spare parts and packing* canning and bottling materials are

alto contributing factors* Such a slow down in food processing

activities would, no doubt* deepen the forecast food crisis

during the period. It is estimated that Industrially produced

cereals would amount to 75.5 million tons by the year 1990 thus
worsening the cereal deficit.

cm
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94* The development of the beverage industries has tended to be
constrained by the inadequate capacity for processing* Growth I*.
the value added of the subsector dropped significantly from 9-9
per cent In 1970s to 4 per cent during 1980-1985- The decline
was nost noticeable in the manufactures of agro-based beverages

such as coffee* tea and cocoa. The decline of raw materials in
volume terms coupled with the weak processing capacity have
greatly reduced the growth potential of the subsector.

Furthermore* the Importation of basic ingredients in the manufac
turing of soft and alcholic drinks in sufficient quantities was
greatly affected by the scarcity of foreign exchange. Taking ac
count of the continuation of these trends* the growth rate of
manufacturing value added of beverages Is projected to slacken to
2.1 per cent in 1990. Similarly* with the adverse developments

in external markets* and the likely effects of drought on tobacco
production In major producing African countries* tobacco process
ing would suffer a slump and the value added nould not be expec
ted to Increase by more than 1 per cent by 199C.

C111) IeitiUs , . - , t . -oon
95. On the basis of a ofiCMaltd consumption of 3 kg in 1990*
the total demand requirements for all textile fibres is estimated
to amount to 1-8 i«UUon tons in 1990* implying an increase of
4.7 per cent between 1986 and 1990. On the other hand* given the
historical production trend of an annual increase of 1.4 per
cent* production In 1990 Is estimated at 1-4 Million tons* leav
ing a gap of 0.4 million tons to be covered by Imports. However*
a substantial proportion of this gap would fee accounted for by

falls In the production of nan-made fibres.

civ) Ufiithec-atQiuits

96. From an estimate given by UNIOO* value adced of footwear In
creased by 1.6 per cent during 1980-1983. On the basis of tfn*

continuation of adverse development in the livestock sector* it

Is assumed that the raw material supplies of hides and skins

would constitute a constraint to the growth of the leather in

dustry* It is therefore assumed that the value added of the sub-
sector would Increase marginally by 1-3 per cent between 1988 and

1990.

(v? EaresicnbdSfid.fitQdutts

97. The value added of wood processing industries declined con

sistently since the beginning of the 1980s reaching its lowest

level in 1982-1983. White demand for forestry-based products

were rising* the decline In production resulted in a very high

dependence on Imports especially for products such as paper and
paper products. In the short run period of 1988-1990* these

trends are forecast to continue such that the growth in value
added of the subsector would* at best* stagnate around 0.1 per

cent.
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93- The Industrial chemical sector in Africa is stil
at an

3 is"
fertilizers^ pesticides, plastics, synthetic fibres and rubber

Sfrica %H "Jl sS ^^ Ph3r^"uticals. Chemical Industries Vn
Africa seem to be concentrated in only a fen countries such Is
Algeria, ESypt, Libya, Morocco and Nigeria! COu"tries such as

rltl ?.nT i\" 19?4 t0 2'3 mUU0n tonS *« ?985- The growth
^f! If I? Per C*nt duHn9 the period 1980-1985. The cor-
lloS t" J9 ^r«VOr Production -*rt 1.8 million tons, 3,5 mil
lion tons, and o;3 per cent and 3.0 per cent. The drastic falls

!,*" ^Jncrease are, in part, due to the drought ex-

"9 *he f1rSt haU Of tMs decade- Although ?he gap
ttTT"io*Jn? P"d««*on had tended to narrow do«n
tL.I" 84) U ^°Se t0 236,000 in 1985. In spite of

- y- l2W n6t iB|Port' w»t of th« African countries
Zmp?rts from outside the region while the region as a

Ports t^ge quantities of fertilizers (1.2 to 1.3 »«U1on
II* ,ptrlod 1983"^35). The region is co«plete?y

tortant % °? ^e llRP2rt °f PO^sh fertilizers. However, an i m-
SZn??! *aC? A t und*fscore is that whiU the intensive use of
fertilizers led to considerable 9ains in food self-sufficiency in
As a, use of fertilizers in Africa has been estimated to stand at
and7 JL Prl\ "^ V *!»f Asian level. As such, both demand for
and^ production of fertilizers is still vtry low. As of now, the
C*a«2«r "e€t? W0St °f 1ts f««-tHlzer requirements from imports.
In 1935, production of fertilizers was 2.3 million tons while to
tal demand requirement was estimated at 12.9 Billion tons. With
a projected total demand of 4.5 per cent and production growth
rate of 5 per cent yearly, the projected supply-demand gap is
forecast to widen to reach 1.6 million tons by 1990. This would
eventually lead to substantial increases in imports of
fertilizers.

100. Pesticides play a complementary role to fertilizers. While
the former increase yield the latter minimize the risk of loss of
crop production. Consumption of pesticides increased from $US
621 million in 1983 to tOS 665 million in 1985 at 1980 constant
dollars. ^ Itjs expected to increase to $US 770 million in 1990.
This projection is likely to be on the low side. Except for
copper-based products and possibly DOT in Egypt, there are no ac
tive Ingredient manufacturing units in the region. Production Is

h.,?2 t!° ,f0r"ulltI?? and Pa^aging of components imported in
i f*. nOt mel* that **« Period to 1990 «ill witness

substantial development of the pesticide industry.
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101- The development of pharmaceutical industries is in its ear

ly stages in Africa- Most of the production consists of the for
mulation of active ingredients into dosage forms, the active in
gredients themselves are mostly Imported. The Little production
achieved In vegetable alkaloids and vaccines fluctuate sharply

from year to year with a sharp decline of almost 5 per cent
during 1982-1984. This trend is likely to continue up to 1990
given the acute shortage of foreign exchange for the purchase of

active ingredients to formulate in the region.

Table15. Projected value added of soae selected

manufacturing products*

active Ingredients to formulate in the region-2£
(Thousand dollars)

1985 1988 1990

8 979.6

5 865.9

Food* beverages and tobacco

Textile* wearing apparel

leather

Wood products*- Including

furniture 994.9

Paper and paper products* printing

and publishing 191.0

9 279.2

6 225.7

997.8

191.6

9 484.5

6 283.2

999.9

192.0

Consumer goods

Other manufactured

Total value added

goods

16

11

27

031.

031-

062.

4

4

8

16

12

29

5E4.

457.

042.

3

3

1

1

1

3

6

3

O64.

509.

474.

6

8

4

projections

102. In 1986* the share of African countries in world production
and consumption of steel stood at 0.38 per cent and 0.82 ^>er cent

respectively* being at a level of 2.7 million tons and 5.9 mil
lion tons respectively. The gap which is about 60 per cent of

requirements is covered by imports. The current averae tt£C

tflflita steel consumption is estimated at 11 kg* the lowest in the

world.

103. In the coming two years* total steel consumption is projec

ted to reach 6.7 million tons. This demand could be covered in-

ternaly given the total capacity of exist ing iron and steel

plants in Africa estimated at around 8.2 million tons per year.

However* with a capacity utilization rate of around U0 per cent*

2£* Based on data of 24 African countries.
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it Is estimated that production of steel
about 3-1 Million tons by the year 1990.

would reach to only

Table16. Projected demand and procuction
of iron and steel in Africa in 1990

under the historical scenario

1935 1988 1990

Total demand

Production

Balance

5.9

2.7
-3.2

6.4

2,9

-3-5

6.7

3.1

-3.6

ECA estimates.

104. Before assessing the different individual transport modes*
it is pertinent to recapitulate briefly on the overall structure
of the African transport and communication sector. It is a known
fact that historically the African transport network was such
that 1t mainly served to penetrate the interior of the African
countries ano* thereby serve as a link to the metropolis- Thus up
to now lar$e parts of the rural areas remain unserviced by any
transport infrastructure. Similarly, the limited railway network
continues to be unintegrated within and among countries.
Shipping also continues to be an essentially non-African en
terprise dominated by foreign shipping companies.
Telecommunications are also characterized by an unhealthy bias
towards communications with or via the developed countries. In
the more recent past*- the transport and communications sector has
registered poor growth. Preliminary estimates for 1986 show that

the value added in transport and communications increased by 0-8
per cent and its share in GD? increased only marginally from 5-1
per cent in 1035 to 5.2 pr cent in 1936.

105. The slow growth of the past two
level of overall economic activity as

crises and unfavourable world economic

rate of 0.7 per cent recorded between

years was due to the low

a result of the economic

environment- The growth

1980-1986 Is assumed to
prevail up to 1990 for the historical trends scenario. Overall

value added will reach $US 17.2 billion in 1990 in real terms
compared to $US 16.6 billion in 1985 and will represent about 5
per cent of GDP.

(a)

106. Road networks in Africa expanded very fast between 1960 and
1980 and traffic volume also increased rapidly during the last 20
years following independence. The negative aspect of this

otherwise normal phenomenon is that* mainly due to lack of
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effective safety measures* road fatalities and Injuries have also
been increasing* accounting* in most countries* for more deaths

than all major communicable diseases combined. Another alarming

aspect of road transport development in Africa is that* due to

ineffective and inefficient maintenance of road infrastructure

and facilities* countries are losing enormous amounts of resour

ces invested to build up their national networks. Also the

deteriorating roads become major causes for the rising vehicle

operating costs.

107. Since 1980* while road transport continued to account for

30- 90 per cent of inland goods and passenger surface traffic*

its growth was very disappointing. Available evidence shows that

very few countries were able to increase the distance of their

surface roads. To some extent* countries focussed on the

rehabilitation of the existing roads* specially feeder roads*

mainly because of the acute shortage of resources to invest in

the construction of new roads. For anumber of the selected

countries* the length of main roads in km remained more or less

constant. There were however* some countri es like Kenya which

achieved laudable expansions in the length cf secondary roads.

Overall* however*- the road density remained constant in most

countries for which data is available ranging from 0.014 km/km2

in Sudan to 0.2 km/km2 in Malawi and Zimbabwe. This position is

forecast to remain unchanged up to 1990.

108- Data on the African railway networks is not readily avail

able and is often assessed to be unreliable. However* on the

basis of available information* there has been some increase in

the railways network in most subregtons* except in Eastern and

Southern Africa- North Africa is estimated to have reached a

length of 13.1 thousand kilometers In 1935. West Africa had an

Increase of 500 kilometers between 1981 and 1985 to reach a

length of 11.1 thousand kilometers in 1985. Central Africa had

also an increase in the length of railway network mainly because

of railway expansions in Gabon and Zaire.

109. However* railway experts estimate that railway moderniza-

tion that was expected to be undertaken systematically during the

APPER period has thus far not been undertaken as a result of lack

of resources and absence of adequate planning. The organizations

of the railway networks did not undergo any serious modifica

tions. Similarly the overall support to the railway mode was

generally insufficient to bring about any distinct improvements.

110. Two emerging trends must however be mentioned* Firstly

measures were undertaken with regard to the railway personnel.

Secondly* there are signs of a resurgence of interest in the

development of railways. Indeed* many studies which are relevant

to APPSR and UNPAAERD as regards railway transport have already
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in h although the implementation of these studies
Ci™2« •. J°n*Z~ ™s s^uat1on is not forecast to change
significantly by 1990 especially under the assumption of con
tinued poor weather conditions.

5V2f?f-the*vollJ"e*?f 5"ternational seaborne trade amount
3.3 billion tons- The share of all developing countries in

world seaborne trade was 47.7 pr cent for loaded goods and 25.8
5*r e%nl unloaded goods. Within that share* Africa accounted
I01" I«»?*r c*** and 5-8 Per cent, respectively. However, be
tween 1981 and 1985* maritime freight in Africa as a whole in-
fl!!w *«** a" fvera3e a""«al rate of growth of 2.3 per cent to
reach 623.4 million metric tons In 1985, or about 18.2 per cent
of th* world's total. The overall poor performance of maritime
transport is due to such factors as shortage of skilled manpower*
absolescence and inadequacy of cargo-handling equipment* cumber
some and inappropriate managerial and organizational structures
and Inadequate Infrastructures.

112. Since 1933* international maritime transport has experien
ced serious disequilibria between suppply and demand. For ex
ample* in 1936* the average surplus tonnage represented as much
as Z0.6 per cent of the total capacity of the world fleet. Of
this surplus* 93.3 per cent related to dry bulk and containerised
shipping. Such a disequilibrium has often involved large ob
solescences of unprofitable ships and the falling of the price of
all categories of ships- In 1986* the capacity of the world
fleet was well below its level in 1978. This situation is as
sumed to prevail up to 1990. 113. The African coastline
countries have more than 105 seaports of which some 70 are major
international ports. However, inspite of the fact that African
Governments have started paying more attention to national
seaports, many of the African ports still experience congestion.
Although in a number of African ports hug* investments have been
made in infrastructure and equipment, the productivity of these
ports still remains low compared to the productivity of ports in
other developing and developed regions. The rate of productivity
for general cargo in the majority of African ports Is 5 to 12
tons/gang/feour compared to 15 to 20 tons/gang/ hour in the ports
of developed countries. The main reasons behind port congestions
and low productivity are the poor planning and insufficient use
of berthing, cargo handling and storage facilities* and lack of
incentive systems, documentation problems, inadequacy in
transport connections, improper organizatfonof port administra
tion and management and the inability to adopt modern technology
such as roll-on-roll-off and lash vessels.

11*. The structure of ownership of ships is characterized by a
high concentration in the developed market economies as well as
free-flag countries which, in 1986* accounted for 69.6 per cent
of the world's heavy merchant fleet. The share of developing
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countries was only 19-2 per cent while that of the centrally
planned economies was 9.5 per cent- Africa's share in the world
stood at a mere 1-2 per cent- This share Is unlikely to change

by 1990-

cdi Alcttaosfiact

115* Tfce broad factors affecting the trends In air transport in

clude* iQU£.alia'

external factors wainly the economic growth of the developed

countries;

the economic performance of the individual African countries;

the evolution of world tourism; and

the balance of payment situation and the resultant controls on

foreign exchange-

To these broad factors must be added those which are more

specific to the growth of air transport in Africa/- namely the

level of passenger and freight fares* the costs of oil and the

maintenance of aircrafts as well as physical and non-physical

barriers-

116- Between 1980 and 1935* the total volume of Africa's air

transport is estimated to have been growing by about 8 per cent

for passenger traffic on the regular interrational service to

reach to 30-7 billion passenger-kilometers and by 9 per cent for

freight to reach to 4-3 billion In 1986- These recent air traf

fic trends show a relative deceleration in the expansion of air

traffic relative to the decade of the 1970s. Given the declining

trends in most of the parameters that influence air traffic In

the African regions it is, not assumed that this trend will change

drastically in the next few years- It is therefore^ projected

that air traffic will Increase at 8 per cent and 9 per cent for

passenger and cargo traffic respectively by the year 1990.

117- Continuous efforts have been made by several African

countries to implement the PAN-African Telecommunications

(PAHAFTEL) network which encompasses the most important inter

regional and international telecommunication projects in Africa.

The PANAFTEL Network consists mainly of line-of-sight radio-relay

microwave systems complemented by Troposcater radio-relay sys

tems* submarine and land coaxial cables and satellite communica

tion circuits- At the national level countries have Installed

modern automatic International telephone and telex gateway ex

changes- At the end of 1986 approximately 43*300 kms of

transmission links* of which some 35x000 kms are microwave and
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8,000 kms submarine cable systems have been Installed.
Thirty-four countries have at least one high grace terrestrial
a-*:;5hann*i link t0 one «r *°p<? of their neighbours with pos
sibility of transiting to other countries- In some cases* sys
tems for other links are under installation.

118* t* /ehe 1mPlementat?0T1 and operational levels, 41 countries
out of 45 participating in the PANAFTEL Network are operating
satellite earth stations- Thirty four of these countries operate
direct satellite circuits with other African countries. The
Missing Links" which are needed to complete the basic Network

consist of some 8x000 kms of terrestial routes, seven interna
tional switching centres and four satellite coamunications earth
stations.

119. In spite of the large numbers of international telephone
and telex switching centres now in operation and the many high
quality PANAFTEL terrestial and spatial links now available* nuch
telecommunication traffic which could pass ever these links is
still being routed through transit centres outside of the con
tinent- The persistent underutilization of the African network
particularly for transit traffic is attributed to lack of operat
ing agreement on tariffs and attractive transit tariffs being of
fered by transit centres outside the region* inadequate provi
sions in the exchange and multiplex terminals for transit traf^-
fie* problems 1n co-ordinating signalling systems, etc.

120. The major problems faced by African countries with regard
to the development of their telecommunications systems are:

- the lack of advanced planning which has seriously delayed
or even prevented the completion or operation of PANAFTEL
and national telecommunications projects,

- the non respect of bilateral or multilateral agreements
on the establishment of international links which has caused
some countries to make expensive but unused installations;

- insufficient resources that are made available for the
operation and maintenance of the telecommunication
facilities;

- the need for African telecommunication administrations to
co-operate more closely and to coiipleaent each other in
development and operation; and

- the need to improve management skills and structures in
all sectors of the service.

filven all thse problems* no major changes are foreseen in the
telecommunication sector during the 1988-1990 period.
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121. Broadcasting has an Important role In the implementation of
programmes such as APPER and UNPAAERD especially as regards the
mobilization of the population. However* the means of originat
ing* delivering and receiving broadcast Information are not only
inadequate but also unevenly distributed in Africa south of the
Sahara. The signal coverage is by and large still severely
limited to the urban and semi-urban areas/ and reception In rural
areas Is severely affected by lack of electricity and batteries.
This situation will have to be remedied during the period of
APPER and beyond to ensure mass participation in the process of

socio-economic recovery.

122. The postal services in Africa are in a critical situation.
The long distances which separate countries or even the cities
within a country^ the wide dispersions of populations/ the condi
tions of roads and the poor means of transport greatly impede the
development of postal services in Africa- To these obstacles
must be added those of illiteracy* and the poor economic perfor

mance which results in a small aarket for postal services. In

1981/ Africa had only 11 200 post offices as compared to 331 000
for all developing countries. On average/ each post office ser
ves 30 500 persons over an average surface cf 1760 km2 as com

pared to the international standard of 3 000- 6 000 persons for
each post office over an area of 30-40 km2. The total postal
traffic in Africa in 1981 was only 2 154 million objects. The

growth in postal traffic has been very low due to the many
obstacles referred to earlier. As such/ according to historical

trends the number of postal objects is projected to grow by 1-8
per cent yearly to reach 3 540 million by 1990 while the .lumber

of post offices will reach 38 000 by 1990 implying a rate o*

growth of 4.7 per cent yearly.

4.

(a)

produced.

commerce

tradeable

tributed.

123. A first important aspect to note about commerce in African

countries is that most of the traded goods are not domestically
Thus* in using the indicator of value added in the

sector the general intention is to determine how much

goods (domestically produced or imported) are dis
The indicator in itself does not adequately reflect

the degree of effective distribution of domestically produced

goods. Furthermore* the indicator does not reflect the distribu

tion pattern of the tradeable goods among the different groups of

population/ such as between the rural and urbar population.

124. The evolution of the value added of commerce during the

1980s was quite disappointing. For example* between 1983 and
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Ill i value added in commerce actually declined by 1.1 per cent
yearly. This poor performance was due, in general, to the poor

»-r?«?«1C 9rowV\!nd ?ecl!ne '" afiC-taaita income. The Inadequate
marketing and distribution systems* lack of storage faculties,
inappropriate pricing policies, the prevalence of pararell
markets and the persistence of inflation were some of the
obstacles to the expansion of commerce- This situation is as
sumed to prevail throughout 1983-1990 under the APPER/UNPAAERD
historical trend scenario.

(b) EaB£Stl£_flQaQ£E

125. During 1*83-1986, the average rate of domestic savings for
the region as a whole was 14.7 per cent. It increased from 12.3
per cent in 1933 to 15.5 per cent in 1986. North Africa and
Central Africa realized a relatively high saving rate amounting
to 25.c per cent and 22.7 per cent respectively. While East
Africa and Southern Africa had a low savins rate. West Africa
recorded a negative saving rate during the period.

126. In the cases where the rate of domestic savings increased,
the increase was mainly due to a very noticeable stagnation in
total consumption. Between 1983 and 1986 total consumption in
the region grew by a mere 0.5 per cent yearly, with an unprece
dented low consumption elasticity of only 0.3 per cent. It would
seem that the stagnation in total consumption resulted from the
slow growth in private consumption in real terras, the austerity
measures adopted by the African countries and from the uneven
distribution of income.

a127. Although the saving rate increased for the region as <,
whole, the average investment rate fell froa 22.9 per cent 1n
1983 to 19.Z per cent in 1986. The decline in the investment
rate was particularly noticeable in West Africa, North Africa and
Central Africa, while there was a slight increase in Southern and
East Africa. The observed decline in Investment rates is due to
the slow down of economic activities, the dwindling external
resources and the hard terms of borrowing. Given the two trends
in savings and investments the saving-investment gaps dropped
substantially from 10.6 per cent in 1983 to 6.5 per cent in 1986.
However, the improvement observed in the saving-investatent gap
can only be attributed to the declining trend of investment.

Table17. Saving and investment, 1990

1983-1986 1990

Saving rate 14.5 13-0

Investment rate 21.0 18.5
Resource gaps 6.5 5I5



SaU£££= ECA estimates.

128. On the basis of the observed historical trends between
1983-1986 and with the projected overall decline In economic ac
tivities i f weather conditions remain unfavourable, the invest
ment rate is estimated to decline further by 2.5 percentage

points by 1990. With this projected rate* the ratio of invest
ment to GDP would drop from 21 percent during 1983-86 to 18-5

per cent in 1990. Given the already low consumption Levels in

African countries, the savinj rate is forecast to experience a
decline due to the general fall in income. The saving ratio is
projected to drop from 14.5 per cent during 1583- 1986 to 13 per

cent in 1990. These trends would constitute a resource gap of

5.5 per cent by 1990- The projected narrowing of the resource
gap Is due to declines in investment as a result of increased
shortfalls in foreign resources.

129. With regard to intra-African trader APPER emphasized the
identification of the factors affecting intra-African trade as
priority areas- While efforts are being made to reverse the
present externally oriented consumption patterns of African

countries/- the inadequate production of basic goods remains a
serious constraint to the expansion of intra-African trade. On

the other hand, the small size of African markets seriously in-
ihibits efficient production indicating a need to expand African
markets by openign up the rural areas and improving the income of
rural population to increase their purchasing power. With
respect to the removal of obstacles to intra-African trade,

measures recommended within the framework of existing economic
co-operation institutions are being steadily implemented.

130. Overall*- intra-Af rican trade did not show any significant
improvement during 1986-1987. The share of intra-African trade
in total African trade continued to oscillate around the 1985
level of A.5 per cent and the structure of intra-African trade
evolved around the sane traditional products (cereals* beverages
and tobacco) mostly on barter basis. The main factors that have
retarded the development of intra-African trade are expected to
continue in 1990. These factors include,

tack of regional complemtarity in fooc production, poor
transport and communication facilities* tendency towards

consumption of foreign goods in preference of Africa's own
products, inadequate financial and credit facilities, im
position of heavy tariff barriers, and inadequate commodity
market research and trade promotional facilities.

On the basis of these factors, the share of intra-African trade
would continue on the same historical level of 4-5 per cent of
the region's total volume of trade.
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131- An evaluation of the implementation of UPPER and UNPAAERD

in the field of human resources development shows that at least

60 per cent of the African countries surveyed begun to take ac

tion to reorient tlieir educational systems to meet the needs of

development/- and 33 per cent were intensifying efforts to promote

mass literacy and adult learning* As far as efforts to reduce

dependence on outside expertise is concerned/ cnly 53 per cent of

the countries surveyed reported any action/- whereas 63 per cent

had formulated policies and programmes to develop indigenous

entrepreneurship. In addition/ a significant proportion of

countries (70 per cent) had devised programmes to assist snail

farmers especially -women and youth.

132. Also* several measures which would indirectly Increase the

productivity of the African human resources have been Instituted

especially with regard to the modernization of agricultural

production. The majority of the countries had measures to en

courage private enterpreneurship and others had programmes to

better integrate women fn the development process. However/ only

a few countries had policies for stemming the rural/urban drift

and even fewer still had devised measures to halt and reverse the

brain drain.

133. African institutions have also nade specific efforts and

have defined their roles in the implementation of APPER and

UNPAAERD. The leaders of institutions of higher learnings for

examples have identified new actions at the subregional and

rejional levels. These include the developwent of research and

teaching programmes and consultancy assignments to help inplenent

the various elements of the priority programme; the harmoniza

tion of approaches to the search for solutions to coamon problems

of developments especially the problems facing countries in the

arid and semi-arid zones of the continents the landlocked

countries and the Island and least developed countries.

134. In the implementation of some of these decisions/ the in

stitutions have set up panels to review curricula for North

Africa*- West Africa and East and Southern Africa* in the ad

ministrative and management sciences* the basic and natural

sciences/ and the social and political sciences* with a view to

following such reviews with the preparation of university

textbooks for undergraduates. A regional consultancy bureau has

also been set up to facilitate the strengthening of university

consultancy capabilities to better serve the continent's develop

ment. A five-year programme of R & 0 has been drawn up to

respond to needs in the priority areas of food and agricultures

medical sciences engineering and technology. Action has already

been taken to identify lead institutions in which to concentrate

resources for the development of R S 0 postgraduate programmes/

specialized teaching and learning institutions.
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135- Given the role of economic management in the recovery
process* it is Important to refer to the recent development In
public administration in Africa. For instance* as part of the
wider effort to promote mass participation In the development

process* a number of countries mapped out comprehensive program
mes of decentralization and rural development. In East Africa,
some countries established development committees and devel«pment
teams at regional* district* and village levels* or implemented^
nation-wide system of decentralization with a 'District Focus**
In Southern Africa* Zambia* Malawi and Zimbabwe introduced
reforms In local government and field administration. In west
Africa* some countries have taken steps to implement wide-ranging
schemes of decentralization and rural development. Privatisation
of a number of government enterprises has also been initiated in

many African countries*

136. It is therefore clear that during, the 1586-1987 period the
various governments in Africa did introduce measures which* a few
years before* would have been dismissed as impracticable.

However* on the basis of the evidence available* it is apparent

that the progress attained In policy formulation has not been ac

companied by significant Improvements In management practices.

It is true that new institutions for policy planning and monitor

ing have been established in the wake of attempts to restructure

the machinery of government in many a country. However* the

civil service bureaucracy is yet to respond adequately to the
demands for accountability* improved record-keeping* prompt han

dling of problems with development implications* rational alloca

tion of human* material and financial resources* and inculcation
of entrepreneurial instincts in the civil service rank-and-fHe.

1 While the African governments and institutions have made such

encouraging efforts* it is highly unlikely that such efforts will

be sustainable in the face of economic retrenchment which con
straints employment as well as investment in education.

B.

137. The outlook of commodity prices in 1987-1990* according to

most analysts*is bleak. At the end of 1987* commodity prices
declined further by 5 per cent in nominal terms and by 14 per

cent in real terms. However* during the period 1988-1990*
nominal dollar commodity prices are projected to rise by about 5

per cent a year while in real terms the increase would be only

about 2 per cent a year. If these projections materialize* real

commodity prices would not* by 1990* have recovered to their 1986
level and would be about one third below their 1980 level. Thus*

the prospective global economic environment is expected to render

the African economy more vulnerable- To remedy the situation*

there is a need for a sustained effort en the part of the

industrial countries to dismantle the barriers to trade in



forthcomina round of the Multilateral trade Negotiations of the
GATT. A synopsis of the price trends of some selected i
commodities to African countries is outlined below! *

tftllfifi

138- The price of coffee which witnessed an increase of 27.5 Der
cent at the beginning of 1986 over 1985 due to drought in major

1«W ?2 C0U?tri€S: slacken*d significantly in 1937. By end of
1V36, the prices became even lower than the 1985 average. In
Vl" ,of *he arowing coffee stocks* prices are expected to fall
even further during 1987/1988 and hold steady during 1989/1^90 if
the reintroduction of the quota system materializes.

! wDlJa t0 excesS'v« overstocking, world prices of cocoa drop
ped by 8 per cent in 1986. However, with the negotiation of the
internatioal Cocoa Agreement which allowed for buffer-stack
buying, the prices picked up in 1987 but not on a wide scale. A
decline in cocoa prices is expected during the period 1988-1990*

140, Owing to the excessive stocks of cotton, prices of cotton
Tell in 1986 to about one third of the 1985 level reaching their

i?M*!L2? 15 ?*YSm ™s trend U "kely to continue all through
the APPER period. *

141. The trends of sugar prices showed narked fluctuations.
During part of 1986 there was an oversupply in the sugar market
which resulted in depressed prices. However, this situation
tlt^l towards the end of 1986 as the surpluses diminished.
Prices fluctuated in the range of 2.8 cents/lb and 8,3 cents/lb
during end of 1985 and third quarter of 1986. Drought in Brazil
and fever supply contracts brought about an increase In prices
during 1987. Unfortunately the 1987 upsurSe in sugar prices
might be short-lived and unlikely to hold beyond 1988 mainly due
to the significant cut-back of sugar import quotas in United
States of America and a general trend of the reduction in the
consumption of sugar and sugar products especially in the
developed countries.

142. Slack demand and excess supply depressed copper prices sig
nificantly and In some cases the world prices Mere below the cost
of copper production. However, despite a running down on stocks.
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future prospects of world consumption and the decline In

intensity of use 1r most of the important Industries nake it
highly unlikely that copper prices will recover both in the

short- and long-ter»u

XCflD=Q££

143. There has been a growing Imbalance in the iron-ore market

arising from surplus capacity as a result of increases in Invest

ment and a lagging demand. Iron-ore prices have recorded a con

tinued downward slide. With such persistent uncertainties In the

Iron-ore market* prices may continue to fall further in 1988 and

beyond.

Crude ci\ 144. The oil market has witnessec some very serious

turbulences. When OPEC moved away from Its production quota sys

tem In 1985 oil prices declined significantly. Oil spot prices

plummetted from SUS 25.9 a barrel in 1935 to only JUS 14.9 a bar

rel in 1986. The oil market is likely to continue to be charac

terized by serious uncertainties and the prospects for oil prices

during 1988-1990 are bleak. Although oil prices might hold

steady after 1987 it Is likely that during this period oil prices

will remain below JUS 20 a barrel.

145. In addition to these adverse price trencs and prospects in
the international commodity markets* the prices of primary com

modities would face further deterioration due to increased

protectionism and development of new technologies and industrial

substitutes. Furthermore* the low level of processing and

fabrications has Its dampening effects on any expected improve

ments in prices of raw material exports.

2-

146. The prospects for the period 1988-199C are based on two

divergent trends in the unit value indices of exports and im

ports. As indicated earlier* the outlook for commodity prices is

assessed to be dismal- The historical trend of a decline in the

export unit value index of 3.5 per cent per year is assumed to

prevail up to 1990* given the International market environment.

On this basis* the Index of the unit value of the Africa's ex

ports Is projected to continue to fall to as lew as 64.2 by 1990.

On the other hand* the unit value of imports is assumed to in

crease during this period* mainly because of two factors*

Firstly* oil prices are assumed to stabilize or even increase

slightly during this period. Secondly* the price stickness of

manufactured goods as well as the inflationary tendencies in the

developed countries are unlikely to bring about a sustained

decrease in the import prices. Actually the OECD outlook fore

cast a percentage increase of over 3 per cent in 1988 relative to

1987. This rate is projected to continue through 1990* with the

result that the unit value index of Imports for Africa will pick
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up from the 1986 relatively low level of 75 per cent to reach
82.6 in 1990. Wit* these divergent trends the terms of trade of
the African region will further worsen such that the terms of
trade index (1980 = 100) will be as low as 77.7 in 1993. With
the projected low rate of Increase in the volume of exports* the
purchasing power of Africa's exports will also deteriorate fur
ther- The purchasing power index in 1990 will be only 61.7 as
compared to 7"\9 In 1985.

Table18. Projections of unit price index of African trade
(1980 = 100)

1985 193E 1990
——"'———""——"———————'—"————■■——"'■"•"""■"•"■""■"""••———•■————»-•————■»».

Exports price index

Imports price index

Terms of trade index

Purchasing power of exports

77.9 67.7 61.7

ECA projections.

147. The implications of these trends for the implementation of
APPER and UNPAAERO are ominous. It will be practically impos
sible for Africa to import all the necessary raw materials and
machinery as well as service its debt when the terms of trade and

the purchasing power of the region's exports continue to

deteriorate at such an alarming rate. Even if African countries
put in place policies and measures called for in APPER and
UNPAAERO* their effectiveness will be eroded fcy the above trends

in the international economic environment and indeed constitute
an impregnable barriers to the region's recovery.

3, ------

(a* EcImam-tQiiiafldit*

148. Given Africa's high dependence on a limited range of export
commodities* the prospects for exports for Africa is based on

trends for twelve leading agricultural* mineral and energy

primary commodities. These are coffee* cocoa* cotton* tobacco*

tea* groundnuts* sugar* copper* iron-ore* bauxite* phosphate rock
and crude oil. In 1985* these twelve commodities together

represented around 94.2 per cent of Africa's tota export earn

ings* with oil alone representing around 76 per cent of total
exports. Under the historical trends scenario* it is assumed
that merchandise export structure will not charge.

149. The forecast growth trends of some selected agricultural
exports are summarized in the table below. The overall picture

that emerges is that in volume terms* growth in the exports of
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agricultural commodities will be very sluggish between 1988 and
1990- For most of the commodities there will be a virtual
stagnation with the growth in exports remaining below 1 per cent
during the period. The only agricultural commodities that are

forecast to grow at sone reasonable rate are tea and sugar.

Table19- Projections of agricultural exports

(Thousand metric tons fIT and millions US dollars)

1985

HT

1

HT

988

(1

V

985

HT

prices)

1990

Cash crops

Coffee

Cocoa

Cotton

Tobacco

Tea

Groundnuts

Su^ar

Total

814-7

849.3

647.8

172-2

251-5

93-5

1777.7

2197-9

2039.9

1994.3

706-5

503.1

32.1

637-1

8111-5

831.9

890.8

657.5

173.2

274.7

93.7

1914.4

-

2083.0

2119.9

2024.2

710.6

549.7

32.5

686.1

8206.0

S43.6

919.6

664.1

173-9

291.4

93.9

2C11.3

2275.9

2175.0

2044.5

713.4

583-1

32.9

72D.8

3546.6

SflU££e: ECA projections.

150. Metal and mineral exports* which (excluding oil) represent
ed^ in 1985* 5 per cent of total exports* are projected to in
crease at slugaish rates. Copper exports are projected to remain
stagnant at the 1985 level during the entire period 1988-1990*

because of the very difficult copper market situatln chracterized

by a stagnant world demand and oversupply. It is indeed likely
that some of the African copper producing countries may be forced

to continue to cut back on their copper production levels.

Similarly* iron-ore exports are projected to have only marginal

growth of merely 0-24 per cent yearly on the basis of the his

torical trend and the weak world market situation. Although a

number of African countries have made important Investment 1n
iron and steel industry* it is not anticipated that these invest

ments will drastically affect the iron supply situation In the
short-term. With regard to exports of bauxite* a relative

recovery 1s projected mainly on the basis of an Improvement in
production in the two major bauxite producing African countries.

The projected growth rate of bauxite exports is 1.6 per cent

which was recorded in 1983-1984 period befcre the decline in
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1985-1986. Given the trend in the production cf phosphate in the
major producing African countries as well as the weak world
demand, phosphate exports are projected to stagnate in volume
terns. Exports of phosphate rock are projected to reach only

" 1985 " ■etrlc tOnS by 199° as comPar*d *« 21.1 million tons

n 1» £tude.flii_eADflri

151. Under the historical trends scenario crude oil which
represented 76.5 per cent of total African exports in 1935, is
projected to decline in volume terms by 0.8 per cent yearly be
tween 1988 and 1990. At this rate* Africa's oil exports will
decrease to reach 1.1 billion barrels in 1990. It is assumed
that some of the najor oil exporting African countries will con
tinue to follow their conservative production policy, in addi-
t1on# it is assumed that future developments in the world oil
market are unlikely to favour very high increases in oil export
volume.

Table20. Projections of selected metal and mineral
exports products

<1n thousand of metric tons or barrel and millions US$5

Copper

Iron-ore

Bauxite

Phosphate
Crude oil

Total

HT

1271.

2781.

196.

21129.
1652.

5

1

6

5
0

1985

V

1819

631

32

716
49 000

.9

.3

.3

.3

•0

52 199.6

1988

HT

1271 i

2801.

206.

21384.

1286.

5

2

2

0
4

V

1819.9

2814.6

33.8

724.9

38155.6

41370.0

1990

HT

<1985 pri

1272.1

635.8

212.8

21555.5

1C88.3

V

ces)

1320.

638.

34.

730.

32294.

35520.

7

9

9

7

9

1

Real

Growth

rate

per

annum

X

0.01

0.24
1.6

0.4

-0.8

-0.7

ECA projections.

152. The structure of merchandise imports has not changed very
■ucn in the 1980s. Foods and beverages in 1985 accounted for
17.3 per cent of total Imports of goods. Fuels accounted for 7.9
per cent in the same year while chemicals Including agricultural
chemicals Imports accounted for 8.5 per cent. Machinery and
transport equipments have naintained a preponderant share In to

tal imports and accounted for nearly one third of total imports
of goods. Similarly the imports of other Manufactured goods
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still account for a very high share of Imports having stood at
33.7 per cent in 1985. It must* however* be stressed that this
regional structure of Imports of goods is highly Influenced by
the import structure of only a few African countries. For ex

ample* the very Ion share of Imports of fuels for the region as a
whole Is mainly a result of the low weight of this category of
imports in the major oil exporting countries. It should be noted
that only four oil producer countries* namely Algeria* Egypt*

Libya and Nigeria* accounted for nearly 60 per cent of total im
ports of the African region. This disproportionate weight of the
imports by a few countries would explain also the very high share
of imports of machinery and.transport equipment. Indeed/ without
the four countries mentioned above the share of fuels in total
imports is nearly 20 per cent. Correspondingly withDut the four
countries the share of all other import categories (except chemi
cals) is much lower than the regional average.

153. According to the United Nations Energy Statistics total im
ports of energy petroleum product for Africa as a whole increased
during the period 1981-1984 at a relatively slow rate of only 1.1
per cent. The statistics seem to indicate that many African
countries reduced the level of imports of many different types of
petroleum products. For example* imports of crude oil decreased
at an average annual rate of 6.2 per cent fro« 17.3 million tons
in 1981 to 14.3 million tons in 1985. A similar trend was regis
tered during the same dperiod for petroleum gas and kerosene
which* in volume terms* declined at an average annual rate of 8
per cent and 5.2 per cent respectively. The only petroleum
products which showed an increase are aviation fuels* motor

gasoline and jet fuels.

154. The imports of foodstuff have been declining steadily over

the last five years at an annual rate of 5.9 per cent. If this
trend continues* the food imports will decrease to $US 8.3 bil
lion by 1990 compared to SUS 11.3 billion in 1985. Beverage and

tobacco imports recorded a negative growth rate of 1.1 per cent
yearly and this trend 1$ assumed to continue up to 1990*

Likewise* the fuel import bill declined substantially in
1981-1985 by 6-2 per cent and if this trend continues the fuel
import will be cut by almost one quarter* reaching tUS 4.3 bil

lion In 1990 compared to $US 5.6 billion in 19S5. The imports of
fertilizers and pesticides increased only marginally by 2.1 per
cent yearly while other chemical imports recorded a negative
growth rate of 4.7 per cent in 1981-1985. These rates are as

sumed to prevail throughout the 1988-1990 period. African

countries have also cut imports of machinery and transport equip

ment by 7.3 per cent a year during 1981-1985 as well as those of
the other manufactured goods by 4.3 per cent. These historical
growth trends are assumed to prevail in the period 1988-1990.

Thus the overall picture of merchandise imports is given in the

table below. In all the total merchandise ireports will decline
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from $US 67.6 billion in 1985 to $US 51.9 billion in 1990,
a negative growth rate of 5.2 per cent.

Table21. Projected imports of selected commodities
(Million of US dollars)
Historical scenario

—

Foodstuff

Beverages and tobacco
Fuel

Chemicats

- Fertilizers & p*stici
- Other chemicals

Machinery and transport
equipment

Others

Total

1

11

5

des 1

5

22

20

67

985

285

727

574

079

466

874

608

612

1

9

4

1

4

18

18

56

988

403

703

600

148

730

221

062

867

8

4

1

4

16

16

51

1990

326

723

268

197

298

521

542

875

Growth

rate

-5.9

-1.1

-6.2

2.1

-4.7

-7.3

-4.3

-5.2

ECA projections.

*-

from year

deteriorated

as S'

sistently

much as

projected

SUS

V, I
14.9

r*»lon has had chronic balance-of-payments dif-
"T*?* account balance has consistently been in

It althou3h 1** magnitude has tended to flucfuaie
to year. The balance-of-payments situation
draaaticaly in the 1980s when the region a

l?*Of $US "•* ■>"»•« oZ"m current
l"t on the "rrent account was as high

-J! .The main component of the batance-of-
^1cul*?es th^t have contributed to such a wide

have been the chronic trade deficit resulting mainly fro»
3 ex£orts- Services and private transfers have also per

shown very large deficits which, in 1936, was twice as
the deficit on the trade account. On the basis of
exports and imports as well as the trade price indices

earl!erf the merchandise exports FC8 are projected to
M?rna *!£!! tO $US 39*° "l»on by 1990 compared to
billion in 1985. Likewise, the merchandise

'^c tO !US 53-9 bUl1on b* *"° spared
??,ln 1985" lhe r«««lting fade deficit in 1990
billion.

imports FOB

to JUS 58.1
will be $US

l ?« 1nsurance ^^ freight account was, en the credit
about 1.8 per cent of merchandise exports in 1985- and on debt
side, 12 per cent of merchandise imports. In value terms, this
was about $US 1 billion and $US 6.5 billion, respectively! Given
the lo« level of Africa's merchant fleet the projected values of
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Insurance and freight credit are estimated to remain almost

stagnant at SUS 0*9 billion in 1983 and SUS 1 billion in 1990.

The historical average ratio of 11.3 per cert of insurance and

freight debit in total merchandise imports was assumed to remain

constant over the 1938-1°90 period and the projected values were

SUS 7.2 billion in 1988 and SUS 8.7 billion in 1990- Thus* the

net Insurance and freight account deficits would be of the order

of SUS 6-1 billion in 1988 and SUS 7.7 billion in 199D.

Table22. Balance-of-payments projections

(Current account)

CIn billions of US dollars)

1985 1988 1990

Merchandise exports

Merchandise imports

Trade balance

Insurance and freiyht (net)

Interest payments (net)

Cther services (net

Service balance

Net private unrequited

transfers

Net government unrequited

transfers

Total transfers

64.0

-58.1

5.9

-5.5

-6-8

-5-2

-17.5

4-7

3.3

8.0

47.6

-54-9

-7.3

-6.1

-7.6

-6.1

-19-8

5*1

3.8

S-9

39.0

-53.9

-14.9

-7.7

-9.2

-7.1

-24.0

5.7

4.6

10.3

CU£££fit-a££fiUQt
Balance

EiQ2Q£ioa:
- Direct foreign investment

- Changes in reserves

Net lending

-3.6

1.6

-0-4

-2.4

-18.2

2.1

1.1

15.0

-28-6

2.3

2-9

-23.4

SSU£££* ECA projections.

157- The value of interest payments amounted to SUS 1.4 billion

in 1985 on the credit side and SUS 8.2 billion on the debit side.

These payments are assumed to follow the historical growth trend

of 15-8 per cent/ giving projected values of SUS 2.2 billion in

1988 and SUS 2.9 billion in 1990 for interest receipts and SUS

10.4 billion in 1088 and SUS 12.1 billion in 1990 for interest

payments. The net interest payments deficit wculd then amount to

SUS 7.6 billion in 1938 and SUS 9.2 billion in 1990.

158. The net private transfers were estimated at SUS 4.7 billion

in 1985 and the net government transfers at SUS 3.3 billion- A

historical average growth rate of 4.1 per cent and 7 per cent for

private and doverfiment transfers respectively were assumed to
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remain constant over the period of the short-term forecasts
giving a projected value of $US 5.1 bHlion in 1988 and $US 5.7
billion in 1<>90 for net private transfers; and $US 3.8 billion
in 1938 and $US 4*6 billion in 1990 for the government transfers.

159. The current account of balance-of-payments is thus projec
ted to worsen further in 1990- Several factors are assessed to
be likely to contribute to the growing imbalances in the balance-
of-paynents. First* the weakening commodity markets for both
primary and metal products resulting in depressed prices and
lower export volumes is unlikely to improve in the very near fu
ture. Secondly*- the service account Is unlikely to improve

taking into account the weak capacity of the African region in
servicing seaborne trade and the adverse development in interna
tional financial markets. These factors wculd contribute* in
v.irying degrees* to bring about an increase in the overall
deficit in the current balance of $US 28.6 billion in 1990.
Under the circumstances. It is clear that a substantial amount of
resource flows will be required to sustain the process of
economic recovery during the APPER period if the historical
trends growth rates of the balance-of-payments variables prevail
throughout the 1938-1990 period.

160. With regard to resource flows APPER and UNPAAERD recom
mended an improvement in the quality and modality of external as
sistance and co-operation through, among others* greater emphasis
on programme support in the priority areas of the recipient

African countries* a speedier disbursement of funds* increases in
aid concessionality particularly as regards the grant element of
development assistance to African countries and giving more con
sideration to the recurrent and local costs of programmes and
projects. The programmes also* recommended measures that should
be taken by the international community in support of Africa's
policy reforms* These included a greater emphasis on non project
aid including balance of payments support* increase multilateral
concessional assistance to Africa* particularly through the rapid
implementation of the IMF structural adjustment facility* and the

speedy replenishment of IDA at levels commensurate with the sup

port needed by African countries.

161. Two years after the adoption of UNPAAERD* African countries
have taken various measures designed to mobilize domestic finan
cial resources for the implementation of the programme. The
measures taken In various countries and in the different fields

have been outlined earlier. But it had to be understood that
these measures had to be supported by increased resource flows.
It might be too early to seek to determine the impact of newly

taken measures on resource flows to Africa since some of these
measures are lenoyn to have significant tine lags. It must*
however* be re-emphasized that it is now recognized that African
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countries have indeed taken the first steps towards fulfilling
the commitment they have taken in the implementation of the
priority programme- It is not however clear that the interna
tional community has taken similar steps with regard to the im
plementation of its commitments in the priority programme.

162. Disbursement fro* donors and creditors have so far fallen
short of expectations and commercial bank lending and export
credits have almost dried up. It is disappointing that the in
ternational community so far has not taken concrete and positive
steps with regard to the increasing of financial flows to Africa.
Although there has been some rescheduling and cancellation of
debt during 1986 and 1987* the resource flows required to support

the efforts of African countries undertaking structural reform
meaures have still remained unsupported by the level of assis
tance. In 1986* it was estimated that total resource flows to
Sub-Saharan Africa amounted to only $US 18 billion including debt
cancellation and rescheduling. During the period 1986-1987* ODA

in real teras continued to stagnate.

163. As indicated in the table below not only did the level of
resource flows stagnate* but also the terms under which ressour-

ces were made available to recipient countries worsened. The
average interest rates Increased significantly especially for the
middle income countries. In addition* maturity period decreased
thus increasing the debt servicing burden. Similarly* the grace

periods declined. If the same structure and finance modalities

trend continue up to 1990* the African region as a whole would be
trapped Into a structural indebtedness situation. The trends in
resource flows are shown in the table belo*. It is projected
that the level of resource flows would remain the same as of

1936. However* the structure would change with the assumed in

creasing tendencies towards privatization of oebt. It is there

fore projected that official development finance will drop from

Its level of 84 per cent- in 1986 to 80 per cent in 1990 while

■aintainin3 multilateral flows and export credit at their 1986

level.

Table23. Projected resource flows by 1990
under normative scenario

(current US dollar billion)

I. Official development

finance

- Bilateral

- Multilateral

- Others

1986

16.0

10.5

3.5

2.0

1990

14.7

9.5

3.5

1.7

II. Export credits 0.6 0.5
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III.

Total

Saytt

Private flows

net flow

g: ECA projections.

2.

18.

3

9

3.2

18.4

16A. In 1986* the total external debt (including private un
guaranteed debt of Africa)* excluding the accunulated arrears*- is
estimated to have reached over $US 200 billion. Tfce outstanding
debt represented over 65.3 per cent of GDP and about three and
naif times of export earnings. Long-term dett constitutes 64.9
per cent of the total debt including both bilateral and multi
lateral debt. The bilateral debt which is regarded as conces
sional amounted to 33.7 per cent of the total debt. Multilateral
debt was also quite significant and represented one of the main
sources of finance in the order of $US 52.4 billion in 1986. On
the^ other hand* private debt although relatively small is sig
nificant in terms of the burden it imposes on African countries.
Total private debt is estimated at 35.1 per cent of the total
debt of which suppliers credit is in the tune of 3.2 per cent
while financial markets account for 26.9 per cent. The debt owed
to IMF amounted to $US 8.1 billion or 4 per cent of the total
outstanding debt.

165. The total obligations of debt-service including private
non-juaranteed debt in 1936 for all Africar countries was es
timated at iUS 24-2 billion or more than 8 per cent of GDP. For
many individual African countries* the debt service ratio is es
timated to range between 35-40 per cent of export earnings in
1986 although there were wider disparities among countries.
Indeed for some countries this ratio reached unsustainable levels
of 100 per cent or more of the export earnings.

166. The financing conditions have tended towards less conces
sional ity and more privatization of debt. These trends continued

to dominate the scene in 1987. According to World Bank es-
timates* interest rates remained as high as 9.4 per cent for
private debt and over 6 per cent for official debt. At the same
tine/- the grant elements of 30 per cent and 1.8 per cent for of
ficial and private debt respectively have shown no improvements
at all- This has undoubtedly increased the already growing bur
den of the African countries and has indeed Induced a demand for
more fresh resources to enable the countries to merely pay their
obligations. The supplementary resources needed would no doubt
result in a spiral of increased indebtedness and an erosion of
the creditworthiness of many African countries.

167. The prospects for 1988-1990 are not quite promising. As
indicated before* the outlook of commodity prices Is bleak. The
International financial markets which are presently in state of
disturbing flux* will be more stringent in providing funds of
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adequate and sufficient levels and conditions. Projections of

debt contractions and debt stocks are naturally hazardous since a

number of factors influences the country's decision to borrow and

its capacity to actually receive new loans. On the basis of the

projected past trends in the current account of the balance of

payments and taking account of the historical grant eleaent of 30
per cent* the stock of debt is estimated to reach SUS 237.2 bil

lion by 1990.

168. Assuming that the overall structure of the debt stock will

not change significantly during the remaining period of APPER the

projected interest paynents 1* of the order of SUS 10.4 billion

and SUS 12.1 billion in 1988 and 1990 respectively. At the

projected export earnings at current prices the interest payments

alone would represent nearly 20 per cent of exports. Taking into

account that the projected new debt contracted during the APPER

period will not be due for repayment during the sane period* the

principal payments sre estimated to average between SUS 10.6 bil

lion and SUS 15.3 billion yearly. As a result* the debt servic

ing burden for the region as a whole would increase considerably

being in the range of 40 to 45 per cent of export earnings in

1990 as compared to debt-servicing of 35-40 per cent in 1986.

Table24. Some Indications on the debt situation by 1990

1985 1990

GDP growth rate

Ratio of*

Interest payments to exports

Debt to exports

Interest payments to GDP

Debt to GDP

Current account balance to exports

1-2 1.4

12.8

290.6

2.7

60.7

-5.6

19.7

388.2

3.6

72.3

-48.6

ECA projections.

169. It is evident from the projected debt servicing burden that

the debt problems will continue to be an intractable dilemma for

an Africa trying to institute a sustainable recovery if immediate

and far reaching measures are not taken by the international com

munity with regard to debt alleviation. It is in recognition of

the continuation of such sad affairs of the region's external im

balances that the Heads of State and Government of the

Organization of African Unity have urged the developed creditor

countries and international financial institutions to consider

the suspension of Africa's debt service obligations during the

implementation of UNPAAERO in accordance with the commitment they

made to substantially increase the resources available to African

countries to implement the said programme.
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170. The historical scenario based on the assumption of continued
poor weather conditions and an unfavourable international en

vironment pointed to a decidedly unsutainable situation even if
the African Governments pursued appropriate development policies
as called for in the recovery programmes- The picture shown by
the scenario is in nany respects similar to if not worse than the
one that had prevailed during the drought period of 1983-1985.
Under the continuation of such disturbing trends* GOP as a whole

would grow by only 1-4 per cent. With this growth, income fifiC
££fli£d would decline by an annual average of 1.3 per cent between
1988 and 1990.

171. Agriculture under the strain of poor weather would suffer
and would record a decline of more than one per cent* thus exert
ing an overall appreciable deceleration on the many activities
that ar^ directly and indirectly linked to agricultural perfor
mance. The food position would further falter giving rise to an

increasing need for food imports. Given the limited and reduced
capacity of the external financial postion that would prevail* it
is highly unlikely that the rise In food imports would be covered
by the region's resources. Thus* the region as a whole would be-
coae even more food aid-dependent.

172. The agricultural crisis that would ensue would have un
favourable repercussions on the development of the industrial
sector during the period- The Industrial sector as a whole would
register a marginal increase of 2.4 per cent in real terns- The
expansion of the sector would continue to be impeded by the
presence of idle capacities due to irregular supplies of raw
materials and lack of basic inputs. The transport sector would
be equally and seriously affected and would achieve but a low

growth of 0.7 per cent during 1988-1990- The sector would still
be in need of rehabilitation and would continue to encounter
severe difficulties due to inadequacy in repair and maintenance.

Similarly, the contraction of production and infrastructural
deficiencies would put further constraints on the development of

the domestic trade sector* particularly* ifitra-AfHcan trade.
The performance of the trade and domestic finance sector is

projected to be even worse due to various Inhibiting factors in
cluding poor transport and communication facilities* inadequate

market research and other trade barriers- Value added in com
merce would decline by 0-8 per cent during 193S-1990.

173- The efforts of African Governments to stea the deterioration
in the socio-economic structures would be thwarted by the acute

shortage of local and foreign resources. Budgetary deficits

would accumulate appreciably and the development capital expendi

ture would slump. Total investment which had been falling by 4

per cent during 1981-1985 would continue to decline up to 1990.
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174. During the two years of the implementation of APPER and
UNPAAERD* the performance of the African external sector was dis
appointing in many respects. The dynamism of the export sector
was seriously affected by the devastating drought and the un-
precendented collapse In commodity export prices- In 1986 alone
Africa lost $US 19 billion as a result of commodity price chang
es- As a result, imports declined significantly due to shortages

in foreign exchange. Resource flows to supplement the meagre

available African resources also dwindled during 1986 and ]*B7.
In spite of the measures recommended 1n support of Africa s
reforms* the level of resources flows to Africa stagnated and
even worsened in terms of qualities and modalities- At such hard
terms* debt accumulation* excluding arrears* reached $US 200 bil
lion (about three tiaes of export earnings) in 1986 with a debt
servicing burden of between 35 to 40 per cent of export earnings.

175. Given such unfavourable trends and the continuation of the
worsening situation in the International environment especially
with regard to commodities* monetary and financial relationships*
the prospects for 1990 would be very bleak. Exports are forecast
to decline by 9.4 per cent during 1988-1990 in real terms and if
commodity prices remain depressed* export earnings would be below
the 1980 level. Consequently* imports would decline further by
1.5 per cent due to the run down in reserves.

176. Assuming the same terms of borrowing* the outstanding debt
by the y^ar 1990 Is forecast to reach $US 237.2 billion (if 30
per cent would be covered by grants) with a total obligations of
debt-servicing of 40 to 45 per cent of export earnings. The
ratio of interest payments to exports would amount to 20 per cent
coapared to 13 per cent In 1985. Such drain on resources would
lead to the further worsening of the already depressed economic
situation of the region. Such atarming emerging trends Imply
that the debt han^ will plague the African continent through the
rest of the decade and beyond unless drastic measures are made to

improve its structure and finance modalities with the view of al
leviating its harmful consequences on growth.

177. While the African countries have undertaken and still con
tinue to undertake quite a number of domestic policy reforms* the
international community* as clearly evident from the performance

of the last two years of the implementation of the programme* has

not taken any clear positive and concrete steps towards effective

support to Africa in the implementation of the programmes. Apart

from some limited efforts by the multilateral institutions e.g.

the special facilities for Sub-Saharan Africa of the World Bank

and the structural adjustment facilities of the IMF* the interna
tional community has not sufficiently addressed the needs of the

African countries who desperately want to be a positive and con

tributing partner to the world economic progress and stability.
Even the many African countries which undertook structural reform

measures have not received adequate assistance.
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178. If the vagaries of nature continue to devastate the African
T1";,,^ °"l<»>) *» "Modity demand anS prices tire to

remain dismal, financial markets to be stringent, aid to be
restrictive, finance modalities to be harder, then'there i, m-
the SfHc!« ?«.«5!i*eMt?#?*Bt ?f the PMor1t> Programme even if? P> Pgramme

piace poiicies — ■—««•

SECTION II. IMPROVED CAPACITY FOR RECOVERY: 1988-1990

179- The assumptions that underlie the forecasts for the recovery
period up to 1990 related to an overall achievement of agricul
tural Policy reforms including, in particular, the level of
agricultural investment, normalcy of weather conditions, other
policy reforms in the sectors that support agriculture, and a
general improvement of the external environment especially as
regards the Uoh of resources. These assumptions are generally
believed realistic and indeed feasible. However, the picture
that emerges by 1990 under the historical scenario shows that the
African recovery U critically linked to two factors namely.
Heather conditions an* external resource flows. Of course, it is

Hlnf«U!°?8 *Y *frlca*S fu*ur« to continue to be conditional and
dependent on factors that the region cannot effectively master or
n??!l!hi J\ \S tft*refor* Pertinent to emphasize that Africa's
perspective development should move to new horizons free from the
traps of structural dependence on such forces as those of nature
or external benefactors. This hypothesis forms the benchmark for
tfie present normative scenario.

!»» -? Afl^can countries adopted the LPA and more recently
APPER, lt was unequivocally declared that the objective of
agricultural development was the achievement of food self suf
ficiency and food security. For political, strategic and
economic reasons Africa cannot afford to depend on the outside
world for its food needs. This legitimate concern for food self
sufficiency did not however exclude the need for increasing the
productivity of non-food crops- It has always been well recog
nized that Africa needs to achieve the right balance in the
agricultural sector between the development of food and non-food
production. it is also evident that national self-sufficiency
may not always be practical. As a consequence^ collective self-
reliance is recognized as an integral part of the agricultural
development strategy.
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181- In assessing the prospects for agricultural recovery 1n

Africa during the remaining period of APPEr and UNPAAERD the

critical variables that must be taken Into account Include <1)

the rate of population growth; (1i) the rates of investments 1n

agriculture; (Hi) the agricultural policies that are being pur

sued; <1v) external assistance to the agricultural sector and

(v) the future evolution of the weather conditions especially In

the drought prone areas of Africa- In the sections below
prospects for food agriculture 1988-1990 are given on the basis

of three basic food commodities namely cereals* roots/- tubers and

pulses* meat and fish.

182. According to recent trends* FAO estimates show that per

caput food consumption of cereals would increase by 8 kg. in 1990

from the 1983/1985 average consumption of 14C.8 kg. per person.

This would represent a acctanita growth of 1.4 per cent per year

between 1986 and 1990. On the basis of a population growth of 3

per cent between 1986 and 1990* total food consumption of cereals

would Increase during the period by 4.3 per cent annually from

76.1 million tons in 1986 to 90-1 million tons 1n 1990. The same

estimates show that total demand for all uses would increase by

about 4.4 per cent during the same period implying that the

demand for the other uses of cereals (industrial uses* animal
feed and seeds) would grow a little faster than the demand of

cereals for food consumption.

(11) EtftduttlfiQ

183. From FAOs estimates* it is projected that the self suf
ficiency ration (SSR) In cereals would Increase only marginally

from the 1986 level of 74.1 per cent to 75.3 per cent in 1990.

This would imply that total production of cereals would Increase

from 75*4 million tons in 1986 to nearly 91 million tons Implying

an annual average growth rate of 4.8 per cent. The cereals

deficit would therefore Increase from 26.3 million tons in 1986

to 29.8 million tons In 1990s or at an average annual rate of 3.2

per cent. Using the 1985 unit value of cereal imports of $US 210
per ton* the total cereals import bill would be SUS 6.3 billion

at 1985 constant prices in 1990 of which a proportion of about 25

per cent would be covered by food aid.

Table25, Cereals prospects for Africa - 1985-1990

1985 1988 1990

Total demand (million tons)

Total production (million tons)

Self-sufficiency ratio

101.7

75-4

74-1

110.

82.

74.

8

S

7

120.

91,

.8

.0

75-3
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Deficits Cmillion tons)

Per capita total demand (kjl

Per capita food consumption (kg)

26.3

188.2

140.8

28.3

198.9

144.7

29.8

199.4

148.8

: ECA projections and FAO printouts* July 1987

cm) subcfial«ual_fliff!

184. The overall prospects for cereals must be assessed against
the evident subregional diversity in both consumption patterns
and resource endowments. While In 1986 North Africa represented
around 43 per cent of totat cereal demand of the region/ Central
Africa represented a mere 2 per cent of total cereal demand.
West Africa and Southern Africa have about the saae share of the
region's cereal demand of around 26 per cent each. To this sub-
regif.nal differentiation in cereal demand* must be added another
important difference in cereal commodities consumed in different

subregions. For example* North Africa consumes mainly wheat*
West Africa consumes mainly rice and millet while Eastern and
Southern Africa has a proponderant consumption of maize.

185. In terms of resource endowments* there are also significant
differences. For example*- North Africa is assessed to be unlike
ly to achieve a very fast growth rate in cereal production due to
the increasingly binding resource constraint and the natural slow
down of the past rapid growth rate* Similarly in tfest Africa*
the Sahelian countries are greatly affected by weather conditions
while* on the other hand* most of Eastern and Southern subregions
have relatively favourable weather conditions as well as exten
sive unexploited land resources.

186- Finally* the different subregions have relatively different
population growth rates; a fact which points to differences in
the needed jrowth efforts if the same growth rates in per caput

cereal production and consumption are to be attained. The 1-4

per cent $ex taalta Increase projected for Africa as a whole
would Imply an increase in total demand of around 3.3 per cent
annually for North Africa and Central Africa* while the same rate

of Increase In a££-£afilla consumption would amount to an average
annual Increase of around 5 per cent for both Uest Africa and
Eastern and Southern Africa.

187- Since the 1970s* fiejr.taaila consuaption of roots and tubers
has been declining steadily from an average of 146 kg for the
decade of the 1970s to an average of 140.6 kg during 1983-1985.
In spite of this declining trend* it is projected during APPER to
maintain afi£_£ftfiitft consumption at the 1985 level in order to en
courage the consumption of foods that Africa can easily produce

particularly in the subregions such as Central Africa and West
Africa. To maintain Bfi£__canlift consumption at the 1983-1985
level* it has been assumed that most of the Increase will be net
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fro* a reduction in wastes and post-harvest losses from the
1983-1985 average level of 16-7 per cent to arcund 13 per cent In
19«0* which Implies a decline from 15-9 million tons to 13-9 mil
lion tons in the respective periods.

188- On the other hand* total demand Qf roots and tubers for
other uses is projected to Increase from 7-9 million tons in

1983-1985 to 10*2 aillion tons in 1990; thus bringing an overall

increase of total demand from 95-2 million tons in 1985 to 109.2

million tons in 1990-

189- Since Africa has been traditionally self-sufficient in roots
and tubers* a self-sufficiency ratio of 1 is assumed throughout

1988-1990. Consequently* production is estimated to reach 109-2

million tons by 1990* implying a growth rate of 2-8 per cent per

annum during 1985-1990* a rate which is just about enough to keep

pace with the growing population.

Table?6- Tubers and roots prospects: 1988-1990

1983/1985 1938 1990

1- Per capita consumption (kg) 140.6

2- Total consumption (million tons) 71.4

3. Wastage rate (per cent* 16.7

4. Rate of other uses iper cent) 3.3

5- Total other uses and wastage

(million tons) 23.8

6. Total demand (million tons) 95*2

7. SSR 99.7
8. Production (million tons) 95.0

: ECA projections and FAO printouts* Jul> 1987

140-6

78-3

14-7

3.8

24.1

102.4

100.0

102.4

140.6

85.2

12-7

9.3

24.0

109.2

100-0

109-2

190. As regards pulses* there has been a stagnation in fi£t_£flfiit2
consumption in 1983-1935 at around 9 kg. It is projected that

this level of fl£C-£flfiil! consumption will not change significant

ly up to 1990. At that level* total consumption of pulses will

amount to 5.2 million tons in 1983 and 5.4 million tons in 1990-

h f dd f l f h i l dd

amount to

The share of demand of pulses for other

for seeds is taken to remain constant at 11.7 per cent.

to maintain flftt tacitS consumption at the projected

p uses in total demand

mainly

However* to maintain flftt tacitS consumption at the projected

level and to increase the level of self-sufficiency* wastage will

have to be reduced from 10.9 per cent in 1983-1985 to 8.9 per

cent and 6.9 per cent in 1988 and 1990 respectively- Total

denand is estimated to reach 6.3 million tons in 1938 and 6.6

million tons 1n 1990. As a result of decreases in wastages* the

self-sufficiency ratio will improve and Is estimated to increase

from 95.9 during 1983-1985 to 96-5 per cent in 1988 and 98.0 per
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cent in 1990, implying an increase in production of 2.3 per cent
?««n 3mT -0JD 5'65 miUl"on t0"s ™ 1985 to 6.5 million tons in
1990- Net imports will still be necessary tc cover the deficit
during the period.

Table27. Pulses prospects: 1988-1990

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

S.

9.

Per capita consumption (kj)
Total consumption (million

tons)

Wastage rate (per cent)

Rate of other uses and

wastage (million tons)

Total other uses and wastage

(million tons)

Total demand (million tons)
SSR

Production (million tons)

Deficit (million tons)

1983/1985

9.0

4.5

10.9

11.7

1.3

5.8

96.5

5.6

0-2

1988,

9.0

5.0

8.9

11.7

1.3

6.3

96.5
6.0

0.3

1990

9.0

5.4

6.9

11.7

1.2

6.6

98.0

6.5

0.7

£BUT£ fit ECA projections and FAO printouts, July 1987

191. The fifeCfiaaila demand for meat for developing Africa as a
whole which amounted to 11.3 kg is projected to increase to 11.7
kg In 1988 and 12.1 kg in 1990. This increase BfiC-tafiiU con
sumption is based on the need to improve the African diet which
has hitherto been very poor in animal protein. It is also con
sidered feasible to attain this Bfi£_taflita consumption level*
given the considerable potential of the region to increase meat
availability using domestic resources and known technology.

192. Since industrial demand for meat is very negligible*
representing merely 0.14 p*r cent of total demand* total demand
can be assumed to be equal to total consumption. This implies
that demand for meat will increase from 5.7 million tons in
1983/1985 to 6.5 million tons in 1988 and 7.3 million tons in
1990. The self-sufficiency ratio in meat was estimated on
average to be 91.2 per cent in 1983/1935. Such SSR in meat 1s

projected to Increase to 94.0 per cent in 1938 and 95.0 per cent
in 1990* implying tfiat total domestic production of meat will in
crease at an average annual growth rate of 6.1 per cent per annum

during the period 1985-1990 to reach 7 million tons if* 1990.

Table28. Prospects for meat 1988-1990

"*at 1983/1985 1988 1990
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Demand per capita

Total demand (million tons)
Consumption per capita (kg)
Total consumption {million tons)

Total production (million tons)

SSR

Deficit (million tons)

11.

11-
5-

5,

91-

0.

3

7

3

7

2

2

5

11.7

6.5

11.

6.

6.

94.

0.

7

5

1

0

4

12,

7

12

7

7

95

0

.1

-3

.1

.3

.0

.0

-3

: ECA projections and FAO printouts/ July 1987.

193 As for fish* total production was estimated at 3.2 million
tons in 1985 with an average growth rate of about 1 per cent over
the ten year period, 1975-1985. The factors behind this slow
growth of fish production include poor management of stocks, slow
growth of industrial fishing, backwardness of inland isheHes
and, in a few cases, the competition between traditional fishing

and the foreign industrial fishing vessels.

19*. The current catch of fish represnets about one third of the
potential. Further, in a number of countries the production and
processing of fish is mainly export oriented. Generally* the
contribution of fish to dietary energy supply (DES) is rather
small, represneing in many countries less than 1 per cent

over the period 1961-1931. In addition/ *aste andDES

of the

losses of

fish are relatively high at between 20-40 per cent.

195- On the basis of past trends, production of fish is projec
ted to reach about 3.5 million tons by 1990- This would leave a
net deficit implying an increase in net imports from 385 thousand

tons in 1985 to 2-3 million tons in 1990. The SSR would decrease
from 89 per cent in 1985 to 60-3 per cent by 1990 without a sig
nificant change in the level of per caput consumption.

2. Bettfit-Iadusicial-oeclflCfflaat*

196. Within the short-term period of the remaining years of APPER
and UNPAAERD* the recovery of the industrial sector will hinge on

three basic actions namely:

- Maximizing the value of the raw materials by increased lo
cal processing: the agro-allied and food industries must
also develop the domestic markets through adaptation or
processed products to the demand of the majority of the
population. This will necessitate in the short-run the

changing of peoples* food habits.

- Utilizing, in a fuller and more rational way/ the instal
led manufacturing capacities: many plants are working at

only around 20 to 30 per cent of their capacity, which often
makes the products expensive and uncompetitive relative to
the imported commodities. Fuller capacity utilization will
entail a resolution of the raw material supply problem which
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hL ir Cfly relf?*d to "flHcultural productivity as well as
the supply proble*s, related to inadequate planning of
industrial structure and poor management.

- Reducing the operating costs which are often v*ry much
higher than the usual cost because of lack of technical
knowledge and sufficient know-ho* 1n Industrial
negotiations.

** *USJ* »««*«■' be stressed that it Is at present dif
to jive v^ry reliable Indicators on the subsectoral

production or their value added levels. However, In an effort to

tlVd/ Ah\llV^Uthmt U Ukely to **•*•" in the short-term
period of 1988-1990 an attempt has been made to give some very
preliminary and tentantive Indications of how the industrial sec
tor m Africa would be in.1990 especially in those critical sub-
sectors that have a direct bearing on agricultural rehabilitation
and recovery. Host of these indications which are briefly out
lined below are based on the UNIt>0 1986 Global Report on Industry
and Development. *

198. The response of the United Nations system to the call for
assistance in the rehabilitation and development of agriculture
and supporting subsectors in Africa has been significant. In ad
dition to the efforts of the FAO, the World Food Programme <WFP),
IFAD, IU0 and UNICEF, assistance is being provided by UMI0O and
other agencies to African countries in the following areas:
manufacture and maintenance of agricultural tools* implements and
machinery; manufacture of spare parts and components; and

!2!£f!CtUr*' /w?flr a?d ■**»«•"■"€• of irrigation equipment. In
addition, rehabilitation, modernization and expansion of food
processing industries, and assistance to agro-industrial co
operatives in the rural areas, have constituted major components
of technical assistance activities. Investment projects, par
ticularly agro-industrial projects, were identified in a number
of African countries and subregions and were promoted among
potential investors and financial institutions. Furthermore,
both the national and regional programme of UWOP for the Fourth
Programme Cycle C1987-1991) have given priority to agro-
industrial projects, especially for the production of agricul
tural Inputs and for food-processing Industries. Therefore, food
industries which include, iati£*aU*> meat and dairy products,
canning of fish, fruits and vegetables, meat, grain mill
products, sugar refineries' bakery etc. are expected to show some
recovery mainly as a result of better weather conditions and a
greater focus on increasing local food production. The trend of
growth in these Industries is expected to attain a level of
around 3 per cent through 1986-1990 thus registering a reversal
of the sharp decline in output that these industries recorded be
tween 1981-1984.
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199. African countries produce and wilt continue to produce

very basic raw materi-als for beverages such as tea* coffee and

cocoa* For the Industrial sector to support these Important

agricultural activities there Is a need to ensure an adequate

domestic processing capacity* While the trend for beverage

production in terns of value added at constant 1980 prices show a
sharp decline In 1981*1982 for most of the African countries

there was some recovery up to 1985. For the period 1986-1990

some Improvement Is expected. The growth rate of beverages for

the period Is projected to increase by around 2*8 per cent for
the region as a whole* At this growth rate the share of these

Industries 1s projected to Increase by 1990. It must however be
noted that In the short-term period the growth of these In

dustries will not derive from very high Increases In the final

processing of the raw materialss ft will rattier result from the

semi-processing e.g. husking* roasting* drying and packaging of

these primary commodities.

200. As for tobacco* there are some indications for some recovery

although the overall growth would still remain sluggish. This

will be mainly due to the slump in the world tobacco market* a

fact which would limit the expansion of activities like* curing

and liieing of tobacco leaves. However* domestic production of

cigarettes Is likely to continue on its historical upward trend.

201. An Improvement in the trends of textile manufacturing Is
also projected. From a long-term decline between 1978 to 1983*

it is projected that Africa will be able to attain a rate of ex*

pansion of between 1.4 to 1.9 per cent during the APPER period

1986-1990. This expansion Is likely to show wide disparities

among countries. It is envisaged that cotton producing countries

will* given the world cotton market* undertake more domestic

processing and produce more textile products. However* the fast

est growth in the textile Industries is likely to be in those
countries like Mauritius which have already established a com

petitive textile Industry.

202. Relative to the other regions of the world which have
developed large and modern leather Industries* Africa is still

behind In the leather industry. However* Africa has the raw

material supplies of hides and skins* and could easily develop a

modern leather Industry. Indeed* it has been argued that the im

portant role of developing countries as suppliers of hides and

skins should be enough impetus for the relocation of the leather

industries from the developed countries to the developing
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regions* The African countries are projected to have a positive
growth during the APPER period' albeit slower than the one
registered in 1983-1935- UJIIDO projected that footwear output in
tropical Africa will grow by around 3-5 per cent by 1990-

te) EQ£fist£xziiased-ncfl^ucis

203- Industrial processing of forestry timbers include activities
ranging from sawn lumbers and furniture to paper and paper

products. With respect to wood and wood products* the short-term

prospects point to a stagnation or even a slow down especially in

North Africa- This trend would seen to be desirable In view of
critical concerns regarding afforestation and reforestation.
Indeed in many of the African countries*- it will be unwise to en

courage a fast rate in the expansion of wood Industries since
this would imply Increasing the rate of deforestation. In Africa

as a whole*- the only countries which remain with any potential to

expand wood processing industries are those in the Central
African Forest Zone namely* Gabon* Congo* Zaire and to a lesser
extent* Central African Republic.

cn thfiuitaL-iudusicifis

204- Africa as a whole has been yery weak in the manufacture of
basic industrial chemicals* fertilizers and pesticides as well as
Pharmaceuticals. With the exception of the oil producing
countries which have more recently embarked on petro-chemical in
dustries* most African countries have industrial structure for
only simple chemical products such as soap anc paints. The sub-
sector has still scope to grow although in the short-term no fast

expansion can be projected. Prospects in the subsectors of
chemical Industries are outlined below:

205- Inevitably* African countries will have to give an urgent
boost to the production of fertilizers if the APPER objectives
are to be realized. Up to now* Africa produces mainly phosphatic
and nitrogenous fertilizers. It is projected that production of
these two categories of fertilizers will have an increase of

around 6 ptr cent yearly* It is* however* important to note that

this projected jrowth rate wilt depend very auch on the produc
tion trends in the major fertilizer producing countries like
Morocco. In addition* the early realization of fertilizer

projects in the different subregions will influence the rate of

increase in fertilizer production.

206- By the end of this decade* the region is likely to have
overall excess of production over consumption If all the projects

expected to be on stream by 1990 become operational. Between 30

and 40 per cent capacity utilization of the new units with

capacities of 2-5 million tons of N and 2.9 million tons of P205
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■ay be adequate to attain the projected level of demand of 4.5
»Ulfon tons- This apparent overall self-sufficiency does not
reflect the actual reality as 80 per cent of the new capacities
will be in North Africa which is already the major fertilizer
producing and exporting subregion.

207- The pharmaceutical Industry Is not projected to change sig
nificantly during the APPER period. On the whole# there trill be

no significant Increase in terns of production of active in
gredients. The trend is likely to continue to be limited to
vegetable alkaloids and derivaties and vaccines- In addition*
the bulk of drugs for formulation will continue to be Imported.

Table29. Projected value added of some selected manufacturing
products*

the bulk of drugs for formulation will continue to be imported.B*3/2
(Thousand dollars)

Food* beverages and tobacco 8

Textile* wearing apparel and

leather 5
Wood products* Including furniture

Paper and paper products* printing

and publishing

Consumer goods

Other manufactured goods

Total value added

1

11

27

1985

979.6

865.9

99 4-9

191.0

6 031.4

374.9

062.8

1988

9

6

17

13

30

811.

160.

996-

191.

160.

508-

668.

5

1

9

5

0

6

6

10

6

17

15

33

1990

409.8

366.1

999.9

192.0

967-8

150.5

118-3

projections

208. According to available estimates*- fifiC.Cfliiita steel consump

tion in Africa could grow at a rate of about 1C per cent per year
to aaount to 34 kg by 1990. This estimate gives a projected

demand for steel In Africa of 21 million tors in 1990. Annual
capacities of iron and steel plans (existing* under construction
and planned) are projected at 13.8 million tons in 1990. Under

an assumption of a fast rehabilitation and increase in capacity
utilization to around 50 per cent by 1990* production of the

plants is estimated to reach 7 million tons. At this level of
production the gap between supply and deaar.d witl rise to 14
million tons by 1990. To cover the gap* additional capacities

on data of 24 African countries
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till. b« .r««ulred- .""-ever, given the long Sestat*on period of
by 19OT ««•?- ! "5 I* unl1kel>' " b« d<"»«ticaUy covered
ti 9 ;B?iS5;:ron and steei d

Table30. Projected demand and production of
steel In Africa by 1990

1985 1988 1990

Demand 5.0 9 4 """""
Production \\7 I'Z 2°-*

!!i!!!2 "3-2 -5-8 -13*8
5flU£££: ECA projections.

209. In transport and communication, APPER and UNPAAERD put em
phasis on Intensifying African efforts In financing the United
«£!n!£t. Iransport - and Communication Decade projects, and
strengthening existing national and subregicnal companies for
F^Jf^K a-d facilitation of transport infrastructure.
further there is a focus on improving access to production areas
and facilitating the development of Intra-African trade In
agriculture, industrial raw materials and other goods and ser
vices Tn a complementary manner. The actions necessary to
achieve these objectives Include development and maintenance of
feeder, access and service roads, the building of small bridges
and desert roads, and the participation in the development of

"UfclSf-i*??1" *2d *nt»r-«odal transport networks including
rehabilitation of the railway networks and the removal of
transport and communications barriers hinderinS trade expansion.

210. in the implementation of the UNPAAERD, some African
Governments have increased their capital expenditure on the
development of transport and communications. The progress made

If *srPili!?fnrC9**he t"f»«f|-i*» highways with the second phase
or the United Nations Transport and Communications Decade and the
tremendous investment devoted to the road maintenance give rise
to some optimistic expectation that road transport will witness
an improvement In the remaining period of UNPAAERD's time-span.

?1?* Jl!Lstat4JS of Phase X1 iB>Pt«»entat1on of UNTACDA at end of
July 1986 was as followss 54 out of 578 projects in the
transport sector <9 per cent) had been completed and 1*5 €25 per
cent) were under implementation. Twenty out of 472 projects In
the communication sector C4 per cent) had been completed and a
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further 66 (14 per cent? were tinder Implementation. On the

financial sides JUS 4.29 billion had been raised representing 23
per cent of the revised programme cost of $US 18.225 billion. Of

that amount* 42 per cent or SUS 1.814 billion had been obtained

from external sources. National projects continued to attract

•ore financing than regional and subregional projects and the im
plementation reflects that bias. Under tbfi_UtiIfi£fi-£ceflEflli£'

there are six major trans-African highway projects In progress/-

namely the Trans-Saharan Road* the Mombasa-Lagos Trans-African
Highway* the Dakar-Ndgemena Trans-Sahelian Highway* the

Lajos-Nouakchott Coastal Trans-African Highway*- the

Carlo-Gaborone Trans-East African Highway* and the

Tripoli-Windhoek Trans-Central African Highways. These six

Trans-African Highways are at very different stages of develop

ment* and are estimated to cover about 40*000 kilometers and have

feeder links that amount to approximately 50*0C0 kilometers.

212. It must be recognized at the outset that the development of
transport and telecommunication infrastructure is an essentially

long-term endeavour. Investments for the development of new

transport networks both in terms of laying the basic foundations

and acquiring new transport equipment are costly. As such* it Is

very difficult to make projections for the period of 2 to 3 years

for this sector. However* some indicators on the likely develop

ment of the main modes of transport during the APPEr period are

given below on the basis of ongoing projects.

(a)

213. It was noted earlier that expansion In road construction has

been very slow in most of the African countries. This situation

1s unlikely to change dramatically during the period 1988-1990.

Only a few improvements during this short-tern period can be en

visaged. There are two major aspects* namely the rehabilitation

of disused roads especially feeder roads and the Improvement of

maintenance capabilities. The mere rehabilitation of abandoned

roads would increased the total length of road by significant

percentages. Similarly* the rehabilitation of transport equip

ment that have fallen into disuse could significantly Increase
the volume of transport traffic

214. The concentration of effort on the above aspects would

necessitate the immediate tackling of the following problems <a)

lack of reliable information and data on the conditions of road

and transport equipment; Cb) human resource development to en

sure better training policies for all categories of personnel;

tel updating of maintenance units* especially in the neglected

rural areas.
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215* Given the capital and technical constraints inherent In the
development of this mode* the short-term projects do not show
significant changes in the situation of railways in Africa by
1990. First of all* the historical colonial railway structures
cannot be changed in the short-term. Secondly^ the economic dif
ficulties of most of the African countries are unlikely to make
heavy investment in railways easily possible- However* there are
countries like Uganda which have recognized the benefit af using
existing railway systems since it is often «uch cheaper than road
transport. In additions the UNTACDA impetus to the rehabilita

tion and better maintenance of railway network and railway equip
ment might bear some results by 1990.

216. Since the development of maritime transport requires sub
stantial Investment* the prospects In the short-term cannot be
easily evaluated. Howevers indications from some limited avail
able information point to continued poor perfornance during
1988-1900. In 1986^ the share of Africa in dead weight tonnage

(dwt) of the world stood at 1-2 per cent* Given such trends and

the fact that Africa's volume of seaborne trade will increase by

2.6 per cent in 1990 target share of Africa's dwt tonnage in
world tonnage of 3.9 per cent envisaged in the Third United

Nations Development Decade is unlikely to be attained by 1990.

217. APPER and UNPAAERD envisaged the rehabilitation and main
tenance of port equipments and the adoption of labour intensive

technologies in the construction and maintenance of port in
frastructures. However/ in generals port infrastructures have

regained poor. The weakest point in many African ports Is the

poor level of Interconnections*' provided by ports to various
transport modes (sea/rails sea/roads sea/river}. Due to the long

process of trans-shipment of cargos in portSs they are often

delayss pilferage and cargo damage-

218- In the short-term, therefore* these problems have to be ur

gently addressed. In additions coastal countries must aim at
achieving reduction in time of discharging anc loadings and bet

ter port planning and operational analysis. If these are real-

izeds container traffic through ports is likely to increase while

port traffic can be maintained at the current levels. The

productivity of port labour would also slightly increase.

219. In terms of the overall development of telecommunications in

African countriess significant progress in the short-term 1s
likely to be impeded by the following factors: the lack of na

tional master plans for telecommunications development and main

tenances the lack of financial resources for the costly opera

tion and maintenance of the telecommunication facilities* the

non-respect of bilateral or multilateral agreements on the
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establishment of international links; and the shortage of
management skills and structures in all sectors of the service.

2?0. Under these circumstances* it is unlikely that any major im
provement will occur during the APPER period. However* some

progress can be achieved from ongoing projects by 1990.

221. In order to speed up Africa's recovery* APPER and UNPAAERD
stress the need to develop* rationalize and regular*** *h* opera
tions of domestic trade* and to promote anc strengthen intra-

African trade.

222. Due to the large proportion of subsistence production and
informal sector activities in the total production in Africa*- it
Is relatively difficult to give precise prospects for the inter
nal trade sector at the national leveU Furthermore, data relat
ing to internal trade is scanty and often unreliable due iotfit
al*2 to the large proportion of informal trade activities outside
the official economy. Notwithstanding this constraint* a
qualitative assessment of the internal trade sector during the
APPER and UNPAAERD period (1986-1990) is briefly outlined below.
This assessment is mainly based on the following parameters:

- Developments in commerce

- Domestic price evolution

- Internal distribution channels

223* For Africa as a whole* value added in commerce at 1980 con

stant prices showed a decline of 0.3 per cent during 1980-1983

and a further decline of 1.1 per cent in 1983-1986. This decline
is most likely a result of a contraction in commercial activities

since the value of trade margins does not decline easily.
Howevr* the decline for the region as a whole is heavily influen

ced by the very high decline in value added in commerce in West
Africa since 1930. During the period 1988-1990* it is assumed

that profit margins in real terms will not increase significantty
from the 198*5-1935 level. As such the projected increase of 2-3
per cent yearly in value added of the commercial sector in Africa
is expected to result from an expansion in commercial activities
as a result of an improvement in distributional channels and

removal of obstacles to internal trade expansicn-

C H ) £fl!Q£Stl£-flri££-£KQllUi2a
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lonlsSc E.3. ^VlS**?** »hai d1rectly entente the volume of
co« IL 111 i 1 ^* leVJl °f consum*r PHcei relative to in-
til J?«JS# Tl °I pr*?ucer Prices. Recert trends show that
llLrtt 2!.il! ^ ^ *?* Afrf«« countries have generated a
fd£*?L *"lJp«^« "«• '«• of consumer price increase. In
addition, nost of the African countries have undertaken neasures
to increase producer prices for many tradeable items. These two
l-Vlll aFJ* pr°Ject*d to continue during the APPER and UNPAAERO
period and would consequently reinforce the expansion of internal
trad*. It mist, however, be cautioned that since a large propor
tion of trade is In imported goods the shortage of foreign ex
change coupled with inflationary trends in industrial countries
could mitigate against the positive effects of internal price
movements.

I* *JL$+ ?♦* ? *VtOr tO eff«ct*vely support the development
of agriculture. It is necessary to have efficient distribution
channels, with strong marketing structures, efficient management

SfrfZ!!! ! «*•*•«««• transport facilties. The trend in most
African countries has been of deteriorating efficiency in dis
tributions either due to monopolistic marketins structures, wrong
pricing policies, or the lack of efficient transport infrastruc
ture and equipment. It is, however, encouraging that several
African countries have already initiated measures, 1n the
framework of structural adjustment programmes, to deal with the
rationalization of marketing structures, to establish remunera-
#IHi«JToducer , Prices for agricultural products so as to
facilitate pricing policy in favour of local producers and to
develop efficient internal networks of distribution.

226. If these efforts are continued and strengthened, the
prospects for achieving an improved distribution network In the
individual African countries are good. However, it will still be
necessary to deal with the problem of income distribution so as
to ensure that the majority of the population has enough Income
to have access to the traded goods and services. Furthermore,
the development of the transport sector especially in the rural
areas still constitutes a major obstacle for trade expansion
since it requires heavy Investment. likewise, the lack ofhe lack of

tfc^JS*/**111^?^ P'^^Mtarly *«r food, continues to constrain
tne trade possibilities among the countries of the region.

Cb)

227. From the available preliminary data, there is Improvement in
both saving and Investment ratios to 6DP since 1986. The share
of investment in total Gt? has indeed Increased to 19.2 p*r cent
in 1986 and 19.6 per cent in 1987; likewise, domestic saving
ratio increased to 15.5 per cent and 15,9 per cent in the respec
tive years, thus maintaining a saving-investment gap at 3.7 per
cent of GDP in 1987, compared to 5.5 pvr cent in 1986. This
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Improvement is related to the adoption of sound demand management

policies* mainly through cuts In government expenditures*
rationalization of consumption* »n4 setting celling for govern
ment and private sector borrowing from the banking srstem and 1f
the same trend continues well Into 1990* the saving-Investment

gap Is likely to fall to 3 per cent.

cc)

228. African countries have fully recognized the importance of
intra-African trade and have made efforts to Increase Its role.
Preferential trade arrangements have been set up In Eastern and
Southern Africa* in West Africa within the

framework of CEAO and JCentral Africa under UDEAC. In North

Africa* the process Is underway to establish a North African

Preferential Trade Area. Thi* increase in participation of
African countries in arrangement to remove obstacles to the ex
pansion of Intra-African trade Is projected to gain momentum

during the remaining period of APPER and UNPAAERD- As such* it
is estimated that Intra-African trade by 1990 will reach around 6
p^r cent of the region's total volume of trade. This will
represent an average annual rate of growth of over 4 per cent be

tween 1988, and 1990* This growth can be easily achieved and even
surpassed if African countries undertook specific measures to

regularize the unrecorded trade that occurs across the borders of
neighbouring countries- Similarly* barter and other payment ar

rangements such as subregional clearing houses and credit and in
surance schemes should be reinforced for the purpose of attaining
the projected increase in intra-African trade.

5. UuiaQ-CfiSftUCttS

229. Assuming APPER and UNPAAERD are fully implemented by 1990*
the sorry state of Africa's human resources would witness some

Improvements. tevels of open unemployment and underemployment*

rather than increase* would be brought down. Unemployment would

be reduced to 6-8 per cent of the labour force. The growth of

underemployment could be arrested and a reversal of the trend es

tablished. The recovery measures will themselves create an
economic environment favourable to labour absorption directly
creating some three million new permanent jobs. The »any

programmes that would need implementation under APPER and

UNPAAERD. In the food and agricultural sector and 1n other sectors

In support of agriculture wi 14.* apart from generating many more

opportunities for rural employment* also significantly reduce un

deremployment In that sector and give a boost to rural

productivity.

230. Implementation of programmes in other sectors that are sup

portive of agriculture will stimulate the growth of industry and

the services thus increasing labour demand In the formal and the

informal sectors. Real incomes would rise and have a favourable

effect on the alleviation of poverty especially among the urban
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working poor. The effects of these positive change would,
however* have only a marginal Impact on the reversal of the
brain-drain since the overall political and socio-economic condi
tions have to remain attractive over a sustained period to infuse
a feeling of confidence amonj those who have migrated in a bid to
escape adverse conditions of living.

231- Increases in government revenues will enable the improvement
in the capacity of African Governments to provide greater support
to the social sectors i.e. education and health, to reduce il
literacy more rapidly and increase access to ecucation of a larg
er proportion of Africa's young, as well as significantly bring
down levels of morbidity and infant mortality.

232- ?oth APPER and UNPAAERt) emphasize the importance of the role
the international community can play to support and supplement
the African efforts towards the successful realization of the
recovery programme by 1990. This section now turns to an ex

amination of the external environment, especially as regards ex
ports, imports and the balance of payments situation.

233. Most of the exports of agricultural commodities are forecast
to increase in volume terms albeit at varying rates during the
1938-1990 period given, in particular, the domestic policies
adopted by African countries for export crops. However, the fact
that world demand for many of these commodities is likely to
remain depressed, the projected growth rates are based on the un
derstanding that some improvement is likely to occur in interna
tional commodity markets as regards African export products.

234. The agricultural commodities that are projected to have
relatively high growth rates during 1988-1990 include tea and
sucjar. While coffee exports in volume terns declined during the

1983-1955 period, the overall Increase between 1980 and 1984 was

around 1.1 per cent- This trend is forecast to prevail during
the 1988-1990. This can be sustained on the basis of the observ
able trend in world demand which has shown a growth of 3 per
cent- Tea exports are also projected, on the basis of the
1980-1984 historical trend, to increase by 3 per cent yearly be

tween 1988 and 1990- Similarly, sugar is projected to increase
by 2.5 per cent.

235. The other agricultural commodities nasely cocoa, cotton,

tobacco and groundnuts are projected to grow very slowly during

the 1988-1990 period. For cocoa, a growth rate of 1.3 per cent

is projected although there has been an observable decline in

recent years. The projected recovery in cocoa exports is mainly



based on the fact that total world deraanc has witnessed an

increase of over 4 per cent. It Is therefore assumed that Africa
would be able to regain its share

However* cotton* tobacco and groundnuts

with growth rates of less than 1 per

mainly predicated on the stagnant trend
commodities.

In world cocoa exports,

are projected to stagnate

cent. This stagnation is

in world demand for these

Table31. Projections of merchandise exports under the

normative scenario

(In thousands of metric tons or barrel and millions of
US dollars at 1985 constant prices)

HT

1985

V

1988 1990

HT HT

Commodity

- Coffee 814.7

- Cocoa 849.3

- Cotton 647.8

- Tobacco 172.2

- Tea 251.4

- Ground

nuts 93.5

1777.7

J2r.sduc.is
- Copper 1271.5

-Iron ore 2781-1

2197.9

2039.9

1994.3

706.5

503.1

32.7

637,1

1819.0

631.3

841.9

388.3

665.5

173.2

274.7

93.8

1914.3

1271.5

2801.2

2271.3

2133.0

2043.6

710.7

549.8

32.8

686.1

860.5

914.9

677.5

173.9

291.4

54.0

2011.3

Bauxite 196.6 32.3 206.2

Phosphate 2129.5 716.3 21384.0

Crude oil 1652.0 49000.0 1707.1

Sub-total 52199.6

1819.9

635.8

33.8
724.9

50634.8

1272.1

2814.6

218-1

1555.5

1744.9

2321.5

2197.5
2085.7

713.5

583.2

32.9

720.8

1820.7

638.9

35.8

730.7

51755.0

54981.1

Total of selected

merchandise

Exports (94.231)

60311.1 62281.5

Total merchandise

exports

64092.6 66116.2

SfiUEt£- projections*

236. The metal exports are assumed to grow alaost at a slightly

higher rate than those assumed under the historical trend

scenario. Bauxite is forecast to increase to 2.1 per cent a

year. Exports of crude oil is projected to grow sluggishly In
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237. While, on the whole, the structure of Imports Is not assumed
to drastically change during APPER period, Imports of certain
cate3or1es such as Industrial Inputs and machinery and equipment
are projected to Increase from its historical levels to sustain
investment during the recovery period.

2:8. The normative projection for total food imports, during the
period of APPEr and UNPAAERD have taken into account the histori
cal structural shifts in the composition cf food imports to
Africa. Actually, given the FAO estimates of projected Increases
'« 8££-§.2fii£2 cereal production of 8 kg over the 1986 oer canita
consumption of 140.8 kg, it is evident that the share of cereal
imports in total food imports will increase by 1990 even If
Africa increases its self-sufficiency ratio in cereals. On the
basis of the annual Increase in the share of cereals in total
food imports over the period 1981-1985, it is estimated that
cereal Imports would account for 52.1 per cent and 55.6 per cent
of total food imports in 198S and in 1990, respectively. Given
the cereal deficit projected earlier, total food imports art
projected to reach SUS11.3 billion in 1988 as compared to $US
10.4 billion in 1985, Implying a growth rate of 2.2 per cent
yearly. Subsequent to 1988, total food imports are projected to
stagnate at the 1988 projected level. However, the important
thing to note is that while total food imports will stagnate
during this period, the imports of cereals will increase to en
able the projected rise in cereal fifit.tanlta consumption. This
means that the composition of food imports wUl have logically

changed such that many of the commodities which Africa can easily
produce (e.g. sugar, neat, milk, fruits and vegetables) will not
have to be Imported.

csn Hfi^ccaafis.dDd-tflbafita

239. Africa produces many of the world's most important beverages
as coffee, tea and cocoa. It also produces a significant amount
of tobacco. The only problem that has tended to make Africa
record any amount of imports of beverages and tobacco 1s the low
level of processing these commodities into final consumer
products. Fortunately, there has been a noticeable decline in
the Imports of beverages and tobacco for the region as a whole.
Between 1985 and 1987 the value of imports of beverages and
tobacco declined at an average annual rate of 1.1 per cent from
$US 786 million to $US 751 million. This historical trend is
projected to continue up to 1990 on the premise that during the
period African countries will undertake to rehabilitate and
increase tl»e capacity of those industries which process the
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agricultural rav commodities in line with the tenets of APPER and
UNPAAERD. Under this assumption the total value of 1 sports of

beverages and tobacco are projected to decline from the 1985
level to reach $US 726,5 aillion and SUS 71C.5 million in 1988
and 1990 respectively.

240, For the period 1988-1990, the projection for fuel imports in
volume terms are based on the recent historical elasticity of
petroleum imports with respect to GDP growth estimated at 0.73*
The justification for maintaining this relatively low Import
elasticity Is the fact that African countries were forced* espe
cially during the 1980s* to cut back on their levels of fuel con
sumption due to the acute shortage of foreign exchange. Although
the prices of oil have fallen significantly* the foreign exchange
constraint of most African countries Is still very serious. It
Is therefore anticipated that most African countries will con
tinue to pursue prudent policies with respect to fuel imports.
Nevertheless* it Is assumed that the recovery of the economics of
the African countries during the period of APPER and UNPAAERD
will* as of necessity* require a higher rate of energy consump
tion especially of fuel. Thus* while maintaining the historical
elasticity* the recovery 6DP growth rate implies an average an
nual increase of 2.5 per cent in total imports of petroleum
products. At this rate* the value of fuel imports will increase
from $5.2 billion in 1985 to X5.6 billion and $5.9 billion in
1988 and 1990 respectively at 1985 constant prices.

Civ) £fe£ii£al2

241. Chemical imports in most African countries include three
basic categories namely: basic industrial chemical Imports*
agricultural chemical inputs* i.e. manufactured fertilizers and
pesticides* and Pharmaceuticals. There is no detailed data to
derive the relative share of these three categories. However* It
is estimated that fertilizers and pesticides account for nearly
20 per cent of all chemical imports for the region as a whole.

?«1; «£",„ projecting the imports of chemicals during the period
1988-1990 particular emphasis has been put on the trend for fer

tilizer and pesticides imports in line with the priority of
agricultural rehabilitation in Africa during the period, FAO
data show that production of nitrogenous and phosphate fer
tilizers In Africa has been increasing since 1980. In line with
this trend* imports of this type of fertilizers have been declin
ing in volume and value terms. In spite of these trends and
taking into account the very low level of application of fer
tilizers* it is projected that Africa will have to increase its
imports of both fertilizers and pesticides to achieve the high
level of agricultural recovery and growth. Using the FAO projec
ted fertilizer consumption rate of 6.4 per cent for sub-Sahara*
Africa and the historical rate of increase in production* it Is
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estimated that Imports of fertilizers anc pesticides will
increase during the APPER period as opposed to the decline that
was recorded between 198C-1935, It should* however* be noted
that the rate of Increase will be constrained seriousLy by the
availability of external resources- In addition* the increase in
the consumption of fertilizers projected by the FAO might also be
negatively affected by the removal of subsidies on fertilizers
that African countries have had to make in an effort to achieve
financial equilibrium. Thus* overall* a moderate of 3.5 per cent
Increase for the import of fertilizer and pesticide is assumed.
At this rate* the value of imports of fertilizers and pesticides
for Africa as a whole will Increase from SUS 973.5 million in
1985 to about SUS 1.2 billion in 1990.

243* As to the other categories of chemicals* It is also assumed
thai the rehabilitation of African industries during the APPER
period will in the short-term require a jump in the level of In
dustrial chemicals. This is estimated* on the basis of an import
elasticity to increase at an average annual rate of 4 per cent
between 1985 and 1990.

244- During the period 1930-1985* imports of machinery and
transport equipment ^n the African region as a whole registered

an appreciable decline 1n value terms of over 7 per cent.
Understandably* this was a direct result of a very drastic

decline in capital formation in most of the African countries
during this period. In real terns* gross capital formation in
the region declined at an alarming rate of 6 per cent yearly be

tween 1931 and 1985. Of course* Africa's Priority Programme for

Economic Recovery envisaged the reversal of this disturbing trend
by proposing a new push in investment in selected priority sec

tors to the tune of SUS 12S billion for the period 1986-1990 or
an average of SUS 25.6 billion per year.

245. Indicators of 1986 show that the overall level investment in
real terms continued to decline. While this dees not necessarily

point the fact that the APPEr priorities were not implemented
since investment resources could have been shifted among sectors*
it is evident that the remaining period of APPER 1987-1990 will

have to witness a sharp reversal towards the APPER priority sec
tors. On the basis of this fact* and assurring that the APPER

priorities will be implemented/- it is projected that total in
vestment will have to reach SUS 76.7 billion in 1990. This im

plies a relatively high average annual rate of increase in in

vestment of around 4.7 per cent between 1935 and 1990- Given the

historical share of Imports of machinery and transport equipment

in total investment of around 34 per cent* the projected value

of these inports at 1985 prices are estimated to reach SUS 22.9
billion in 1988 and SUS 26.5 billion in 1990.
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246- This category of imports covers mainly consumer manufactured
goods many of which can be considered as mainly luxury goods. In
vie* of the commitment of African countries to the full 1*P±«»*n"
tation of the priority sectors during the period* it is believed
reasonable and- indeed- essential that African countries con
centrate the largest part of their external resources to the ia-
portation of essential commodities-' ra* material inputs for
agriculture and industry and capital goods. As a result- the
historical declining trend in the imports of other manufactured
goods is projected to continue at least up to the end of 1990-
As a consequence it is projected that the value of the 1"P«rts of
other manufactures Kill dectine slightly from a level of $US 21-9
billion in 1985 to 5US 19-7 billion by 1990.

247. The Implications of this assumption are clear. Firstly*
African countries wilt have to adopt policies that ensure the
minimization of the widespread tendency for th« African people to
consume foreign goods. Secondty* African countries will have to
undertake measures to increase the domestic production of the
hitherto Imported goods* especially in those cases where the
capacity already exists such as in textiles* leather* paper* and
basic metals. Thirdly- intra-AfMean trade facilitation through
mechanisms such as subregional clearing houses must be made ur
gently operational so as to facilitate the flow of these goods

among African countries.

Table32. Projected Imports of selected commodities
(million of US dollars)

Cat 1985 prices)

1985 1988 1990

Foodstuff

Beverages and tobacco

Fuel

Chenicals
- fertilizers and pesticides

- other chemicals

Machinery and transport

equipment

Others

Developing Africa 65 346 67 613 71 083

projections.

2. t

10

5

4

21

21

567

751

176

973

859

022

998

11

5

1

5

22

20

2S5

727

574

079

466

874

608

11

5

1

5

26

19

258

711

586

156

912

460

730
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248. Under the normative scenario* it is assumed that the export
!«!!? 1ndex wUl ^Prove substantially to 35.1 in 1990 (1980

7 J0M compared to 73.5 in 1985; whereas the import unit value
index will increase to 37 in 1990. Under these assumptions the
total merchandise exports and total merchandise imports which are
projected to reach $US 67.7 billion and $US 71.1 billion in 1990
at constant 1985 prices respectively and ir, nominal terms it
would amount to $US 73.4 billion and $US 77.8 billion, respec
tively. This means that exports FOB will be growing at the an
nual rate of 2.8 per cent and imports FOB at 6.1 per cent yearly.
Under this normative scenarios the trade deficit will be $US 4.4
billion by 1990 Instead of a deficit of $US 14.9 billion projec
ted in the historical trends scenario.

Table33. Projection of unit price index of African trade
(1980 = 100)

Exports price index

Imports price index

Terms of trade index

1985 1938 1990

78.

79.

98.

5

5

7

83.

81.

103.

8

2

2

35.

87.

97.

1

0

8

: ECA estimates.

Table34. Balance of payments projections
(Current account)

(In billions of US dollars)
(Normative scenario)

1985 1983 1990

Merchandise exports
Merchandise imports

Trade balance

Insurance and freight <net)

Interest payments (net)

Other services (net?
Service balance

Net private unrequited transfers
Net Government unrequited transfers 3.3

Total transfer

64.0

-58.1

5.9

-5.5

-6.8

-5.2

-17.5

4.7

s 3.3

8.6

69.5

69.2

0.3

^8.7

-7.8

-4.6

-21.1

4.9

4.4

9.3

73.4

-77.8

-4.4

-11.9

-8.5

-4.2

-24.6

5.2

5.4

10.6

Current account balance

Financing:

- Direct foreign Investment
• Changes in reserves

-3.

1.

-0.

6

6

4

-11.

1.

-0.

5

8

2

-18.4

2.4

0.6
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Net lendinj -2-* -9.5 -15-4

2flU£££= ECA projections.

249. Under the normative scenarios the non-factor services

received will amount to SUS 1.2 billion In 1990 and the non-

factor services payments

will reach SUS 13.1 billion In 1990. As such* the insurance and

freight account will be in net deficit of SUS 11.9 billion.

However* the interest payments are assumed to increase at tfie

rate of 8-9 per cent a year reflecting Africa's improved finan

cial position to meet its debt obligations. At this rater the

interest payments will increase from SUS 8.2 billion In 1985 to

SUS 12.6 billion in 1990. The interests received by Africa are

assumed to increase at the growth rate of 17.1 per cent a year to

reach SUS 3.1 billion in 1990; so that the net interest payments

wilt amount to SUS 8.5 billion in that year* The other services

(net) are assumed to decrease by 4.2 per cent to reach SUS 4.2

billion in 1990.

250. Het private transfers which amounted to SUS 4.7 billion In

1985 are assumed to grow by 2.0 per cent a year to reach SUS 5.2

billion In 1990. Net government transfers including grants are

projected to grow substantially by 10-4 per cent a year to reach

SUS 5.4 per cent a year.

251. The current account of the balance of payments is thus

projected to show a deficit of SUS 18.4 billion in 1990. This

deficit can be covered by direct foreign investment of SUS 2.4

billion and assumed increases 1n resource flots. Moreover* this

would require substantial improvements in the international

economic environments as regards the terms of finance* conditions

and modalities of loan repayments* to ensure that all APPER capi

tal requirements for economic recovery are diligently met.

3.

252. The prospects for total resource flows to Africa will criti

cally depend on the trend of 0DA which has traditionally

represented about 70 per cent of total resources. Indeed* it has

been the ODA which has constituted the main source of development

funding for Africa since private commercial flows and export

credits have fluctuated sharply.

253. During the 1988-1990 period* ODA to Africa is projected to

increase by 13.7 per cent annually in nominal terms. This rate

implies an annual growth of 3 per cent In real terns.
Multilateral resources are projected to grow by 12.4 per cent in

nominal terms during 1986-1990. This rate is slightly higher

than the one recorded between 1983-1936 because it is anticipated
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that the various new multilateral facilities that have been
created (e.g. the Special Facilities for sut-Saharan Africa of

the World Bank and the Structural Adjustment Facilities of the

IWF3 will enable an increased flow of multilateral assistance to
African countries.

254* In order to enable African countries to sustain the projec
ted level and the resumption of imports of the needed inputs and

capital goods during APPER* exports credits bill have to assume

greater importance than before. It has* therefore* been projec

ted that export credits will increase to reach nearly 1 billion

in 1990. This will Imply that in nominal terms export credits

will increase at an annual average growth rate of 7.5 per cent

between 1986 and 1990.

255. In view of the debt problems of most African countries* it

is assumed unlikely that there will be a significant recourse to

commercial borrowings during the APPER period. However* to the

extent that* some rescheduling of private or commercial debts can

be taken as new flow of resources* It has been projected that

there will be a moderate Increase in private flow to reach $US

2.9 billion in 1«90 as compared to $US 2.3 billion in 1986* im
plying a growth rate of 6.1 per cent In nominal terms. This In

real terms* represents an actual decline*

Table35. Projection of resource flows

I. Official Development finance

- Bilateral

- Multilateral

- Others

ZI. Export credits

III.Private flows

Total net flows

1896

16-0

10.5

3.5

2-0

0.6

2.3

18-9

1990

25.0

17.6

5-6

1.8

0.8

2.9

28.7

S2U£££: ECA projections.

256- It should be noted that the projected rate of growth of the

various types of resource flows result In the total amount of net

resource flows to Africa of SUS 28.7 billion 1n 1993. It would

therefore appear that i f the resource flows assumptions outlined

above were to materialize during the APPER period* Africa would

witness an appreciable improvement in its balance of payments

situation and would certainly be in a better position to supress

its current account deficit without having to run down sig

nificantly on its reserves- This would certainty create a better

environment to implement the various reform measures and bring



about a discernible recovery process. It cannot be
overemphasized that the failure in achieving the projected

magnitudes in resource flows will result in the inability of the
African countries to Implement UPPER and UMPAAERO- It is, for

example, obvious that if resource flows do not increase at the
projected rate, African countries will be unable to achieve the
necessary import growth rate to sustain the efforts of recovery

and rehabilitation, especially in the face of a very difficult

international commodity environment*

ldI

257* On the basis of resource requirements during the APPER and

UNPAAERD period tentantive estimates of the likely debt accumula

tion have been made up to 1990. Two Important assumptions have

been taken into account* Firstly, the level of foreign direct

investment has been assumed to increase substantially during the

period to reach $US 2.4 billion in 1990 compared to its earlier

level of SUS 1.7 billion in 1987- Secondly, it has been ex

plicitly assumed for the region as a whole that reserves will be

used to finance part of the external resource deficits. It Is,

in this regard, assumed that African countries will have to draw

down their reserves by a cumulative total of JUS 2.4 billion be

tween 1987 and 1 9990, or at an average of nearly SUS 0.6 billion

by year during the entire period*

258- On the basis of the above assumptions and taking into ac
count the projected yearly deficit on the current account of the

balance of payments, the cumulated net new Lending for the years

between 1987 and 1990 is estimated at SUS 53.1 billion. Assuming

that of this amount 50 per cent will be in the form of direct

grants, it 1s estimated that the debt stock of the African region

will be SUS 226.5 billion at the end of 199C, with a projected

debt-servicing burden of 20 to 25 per cent of export earnings.
The debt estimate has, of course, taken account of crucial

aspects of the debt relief measures such as debt rescheduling*
low interest on the existing debt stock, longer grace period and

higher grant elements as called for in the seventh session of

UNCTAD and the Venice summit of the Seven Host Industrialized

market economies. These aspects should by necessity constitute a

concerted approach to solving the debt problem within the context

of recovery and development.

259. Of crucial importance in this respect are the following

measures that would constitute a concerted approach to address

the resolving of the debt problem within the context of develop

ment growth:

urgent debt rescheduling,

debt cancellation,

low interest rates on the existing debt, longer grace period and

higher grant element.
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repayments in local currencies/

conversion of part of the existing debt stock and repayments
obligations into investment portfolios and equities*

consolidations or capitalization of debt and interest payments
into ions-term loans with much higher concessionality, and

shifting the ownership of loans (particularly commercial bank
loans? to third entitles. Such an approach as conceived by the
United Nations Secretary-General "should aim at Increasing the
productive capacity of African countries. Incited a multifaceted
package offering debt-relief measures that involve the different
categories of debt will need to be worked out on an urgent basis.
This package jnust not only lighten the burden of the debtor
countries and permit manageable debt-service levels* but must
also be accompanied by increased resource flows to foster
recovery and development. Without such measures the socio-
economic situation in Africa will be even worse - much worse -
than before the General Assembly adopted the programme of
Action.

260. The structure of debt and debt-servicing will improve ap
preciably given some likely assumed improvement In international
financial relationships with regard to resource flows. Ratio of
interest payment to exports would fall to 11.6 per cent in 1990
compared to 19.0 per cent under the prevailing conditions of the
historical scenario. Some indications of the likely trends in
the debt structure by 1990 is given in the table below.

Table36. Some indications on the debt situation

GOP growth {per cent)

Ratio of:

Interest payments to exports
Debt to exports

Interest payment to GDP

Debt to GDP

Current account balance
to exports

1985

1.2

12.8

290.6

2.7

60.7

-5.7

1990

3.5

11.6

348.2

3.5

62.0

-0.25

5o.ur.fifi: ECA projections.

SS-f2B-IHf-^a^sii£.AMfi.iMiEsiaAH
IIflMEBQBa£CQ3iEaXAS IQfl

261. From the outset* it has to be clearly emphasized that
UNPAAERD assumed the efforts of both Africa and the international
community. During its adoption, there was no doubt that its
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successful implementation would depend on the concerted efforts

of all partners concerned. In this context/- development priority

areas were clearly articulated and the tasks and areas of co*

operation clearly delineated. Therefore* the evaluation of fu

ture prospects of the programme attempted In Part two of this

study/ are made in line with the concept of a compact between the

African countries and the international community.

262. It has been outlined before that African countries have made

all efforts possible to engineer a recovery process. The rate of

Implementation was/ on the part of the African countri es

plausible during the first two years of the programme 1986 and

1987. There was a wide acceptance of the basic principles of the

programme concerning agricultural development- Between 1986 and

1987* many of the African countries achieved the programme target

of 20 to 25 per cent of total public investment to agriculture.

Almost all African countries adopted policies in favour of the

agriculture and food sector. Such measures included/ among

others/ price incentive policies/ reduction of subsidies and im

proving distribut ion channels* Overall agriculture production

increased for the first time since the 1980s by 3 per cent in

1986-1987 and is expected to grow by 3.2 per cent up to 1990.

The projections further assume an improvement in weather condi

tions and favourable developments in the external sphere.

263. Due to the projected improvements in the agricultural sec
tor* and adoption of appropriate domestic policies and efforts to

modernize the sector and making it an effective instrument for

the transformation of the economy through* iQlfiC-fllia* increased

resources to upgrade the level of processing and raising capacity

utilization levels* an overall improvement in the performance of

the manufacturing industries is projected to materialize in 1990.

The industrial prospects for 1990 are assumed to improve sig

nificantly given the , stabilization in international commodity

markets with availability of foreign exchange earnings for con

tinuous supply of spare parts and bulk importation of the

required machinery and basis industrial inputs. Value added in

manufacturing is estimated to increase appreciably by 4.2 per

cent in 1990.

264. As transport development is a long-tern endeavour/ the

prospects for 1990 only refer to the rehabilitation efforts and
the lively trends of the status of implementation of Phase II of

UNTACDA. With the intensification of domestic efforts to achieve

progress in the national network as well as trans-African high

ways/ the availability of financial resources and the ability of

countries to make significant break-through with donor commit

ments for co-financing* the prospects for 199C point to improve

ment over the historical growth line and the sector as a whole is

projected to increase appreciably with the overall economic ex

pansion. Further* in the light of the or-going efforts and

policies of the African countries in the form of improving the

efficiency of distributional channels and development of storage
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facilities*- formulation of pricing policies to improve internal

price movements of tradeable goods including remunerative

producers prices* the prospects for 1990 are assumed to be

favourable. Value added of the commerce sector Is forecast to

at 2-5 per cent in 1990.

265. The scenario further envisages an emergence of an enabling
international environment. To this effect* It 1s assumed that

there will be an appreciable relaxation in the existing restric

tive practices in the exchange of commodities in international

markets to result in a more favourable outlook for commodity

prices* as well as adequate flow of resources commensurate with
Africa's development needs. In this scenario exports are projec

ted to expand by an annual average increase of 2.8 per cent be

tween 1988 and 1990. This xould constitute a tremendous improve

ment over the declining trends of the mid-1980s. On the other

hand* increases in the growth of essential Imports to sustain the

momentum of the envisaged growth Is also assumed. Imports are

projected to grow by 6.1 per cent during 1938-1990 as against a

continued historical decline of 0.8 per cent recorded In the

first half of the 1980s. With this trend in imports* resource

flows would have to increase appreciable from JUS 18.9 billion In

1986 to $US 28.6 billion in 1990 just in line with the amounts

required yearly for the successful implementation of UNPAAER&.

266. With assumed improvements in the modalities and terms of

finance* the debt position would considerably improve. With an

assumed ratio of interest payments to exports of 11 per cent* the

total obligations of debt-servicing would amount to 20 to 25 per

cent of export earnings. The differed debt-relief measures would

release considerable resources that would be used for rehabilita

tion and development.

267. Overall* the Implications for domestic and international

policy change are that there would be a marked improvement in the

socio-economic structures full of dynamism and capable of sus

taining growth and recovery. If this recovery momentum 1s sus

tained and pushed with vigour and resolution up to the year ZOOS

and beyond* Africa would move forward and inarch into new horizons
of genuine self-reliant and self-sustained development*
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PART THREE

BEYOND RECOVERY: REVISED DEVELOPMENT PERSPECTIVES BY 2003

INTRODUCTION

268* Africa's development had experienced a host of bottlenecks^

shocks* natural calamities and disequilibria such that by the aid

1980s the region's economic structures had almost collapsed.

Moreover* the structural vulnerability of the African region to

an often hostile and rigid international economic system led the

region into a series of problems as regards the balance of pay

ments and the debt.

269. Section I of the present part attempts to reflect on some of

the main parameters of development under the assumption of a con

tinuation of the historical trend up to the next century and

beyond. Section Us on the other hand*- focusses on a normative

future that Africa could attain in the twenty-first century and

the efforts that are needed for the normative future. The major

premises of the normative scenario are that African economies

have to become modern ent ities with enough internal forces for

self sustainence and regeneration. The structural dependency on

external forces would have to give way to dynamic resilience such

that the region would be a viable partner in all international

relationships*

SECTION I: A MULTI-CONSTRINED DEVELOPMENT: A HISTORICAL SCENARIO

270. The sombre situation that could arise fro» a variety of con

straints (e.g. drought or an unfavourable external environment)

has been demonstrated in Section I of Part II. The prospects for

recovery under continued bad weather conditions and an unfavour

able international environment were undoubtedly alarming* It is

more than evident that if the same constraining factors were to

continue unabated/ then Africa's development would t>e bleak for

the rest of the present century. The present Section analyzes

the possible consequences of developing with a weak and weather

dependent agriculture and related activities and of continuation

of adverse external developments and thereby tries to draw some

lijht on the options and the magnitude of the tasks.

271. The estimated mid-1986 population of ECA member States was

536 million as compared to a population size of 449 million in

1980. Thus between 1930 and 1986* Africa's population increased

by 3 per cent per annum/ one of the highest population growth

rate in the world. This phenomenon is attributed mainly to high
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fertility and fait

and almost universal
the large cohors

family planning act

tion growth trend-
the structure of

very younj populati

the age of 15 years

while the dependency

in<j mortality rates- In addition* the early
marriage patterns' the influence of culture*

in the childbearing ages and slow spread of
ivities have also influenced the high popula-
As a result of very fast population growth/

the African population is characterized by a
on and high dependency ratios. Persons under
formed 44 per cant of the population in 1986
ratio was estimated at over 90,

Table37. Major demographic indicators* by subregion, 1983-1986

Subregion

Crude

birth

rate

Crude

death

rate

Percentage

annual

population

North Africa 79

West Africa 49

Central Africa 45

East S Southern

Africa 48

12

18

18

17

Africa 46 17

2.6

2^7

3.1

3.0

: ECA secretariat.

272. The major characteristics of the spatial configuration of
African population include the disproportionate concentration of
the urban population in a few metropolitan centres* high rates of
rural-urban migration and the uneven spatial distribution of the
rural population. Though In recent years urban populations have
been growing very rapidly as a result of natural Increase and
especially rural-to-urban migration* the bulk of the population
still lives in rural areas. Overall* there is a problem of mis
match of population and resources. Thus a sisnlfleant number of
African countries perceive the existing spatial distribution of
their populations as unsatisfactory. With respect to interna
tional migration recent years have witnessed two main trends
namely inter-country migrations and the large-scale movements of
refugees. In North Africa international migration has Involved
emigration to Western Europe* and more recently* to the oil rich
Arab countries. In sub-Saharan Africa* International migration
has involved inter-country labour movements towards the more
developed agricultural* mining and Industrial regions. The emer
gence of refugee movements in Central* Eastern and Southern
Africa 1s another important migration trend in recent years.

Table38. Selected demographic indicators
thigh variant scenario)

Cin millions)*

for Africa* 2008
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1986 199C 2008

Total population 544

Urban population 178

Rural population 366

Population aged 0-14 244

Population aged 15-64 281

Population aged 65+ 18

Crude birth rate/1000 46

Crude death rate/1000 15.2

Net reproduction rate 2*2

671

194

45E

279

317

15

43

13.2

2.2

1076

495

581

306

347

21

39,1

9.3

2-2

: World population prospects* UNDIESA* New York* 1986

273. As a result of high birth rates many African countries are
experiencing rates of population growth that threaten to bring
about a population explosion. The Implications of such a pos

sibility in the face of the present poor economic performance are

clearly a cause for alarm- But even if Africa managed to fore
stall the catastrophies of famine/ it must be pointed out that
the children who suffer frd« malnutrition become physically and

mentally Impaired* The consequence of this situation cannot be

overstated. The participation of the present day children in the
development of the region would become minimal if not negative.
The urban population would also cause Insurmountable problems of

provision of adequate services for basic survival. The rural-
urban exodus would compound the problem in terms of the unhealthy

growth of cities which would lead to spread of crime and public

disorder would become prevalent by the end of the century. If
these adverse developments are not duly checked* they would con

stitute a very basic problem for the region and cause a disin

tegration of the African societies.

B.

274. The African food balance under the present historical trends

scenario was arrived at using FAO projection for production*

demand and trade based on the historical trends. The food situa

tion is analyzed on the basis of four basic food commodity groups

namely* cereals* roots* tubers and pulses and animal food (meat

and fish).

(a) Cereals

.I/Unless otherwise indicated



275. From the production and demand trends* it Is very clear that
African countries would stUl be far a*ay frcm the goal of food
self-sufficiency by the year 2008. The Self-Sufficiency Ratio
(SSR) would decrease marginally from 74.1 per cent in 1983/85 to
71.1 per cent in 2003. Cereals deficits would increase drasti
cally from 26 million tons in the mid 198Cs to 55 million by
2008- Net import of cereals would increase at annual average
rate of 3.0 per cent over the period 19S6-20C8. Using the 1985
unit value of cereal imports of $US 210 per ton* the import bill
in 2008 would be a stajgering $US 11.5 billion.

276. Total demand for all uses

per cent over 1986-2308 and 2.8

nun. The per caput demand for

1933/85 and 1990 and thereafter

would increase on average by 3.1
per cent over 1990-2008 per an-

all uses would increase between

would slightly decline. The per
caput food consumption would increase by 8 kg between 1983/85 to
1990 and thereafter decrease by the same amount.

Table39. Projections of demand for and production
of cereals by 2008

(in million tons)

Cereals: Foods

Industry

Feed

Seed

Waste

Total demand

Total production

Net trade

Self-sufficiency ratio
EfiC-fiflfilta demand (kg)

E££-£*fiila food
consumption (kg)

1990

85 242

648

11 948

2 814

9 660

110 304

58 605

-51 699

53.1

175.1

140.3

2008

136 482

1 351

25 916

3 526

17 256

184 531

131 182

-54 599

71.1

178.1

131.7

Based on FAO's projections* computer printouts* July
1987

(b)

277. Over the period 1983/85* Africa produced about 95 million
tons of roots and tubers per annum. This production cover the

entire demand for all uses with 75 per cent being for human con

sumption. Under the trend scenario* self-sufficiency ratio would
worsen at about 91.2 over the period 1986-20C8. Further* there

would be an increasing deterioration in the" per caput consumption

during 1990-?008. As for pulses* the SSR as well as the per

caput consumption would deteriorate over the next 26 years. By
2008 production would cover only 83 per cent of the trend demand.
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In the seventies Africa as a whole was self-sufficient In both
roots and tubers and pulses at higher per caput consumption of

140 and 10 leg per annum respectively. Comparable figures for the

year 2008 would be only 125.6 and 6.8 kg respectively.

Table40. Projections of demand for and production

of roots.? tubers and pulses by 2008

(in million tons)

990 2008

A.

Food

Industry

Feed

Seed

Waste

Total demand

Total production

Net trade

Self-sufficiency ratio

Per caput demand (kg)
Per caput food consumption (kg)

B. Pulses

Food

Feed

Seed

Waste

Total demand

Total production

Net trade

Self-sufficiency ratio

Per caput demand (kg)

Per caput consumpti on demand (kg)

83

4

1

5

17

109

87

-21

1

1

5

6

5

-

141

323

427

205

705

152

347

805

80.0

80-1

40.6

089

153

571

654

452

646

806

87.5

10.6

8.9

130 150

16 818

1 000

6 597

24 222

178 787

163 072

-15 715

91.2

158.6

125-6

7 D61

157

687

674

8 579

7 537

-1 042

87.8

7.3

6.8

&SUE£££ Based on FAO's projections* computer printouts* July 1987

2"*8. Heat

production

1983/85 to

sufficiency

reach 92.4

deficits emerging from the divergence of trends in

and demand will increase from 496 thousand tons in

928 thousand tons 1n 2008- The degree of self-
would improve only slightly over the next 29 years to

per cent by 2008- As for per caput consumption* a

relative stagnation over the period 1986 to 2008 would be in

evitable. This stagnation in per caput consumption of about 12

kg of meat per annum would imply that the African diet would

remain very poor in animal proteins* despite the existence of

considerable potential to increase production using available

domestic resources and known technologies-
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279. Under the trend scenario, fish production would be about 4.2
million tons by 2008 and net imports would be 10.2 million tons.
This would imply that 71.0 per cent of the total deaand of 14.4
Million tons would be imported. The SSR would decrease from 89
per cent in 1985 to a were 29 per cent by 2008 assuming the same
level of per caput consumption. The deterioration in SSR would
be due essentially to an increase of demand by about 5-9 per cent
per annum over the period 1985-2008-

Table41. Projections of demand for and production of meat
by 2008

(in million tons)

1990 2308

Food

Industry

Total demand

Total production

Net Trade

SSR

Per caput demand (kg)

Per caput consumption (kg) 12.1

7

7

5

-2

353

8

361

253

108

71

12.2

12

12

11

-

124

15

139

211

928

92-4

11.7

11-7

: Based on FAO's projections^ computer printouts* July 1987

2-

280. Under the assumption of the prevalence of poor weather con
ditions which would result in a poor agricultural performance
with adverse implications for the availability of agricultural
raw materials and foreign exchange resources* the prospects of
the African industrial sector will be yery hazardous- This
Section outlines the picture of the likely developments in the
sector in the year 2008 under the continuation of the historical
trends-

281- In the projections of the industrial sector* three broad in
dustrial subsectors are treated. In each subsector same critical
industrial products are examined. Thus in the capital goods sub-
sectors the projections focus on agricultural machinery namely
tractors and animal traction equipment as well as automobiles.
In the Intermediate goods subsector* fertilizers and pesticides*
building materials and iron and steel are analyzed. For consumer
joods* the selected industrial products include food* textiles
and forest-based products.
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CO Tractors

282- In spite of the existence of a potential for the creation of
an agro-based industry capable of supplying the needs of a modern
agriculture, there Is at present only some embryonic units for
the production of tractors. In 1985 these units produced only
102 tractors. The demand of tractors* which is not very well
known, is mostly statisfied by imports. In 1985* for example*
imports of tractors reached to a value of SliS 613.3 Million or

12-3 per cent of the total world imports of tractors* represent
ing 43 294 tractors or 6.3 per cent of the total number of the

imported tractors in the world*

283. The demand of imports of tractors increase by 2.3 per cent
per year in developing Africa between 1983 and 1985* against an
increase of 1.9 per cent in the world as a whole. On the basi of
the FAO statistics* the total nufiber of tractors in 1985 in
developing Africa was 417 617 or 8 tractors per 10*000 persons.

284. The projection of the growth rate of 3*5 yearly* of the num
ber of tractors in developing Africa corresponds to the histori
cal trend observed between 1975 and 1982* with an elasticity of
0-9 of the number of tractors with respect to GOP. Following
this trend* it is projected that by 2008 total demand will reach
to 921*311 tractors* or 9 tractors for 10*000 persons. This does
not show a significant change from the present situation. With a
projected GOP growth of 2.6 per cent* the region as a whole would
require an annual increase of 69*826 tractors between 1990-and
2008* assuming a replacement rate of 10 per cent. On the other
hand* assuming a rate of increase of 7.9 on yearly basis* local
supply of tractors is estimated to reach 586 units.

285- Under these trends* the region would continue to depend on
imports for most of its critical agricultural equipment. This
would* no doubt* have adverse implications on the modernization

and mechanizatin of the region's agriculture. Equally* the ob
jectives of attaining a reasonable level of food self-sufficiency

would be in jeopardy.

Table42. Projections of demand and supply of tractors

Growth

1985 2OC8 ratio

Tractors in service 417 617 921 310 3.5
Annual demand 43 294 69 £26 2.3
Local supply a/ 102 586

5QUr.ff.fis ECA projections based on FAO estimates- Ca) Assembled
tractors equivalent to tractors produced.
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286. The use of animal traction is very noticeable in agricul
tural rural areas. It Is atso important to note that with the
increasing modernization of the agricultural sector, the use of
animal traction would decrease over time. As no drastic change
is assumed in the mechanization of the agricultural sector in the
historical trends scenario, it is assumed that the annual rate of

IS!P?5« io'»<:draU9!)t $nlm?S -0Uld not •«fl"«"««tlr change from
the 1983-1985 level of 0.7 per cent. On tfie basis of this growth
rate* the number of draught animal would increase to reach 20-6
million from its 1985 estimate of 17.6 million. Consequently,
the annual level of animal traction would reach 1.03 million by
the year 2008* assuming replacement rate of 10 per cent.

Table43. Annual demand of animal traction

million units)

20081985 1990

Draught animals

Traction equipment
17.6

0-8

18.2

0.9
20.6

1.0

SQur.fit: ECA projections.

(Hi) Ih£_autanQbil£_iodiJstci:

287. The projections of demand and supply of passenger cars and
commercial vehicles are based on past historical trends. The
demand for passenger cars usually depends on growth of income and
increases in population while the demand for commercial vehicles
depends mainly on the general level of economic activity. On the
basis of a historical elasticity of 1.5 and a projected growth of
GDP of 2.6 per cent/ growth of vehicles is projected to increase
by 3.9 per cent. This would imply that total demand requirements
would reach 952/300 vehicles by the year 2008- With replacement
rate of 3.9 per cent* the total annual demand for new vehicles
would amount to 568*970 commercial vehicles by the year 2008-

288. Under the assumptions that the domestic production in terms
of value added in car assembling would not exceed 10 per cent of
the value of assembled cars and that the region assembling
capacity will be within the range of 20 to 30 per cent of the to
tal vehicles requirements* the domestic production is projected
to reach 23*807 assembled vehicles* implying that isports would
cover about 97 per cent of the region's total vehicle
requirements.

Table44. Projections of demand and supply of automobiles
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C'OOO units)

Vehicle density

<vehicle/OOO)

New vehicles

Replacement

Total demand

Production

1985

8.9

236

159

395
10

199C

9.7

285

192

477

12

2008

13.2

569

383

952

24

projections

CO Fertilizers

289. On the basis of a historically observed B
tilizer consumption of 7 kg* total demand for fertilizers is

projected to reach 7-1 million tons by the year 2008. The
projections of production of fertilizers are based on the his
torical self-sufficiency ratios. Historical trends show that the
averae SSR for fertilizers oscilitated around 70 per cent. The

corresponding level of fertilizer production by the year 2008

would therefore amount to 6.4 million tons* implying an annual

increase of 4.4 per cent between 1990 and 2008.

Table45. Demand and production of fertilizers

1985 1990 2008

Total demand

Production

Net exports

2.9

2.6

0.3

4.5

2.9

"1.6

9.1

6-4

-2.7

S2U£££- EGA estimates.

(IT) l£QQ_dQd-5l££l

2°0. On the basis of fifiC.Cdflitfl consumption of steel of 11 kg in

the African region* total demand requirements of steel is projec

ted to increase to 11.4 million tons by the year 2008- This

would represent an annual increase of 2.9 per cent between 1985

and 2008- Taking account of the small increases in capacity

utili zation from exist inj plants and new installations* the

capacity utilization of iron and steel is projected to reach 37.8

per cent by the year 2005. This would be hardly enough to meet

the trends in demand requirements. On the basis of a self-

sufficiency ratio of around 43 per cent* the production of iron

and steel would reach 5.4 million tons by the year 2008* implying

a aap of 6 million tons which would have to be imported.
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Table46- Projected demand and production of iron and steel
in Africa in 2008 under the historical trend scenario

19S5 1990 2008

Total demand

Production

Balance

5.9

2.7

-3.2

6.7

3.1

-3-6

11.4

5.4

6.0

S2iif.£fi= ECA estimates.

Ciii) Cement

291- The importance of cement as an input into construction is
shown by the fact that about 10 to 20 per cent of the value of
residential and non-residential building is accounted for by ce
ment and concrete products. Civil engineering works consume
relatively more steel than cement- The mix of construction out
put is therefore a major determinant of the demand for cement.

292.

the

rate

per

year

reach

This

cent

Available statistical data show that ifi the first half of
1980s., consumption of cement increased at an average annual
of 6 per cents while production was growing at the rate of 5rate

Assuming the continuation of these trends up to the

production of cement is projected to

million tons respectively,
and production of 24.5 per

cent-

2008* consumption and

168.9 million tons and 127.6

implies a gap between consumption
to be covered by imports-

Table47- Cement consumption, production and imports
(in million tons)

(in million tons

Consumption

Production

Imports

EfiC-tafllta consumption
(kcj}

1985

48

39

9

95

1990

67

53

13

104

2008

169

128

41

163

Growth

ratio

5.3

5.0

6.6

2.5

SfiyE£.£: ECA estimates.
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293. Historically* the food processing industry in Africa has

suffered from the Irregular supply of agricultural raw materials

and shortages of imported industrial inputs. As a result* the

processing of raw materials in African countries has stagnated
considerably* For many crops* such as sorghum* millet* cassava

and other starchy roots and tubers* fruits and legumes* there is
very little industrial processing. The only Industries that have

done relatively well are those processing imported agricultural

commodities* namely the breweries* and flour-using industries.

These industries are found in virtually all countries in the
reason mainly as a result of the ready local market for the
manufactured products - beer and non-alcoholic carbonated

beverages.

294. Based on the continuation of past trends* production of in
dustrially processed cereals is projected to reach 93.3 million
tons just enough to cover 51 per cent of the total demand

requirements of 184.3 million tons in 2008. The processing of
roots and tubers would show similar declining trends as produc

tion would cover only 77^3 per cent of total consumption require

ments of 225.6 million by the year 2008.

Tabled. Projections of industrially

CNillion NT5

processed food - 1990-2008

1986

Cereals*

1990 2008 19S6 1990 2008

otal demand 104.2 110

Domestic production

Home and industrially

processed 72.0 75.5

Imports 32.2 34.8

Investments 20.1 19.7

184.5 97.9 108.7 225.6

97.3 74.1 106-1 175.6

91.2 0.3 2.6 50-O

135.5 ... 16.4 220.7

projections.

1) Investment

capacities for

in million of US dollars

industrial processing.

tc instal additional

* Excluding wheat

295. Under the assumption of continued deterioration in weather

conditions and the external envi ronment the food industries sub-

sector would be further depressed. Value added in this subsector

would not change significantly from the 1.0 per cent projected

for the 1988-1990 period.

(i i> Textiles
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296. Like most of the industrial subsectors* textiles would
continue to face a number of problems arising from IO£fi£_flIIa
irrejular supplies of raw material and lack of spare parts and
basic industrial inputs- With the historical growth trends of
1-6 per cent which is assumed to continue urder the historical
trends scenario* production of textile fibres would reach about

1-3 million tons. With fific.£2fiit3 consumption of 5.1 kg in 2008*
total demand requirements would be around 5-3 million tons- With

these trends* self-sufficiency will drop to only 31 per cent and
the region as a whole will become more dependent on Imports of
textile to the tune of over 3 million tons by 2008.

Table49. Projections of demand for and production of
textiles

1986

(in million tons?

2008

Textile fabrics

- Demand

- Production

- Balance

1.

1.

-0.

5

3

2

1.

1.

0.

8

4

4

5.8

1-6

3-2

2fiU£££: ECA estimates.

C i i i ) £ur.£St£XZfc>aS£d-iuduStEi£S

297- The^ historical trend scenario points to poor growth in the
group of wood-based Industries- After a sharp decline during

1980-1984* value added in the wood industries in constant 1980
prices recorded some recovery during 1984-1985 with a growth of 3

per cent. But this was short-lived as the there was another

decline of 1 per cent In 1936. The performance of the various

product groups are varied. While furniture anti fixtures followed

the same trend as the whole subsect or* paper and paper products

showed a positive growth of 2 to 3 per cent between 1985 and

1986. On the basis of the continuation of such trends* sawnwood
and wood-based panels* and paper and paper products are projected

to grow by 1-5 per cent and 1.9 per cent during 1990-2003 respec-

tivedly. With such increases* the demand-supply gaps as a
proportion of total requirements would reach 60-6 per cent for

sawnwood and 88-8 per cnt for paper and paper products by the
year 2008.

TableSO- Projections of demand for anc production

of wood-based products

Product groups 1986

1- Sawnwood and wood-based panels

1990 2008
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(million n3)

- Demand 11.5 15.8 31-0

- Production 8-2 9*4 12.2

- Balance -3.3 -6-4 -18.8

2. Pulp for paper (million tons)

- Demand 0-8 1.2 5.0

- Production 0.7 0.8 1-1

- Balance -0.1 -0.4 -3.9

3. Paper and paper board (million tons)

- Demand 2.3 5-0 3.0

- Production 0.6 0.7 0.9

- Balance -2.2' -4.3 -7.1

3fiU£££: ECA/FAO/UNIDO Forest Industry Group for Africa.

3. &D

The Transport and Communications Decade for Africa 1977-1988

calls fors among other things* the integration of various modes

of transport and communication infrastructures the co-ordination

and harmonization of the various transport systems and the open

ing up of the land-locked countries and isolated regions. Due to

the slow progress of the two-phase implementation of the Decade

the value added of transport and communications services grew at

a ^ery low rate of 0.7 per cent during 1986 and 1987.

298. Under the historical trends* no major changes are assumed

in the transport and communications sector with value added in

creasing to only SUS 19-4 billion by ?008. The historical trends

prospects in the various modes are outlined below.

(a) Roads

299. All indications are that traffic of persons and goods will"

continue to expand in Africa* in the next aecade or two; and

that road transport will continue to bear by far the largest

share of this traffic. The efficiency and safety of road
transport in Africa in the forseeable future will therefore

depend* to a lar^e measure* on whether Governments* in concert

with the international community* are able to rcobilize sufficient

resources for* and marshal adequate portions of those resources

towards safeguarding life and property* and the protection of pr

ecious investment in road infrastructure and facilities.

300. It is also envisaged that Governments* in addition to giving

greater emphasis to rehabilitation and maintenance of existing

infrastructure and facilities* will concommitantly consider im

proving and upgrading the missing links and substandard sections

in the Trans-African Highway System (the main TAH network and the

feeder road links).* especially where large substandard segments
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exist such as those inside Zaire* the Sudan and Chad, so that a
co-ordinated and integrated continental highway would be realized
by the year 2008 to form the basis for sound and coherent
regional transport development- However, under the historical
trend scenario no major improvements is expected to materialize
up to the end of the century.

(b)

301. African policy maVers have become increasingly aware of the
importance of and need to promote maritime transport for the
region especially as a result of the chronic balance of payments
deficits on the shipping account experiencec by the individual
countries. Indeed* on the basis of the historical trends* the
deficit on the shipping account could reach nearly 9.1 billions
by the year 2008. This clearly points to the necessity for
African countries to master the principal pillars of maritime
transport* nafiely merchant fleets* sea ports* training in ship
ping* shipping auxiliaries in trade and freight insurance.

302. The perspective of the capacity of the African merchant
fleet take into account the present difficulties in establishing
an equilibrium in the shipping industry. These difficulties are
still acute despite the measures envisaged by the UNCTAD Shipping
CoMission at the world level and those adopted in individual
countries to reduce the rate of ship demolition or to stop the
decline in shipping capacity. In essence* the perspectives are
based on the continuation of the trends observed between 1978 and
1986. It is to be noted that the only element that has affected
the recent rapid and substantial upturn in the volume of shipping
traffic is that of the increase in the volume of hydrocarbons
resulting from the fall in petrol prices. This* however* is too
uncertain in the long-terra <in 1986* petrol shipping accounted
for 45-8 of the total world shipping traffic as compared to a
share of 39*5 per cent In 1935).

303. The extrapolation of the historical trends gives a capacity
of 516.6 aiUion in 2008 for the world merchant fleet. Given the
fact that the African fleet is still small and has remained al
most constant in the past ten years, the realisation of the ob
jective of 3.9 per cent of the world's fleet capacity would be a
great achievement. Given the particular importance of the finan
cial constraints In attaining such an objective* two other low
and medium variant are projected corresponding to 2 per cent and
3.0 per cent respectively of the world's fleet by 2008. Tfte
projected capacity of the African merchant fleet* the volume of
traffic and the necessary investments are summarised in the table
below. It should be stressed that the financing of the cost of
Investments ^n and operation of merchant ships requires a search
for competitive financing schemes and the raticnaflization of ship
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utilisation as well as the control of ship insurance and transit

costs.

Table51. Projected capacity of merchant fleet* traffic

and investment

1986 1990 2008

1. African fleet (million dwt)

World fleet - historical trend

Low variant (2 per cent)

2. Shipping traffic

(million tonnes)

African total traffic

Low variant

639.

7.

495.

495.

1

5

0000

629.

8.

476.

292.

2

2

2

9

516.6

10.3

391.3

198.5

ECA projections.

304. As regards ports* the efforts that have been outlined as

necessary during the Second Phase of the United Nations Decade

for Transport and Communication in Africa have to be intensified

so as to improve port infrastructure* reduce the loading and off

loading time* harmonize port statistics and create data banks.

In the effort to reduce shipping costs* African countries must*

among others* (i) adopt dynamic port policies to reduce port

costs; and <1i) form efficient national organs for shippers with

the necessary skills to negotiate with other organs in the

framework of subrejional co-operation.

(c)

305. It is projected that air traffic will increase at 3 per cent
and 9 per cent for passenger and cargo traffic respectively.

306. Qualitatively*

still have a number

These include:

however* the historical trends scenario would

of problems which would affect air transport.

p among African airlines with more

viable and profitable companies

- reinforced co-operation

viable and profitable companies involving a number of

countries within the framework of subregicnal arrangements;

- a more integrated air transport network connecting all the

major centres of the African region and more capable of

efficiently handling traffic without undue delays; and
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- improved Infrastructures for the air transport network
Table52. Projection of air traffic

1990 2008 percentage
growth

Passenger traffic (billion

passenger-kilometres) 42.2 177.4 8.3

Freight (billion ton-km) 6.1 28.6 9.0

Source: ECA projections.

(d)

307. Although the posts and telecommunications sector has* in
general received limited attention in African development

programmes* it is essent ial for the economic and cultural in

tegration of the regions through an effective and modern system

of information exchange. The present situation of postal and

telephone services in Africa is characteri*ed by many insuf-

ficiences in the establishment of structures for rapid communica

tions- At a time when communications are made by satellites'

Africa is st'ill behind despite the existence of the PANAFTEL
project

ed

308. As regards telecommun? cat Ions* it is estimated that Africa
had 5.2 million telephones or 0-7 telephones for every 100 per

sons. This Is a very low level especially when compared to the

other developing regions of Asia and America khere the number of

telephones for every 100 persons is 3.5 and 10-8 respectively.

There are also differences among the different African sub-
resions- Thus/ the North African subregion has a relatively high

number of 1-92 telephones for every 100 persons. One of the

principal causes of the poor telecommunication level in Africa is

the high cost of equipment vhfch have to be imported at a time

when there is a scarcity of foreign exchange. However*

telegraphic services have progressed better- The PANAFTEL

programme is in the process of establishing a network of earth to

satellite connections covering 29 700 k»2 in 33 African

countries. But the level of utilization of this network is very

low due to Its lack of reliability* lack" of maintenance of its

circuits and the high cost relative to the networks outside of

Africa- On the basis of historical trends* the number of

telephones in Africa are projected to increase by around 18 per

cent per year to reach 232 323 telephones by 2008 or 4.5

telephones for every 100 persons.
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309. In 1981* Africa had only 11 200 post offices as compared to
331 000 for all developing countries. On average* each post of
fice serves 30 500 persons over an average surface of 1*760 k»2

compared to the international standard of 3*000-6,000 persons
office over an area of 30 to 40 km2. The total
in Africa in 1981 was only 2*154 million objects.
growth in postal traffic has been very low- As

as

for each post

postal traffic

The historical p

such* according to historical trends the number of postal objects
is projected to grow by 4.0 per cent yearly to reach 5*381 mil
lion by 2008 while the number of post offices will reach 60*000
in the same year* implying a rate of growth of 7.0 per cent

yearly-

Table5 The postal situation <1990-2008)

1988 1990 2008 Growth

rate

Postal packages (millions) 2 454

Post office boxes (millions) 2 080

Post offices (number) 15 440

Telecommunications

(number of telephones) 5 162

2 654 5 381 4.0

2 726 31 200 14.5

17 677 60 000 7.0

7 187 232 323 18.0

rcg: ECA projections.

(e) Io.Uf.iiJn

310. During the period 1975-1985* the trend of international
tourists to Africa showed a growth of 5.6 per cent* thus increas

ing from 4-6 million to around 8 million- The evolution of the

region's capacity to lodge tourists also increased. The number
of hotel beds increased from 110*978 in 1975 to 217*157 in 1984

while the number of beds increased from 219,286 to 411*500 during
the same period-

311- The perspectives for the tourist industry in Africa are

based on the assumption that international tourism as a whole

will continue to grow more or less at the same pace as in the
past. This assumption which at first glance aight seem optimis
tic given the slow growth of population in the developed

countries is predicated on the trend of a change in the age
structure of international tourists. Thus* the young population
is increasingly entering into tourism. On the basis of these
trends* tourism in Africa is also projected tc maintain the his
torical trend growth or even accelerate a little to around 6 per
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cent yearly for the total number of tourists to and within
Africa*

312. The policies that seen pertinent to the attainment of the
projected growth in tourism in Africa include the following:
<a> increased economic social and political stability;
<M encouragement of intra-African tourism;
<c3 creation of inter-state touristic networks;
(d) establishment of co-operation mechanisms in tourism;
(e) training of the different personnel of the tourism industry.

4 Ih

Drought and desertification have been among the determining
factors in deepening the African economic and social crisis

The problems of droujht and desertification have afflicted
more than two-thirds of the African countries for over two
decades now. The world first became alert to the importance of
the situation when the SaheUan drought rampaged 15
Sudano-Sahelian countries from Mauritania to Somalia during 1963
to 1973. These conditions continued well into 1986 despite brief
respites of normal rainfall in some places during 1974-1976 and
1979-1982 and in 19*6. The severest spell of drought was between
1982-1955 when as many as ?4 African countries* ranging from the
sub-humid Sudano -Guinean Zone in West Africa to the dry savanna
of eastern and southern Africa* were so badly affected that they
required emergency food aid at one time or another.

Of the 200 million people living in the African drought-prone
countries* 30-35 million have been seriously affected. As many
as 10 million became displaced because they had to abandon their
homes in search of food* water and pasture for their livestock.
Famine* malnutrition* disease and in many cases* death have been

the lot of these populations, countries continued to require
emergency food aid.

Drought and its related desertification have been serious for
soae time. Apart from the 6.1 million sq.km. occupied by natural

desert* more than 10.3 million sq.km. of land suffered from the

effects of desertification in Africa during the first half of the
1980s. Desertification* which is mainly caused by human pressure
on the natural ecosystems* was affecting 27 African countries in
1985- Rates of desertification have been alarming ranging be
tween 10-40 km per year. The main causes of desertification con
tinued to be related to over-grazing* fuelwood gathering* bush

fires and inadequacy of systems of agriculture management and exr
ploitation. Special mention must also be made to the heavy
drought which severely affected the Western and Eastern African
countries during the period 1983/84.
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Land degradation continued during this period in Africa-

Deforestation/- associated with inappropriate land use* poor

management and lack of agricultural inputs* also caused serious

degradation in most African countries. Thus In Africa about 70

million ha- consist of "salive soils" while more than 276 million
ha. are considered "poorly drained soils'*. Deforestation and
forest degradation caused losses of "5.9 million ha. of closed

broadleaved forests (about 535 million m3 of rcundwood or 83 mil
lion of ti«ber houses)* between 1983 and 1986. The closed forest

resources of West Africa are considered the most seriously

threatened b/ depletion with some countries under threat of com

pletely losing their closed productive resources by the year 2000

if the present pattern of exploitation continues. The main

causes of forest clearing have been shifting cultivation and

change of forest to agriculture and mining. The picture becomes

especially gloomy since afforestation and reforestation program

mes represented only 7 per cent of the forests depleted in the

sane period.

In non-Sahel West Africa the savannah disappeared at a rate

of 1-6 mi IIion ha. during the period unoer revi ew. Some

countries* in the subregion lost about 660*OOC ha- of open wood

lands each year. In Central Africa °60*000 ha. of these tree

formations disappeared during the three years and about 3-4 mil
lion were cleared in Eastern Africa- A recent ECA studies in

four Eastern African countries showed that over 200*000 ha- of

Nionbo woodland disappear each year in countries South of the

equator* As for fuelwood and charcoal* the consumption was

about 400 million »3 in 1986 or a per caput consumption of about

0.77 m3 per annum- Indeed the Great Drought of 1983-1985 brought

to the fore the ever lingering scare that the periodicity of the

recurrence of natural calamities might be a precursor for drought

and desertification to become a permanent feature in many African

countries. If It is noted that desertification on the fringes o*

the Sahara is estimated to be spreading at an alarming rate ot

nearly 4 million acres per annum the threat to the African ecol

ogy can not be taken lightly- If these trends were to continue

unarrested it would mean that in only a few decades to come*

Africa south of the Sahara will only include a few countries

around the tropical zone and famine and hunger would become a

structural characteristic in most of the countries of the region.

Subsequent to the scientific Round Table held in 1984/ the

Regional Plan of Action to combat the impact of drought in Africa
was adopted. Actions are still being undertaken on the various

measures proposed by the Regional Plan* For example* technical

studies are already completed for the establishment of an African

Centre of Meteorological Application for Development (ACMAD).

In the Sahelian countries policies and actions have been

taken at the national and subregional levels for the purpose of

responding to the drought situation and its effects- Of

particular interest are the following:
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the construction of small dams and other irrigation and water

harvesting systems to help sustain agriculture during drought
periods;

planting of drought-resistant crops such as acacia in
Senegal;

- afforestation and reafforestation efforts In the Sahel Includ-
Inj massive campaign for tree planting under the declared Day of
the Tree;

- tetter management for ranye and pastures?

better and more efficient management of river and lake basins.

Unfortunately* the drought situation continued to affect a
number of African countries in 1987. This points to the need for

more concerted and vigorous actions to more effectively combat
drought and desertification and its nefarious effects in the

region. It will further be necessary to urgently make the

agricultural sector less dependent on the vagaries of weather
through the establishment of smalt irrigation schemes and the

better management of water resources at the national and sub-
regional levels.

Quantifiable data on rates and levels of desertification in
Africa is scanty* Thus the prospects for combatting drought and

desertification are given on the basis of two main elements name

ly ta) controlling land and forest degradation and Cb) irrigation

and water resources management.

(a) £fiQttsULU£-UQd_and_ffiC£it_d£StadatiQD

The prospects for the control of land and forest degradation

critically hinge on the sustainance of the measures that have

been initiated at the nationals subregional and regional levels.
With respect to arresting land degradation* the main areas on

which emphasis is currently being put include halting the
degradation of crop lands* reversing soil fertility declines*

limiting soil erosion and preventing the degradation of grazing

land. If the different policies are maintained or even

strengthened * the prospective indicators show that by H003 many
of the African countries could achieve a decleration 1n the rate

of land degradation. But while such a deceleration would be an

improvement* there would still remain a lot to be done to fully

arrest the continuing trend of land degradation. The over- ex

ploitation of crop land would still be rampant in many countries

and the overgrazing of rangelands by livestock would still be

hi^h because the carrying capacity of such lands would still be

too small for the livestock population.

With regard to deforestation* the prospects for are also

not very encouraging because of the problem of high fuel wood
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consumption projected to continue up to 2008 . Although tree

planting efforts which are projected to be strengthened are

likely to bring some good results*- these efforts are unlikely to

arrest the deforestation since the rate of tree planting Is like

ly to remain below the rate of tree cuttirg for fuelwood and

other uses. Assuming the continuation of such trends * defores

tation rates are projected to decelarate froa a rate of 1.3 per

cent yearly to about 1.5 per cent yearly during 1988-2008. At

this rate the forest area will decrease from 216 million hectares

in 1986 to about 205 million hectares in 2003.

With regard to irrigation and water resources management em

phasis 1s put on three basic elements: (13 farmers should be

given Improved incentives to use existing irrigation schemes as

intensively as possible* and to develop more irrigation* (11) ex

isting irrigation schemes*- whether small* medium or large* need

to be rehabilitated and improved and (ill) development of new

small- and medium-scale irrigation schemes should be accelerated.

In 1982* total irrigated area amounted to only 9.5 million

ha. of which 3.5 per cent wa s under traditional irrigation.

Given the higher cost and the long gestation periods of modern

irrigation programmes it is projected that the major impact on

the expansion of irrigated land inmost of Africa will result

mainly from the popularization and intensification of traditional

irrigation methods. According to FAO* this is likely to result

in the annual increase of 3 per cent of Irrigated land* or about

102 to 107 thousan ha. per year^ This shows that by 2003* Africa

will still be heavily dependent on rainfed agriculture.

5. A_diffi£uli_£u££i*-siludtisn

313. In analyzing Africa's energy prospects within the historical

trends scenario* account has been taken of such major sources of

commercial energy as petroleum* natural gas* coal and electricity

(thermal and hydropower). Even though the region has consider

able quantities of renewable energy resources* in particular

uranium/ solar energy* bio-gas^ wind energy as well as tradition

al sources of non-commercial energy such as charcoal and fuel-

wood* it has been *elt that the four categories mentioned above

will continue to play a preponderant role in the come 20 /ears.

314. It should be pointed out that non-commercial energy resour

ces account for about half of the total energy generated in the

Africa region and that fuelwood constitutes more than 80 j>er cent

of that energy source.

315. The continuing drought situation and the increasing use of

fuelwood in place of fossil fuels have had the effect of reducing

forestI and and speeding up desertification on the continent.
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Those African countris which have becorce aware of this
exasperating situation have embarked on campaigns to control

desertification and to shift their people from the use of fuel-
wood to that of commercial energy sources. Given the difficul-

ties^ of evaluating the effect of these policies and the lack of
statistics on the use of fuelwood* no long-term projections can
be made for the consumption and supply of fuelwood.

(a) £cud£_aii

316- When crude oil prices quadrupled in 1973-1974 and then
doubled in 1979-1980* the importing developed countries made an

tfforts (i) to reduce their purchases of petroleum as much as

possible; <ii> to pursue a policy of letting prices find their
true level on the basis of real costs so that the rise in

petroleum prices was transmitted into higher costs for manufac

tured goods' <iii) to promote research into and a change to sub

stitute forms of energy; (iv) to encourage petroleum prospection
whenever possible. The recent world economic crisis has led to

the declining demand for crude oil in the developed countries and

despite a more than 50 per cent oil price fall in 1986* the
production level of African crude oil in 1S86 was still below

that of 1980. During the period 198Q-1985* ceveloping Africa's

crude oil production fell from 293.9 to 228.7 million tons with
an average annual output of 240 million tons. The projections of

African crude oil supply under the historical trends scenario are
based on: (13 the difficulties that the petroleum market is
likely to face as a result of the energy policies being persued
by the industrialized countries and which are reflected in

declining demand for crude; CH> the production structure of the
African oil producing countries which rely mainly on demand from

the industrialized countries; (iii) the volume of investment
needs which.*- in the petroleum industry* would amount to 18 per

cent of total investment needs in the energy industry as compared

to 26 per cent in 1980. These projections mean that Africa's
crude oil production will follow the trend in world demand for

petroleum as projected in the study entitled "Energy needs and

expectations" presented to the thirteenth world energy congress.

According to this hypothesis* the world demand for crude oil will

decelerate by 0-11 per cent per year. On this basis* Africa's

crude oil production would fall from 237.2 million tons in 1985

to 235-9 million tons in 1990.

317. Projections of Africa's crude oil consumption in the his
torical trends scenario 9re based on a real 6DP growth rate for

developing Africa of 1.4 per cent per year observed during

1983-1985 and an elasticity of crude oil consumption to GDP of

0.7. As a whole* the elasticity of 0-7 is slightly lower than

that observed for developing countries over the period 1973-1980

when the figure was 0.8. The projections of crude oil consump

tion also mean that after the year 2000 there ,will be a sig

nificant change in the structure of energy consumption. There
will be a shift to other sources of primary energy at the expense
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of petroleum whose share in world primary energy consumption
during the early years of the next century will be 38 per cent as

compared to 47 per cent in 1980-

318- On the basis of the foregoing hypotheses* Africa's consump
tion of crude oil will Increase by about one per cent per year to

103 million tons in 2008 or 44 per cent of current output. Etc

CflfillS consumption will be 99.5 kg as compared to 156 kg in 1985
or an annual decrease of nearly 2 pet cent a year.

319. Total net exports of crude oil from developing Africa will
amount to 128.8 million tons in 2008. This is net production af
ter allowance has been made for domestic consumption and will ac

count for 55.5 per cent of total output as compared to 65.5 per
cent in 1985. Net exports will also decrease annually at a rate

of 0.83 per cent.

320. In conclusion* the projections of crude ell in the histori
cal trends scenario show that an Impasse will be reached. In
spite of th-e petroleum resources available* Africa's economic
growth will not allow production* consumption and trade in such a
crucial area which is largely dependent on a constantly

deteriorating world market environment. This also means that ex
ternal capital and assistance will increasingly be harder to come
by and the petroleum production on which progress is based in the
oil producing African countries and which earns the most foreign
exchange for the continent* has a bleak future. Such prospects

can only aggravate the social and economic tensions currently

prevailing on the continent.

321. In Africa as a whole* natural gas consumption is low, both

in terms of domestic and industrial use. In 1985* 8.8 billion m3
were consumed. This was about 47 per cent of the total output

for the region. Such consumption was highly concentrated in

eiyht producer countries* namely: Algeria* Angola* Egypt* Gabon*

Libya* Morocco* Nigeria and Tunisia. These countries accounted

for 95 per cednt of what was consumed in the region. Because of

a very rapid increase in consumption within the major African

producers of natural gas (Algeria and Libya)* consumption in the

region increased annually at a rate of 5 per cent over the period

1981-1935 with a sharp rise in 1932-1985.

322. In making the projections for natural $as consumption for

the region* it has been assumed that the current pace cannot be

sustained over the lonj term because domestic demand will cer
tainly slacken in the two major consuming countries- What is

more* the constraints of industrial processing* transport and

storage will hold back the expansion of natural gas consumption

in the whole of the continent. The projections of developing

Africa's consumption of natural gas have therefore been based (in

the historical trends scenario) on a 4 per cent growth rate
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similar to the figure for all developing countries given In the
world energy study cited earlier. On this basis*- the region's
consumption of natural gas will amount to 21.7 billion m3 In
2008.

323. Three quarters of developing Africa's natural gas are
produced in Algeria and Libya which are currently the only
African exporting countries. In 1984* these two countries ex
ported about 73 per cent of their output- In the projections for
the supply of natural gas under the historical trends scenario*
it has been assumed that Africa's production will Increase at the
same pace as world demand for natural gas as assumed in the

aforementioned study of the world energy congress. It is also
assumed that natural gas will account for about 14 per cent of
world demand in the year 2000 and that investment in the sector
will increase by only 1.3 per cent annually. Going by these
hypotheses^ natural gas production in 2008 will be 26.3 billion
m3.. Exports will fall to 4.6 billion m3 In 2008 as compared to
10.1 billion «3 in 1985.

324.. In projecting the prospects of electricity in Africa it is
pertinent to take particular note of the tremendous potential
that the region as a whole possesses. It is estimated that
Africa's share in the world land-based hydroelectric power of 6
540 billion kilowatt hours is as high as 2 690 billion kilowatt
hours. The technically exploitable hydro-potential is around 1
6"5O billion kilowatt hours a year repressing over one third of
the world's total hydroelectric resources* It should neverthe
less be cautioned that this gigantic potential is very unevenly

distributed. The Central African subregion alone is estimated to
have a minimum potential of about 744 billion kwh per y*ar or
about 46 per cent of the region's total- North Africa has only 5

per cent of the potential while West Africa and Eastern and
Southern Africa have 10 per cent and 39 per cent respectively.
Even with the subregionss there are significant disparities among

the individual countries. For example* In the Central African

subregion Zaire alone has* with the Inga size* an exploitable
potential of 530 billion kwh.

325. The historical trends scenario for electricity has been
based on the historical elasticity of fie.r._S2aiit electricity

demand with respect to fifiC-*£aaIta income during the period
1980-1985. The elasticity during this period was uncharacteris

tically loir at only 0.4 per cent mainly because of the fact that

economic activities during this period decelerated sharply thus

affecting the demand elasticity of electricity- Assuming the
continuation of the above indicated elasticity Bfic.caaita con-
sunption of electricity in Africa as a whole bould increase very
slowly by 0.8 per cent yearly- This would mean that for the

region as a whole electricity demand per head would rise
marginally from the low level of 200-8 kwh in 1985 to 241.2 kwh
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In 2008* It should*- perhaps/- be pointed out that in the recent

past there has been a tendency in the region as a whole for

Cftfiiifi electricity consumption to decline. With this
total consumption of electricity would reach 250 112 kwh by 2008.

326. It Is important to stress that the projected historical

trend demand for electricity has very serious implications as

re^rds the development of Africa and the well-being of Its

people. Firstly with afc£ £aal£a consumption level of a were

270-2 kwh Africa would have an extremely low consumption level of

electricity relating to all other regions of the world.

Secondly such a low consumption level would preclude »ny success

in rural electrification as nost of tfte supply would have to be
directed mainly to the Industrial activities and the growing ur

ban population. Thirdly a growing number of industrial ac

tivities would be very seriously affected by energy shortages.

Indeed* the shortages of electricity and the frequency of power

cuts would be much worse than at present.

Cd>

327. Even though developing Africa possesses 2 to 3 per cent of

the world's coal reserves*- it produces and consumes very little

coal. In 1984^ the production and consumption figures were 4-2

and 6.9 million tons respectively and the balance covered by im

ports was 2.7 million tons. Consumption grew at a real rate of

about 3 per cent during the period 1981-1984. The largest con

sumers were Zimbabwe* Zambia and Mozambique in Southern African

Egypt* Algeria and Morocco In North Africa. In the projections

based on historical trends' it has been assumed that this rate of

growth of consumption will be maintained since consumption 1s

relatively lower than the prospects for Increased production al

low. The potential and energy policies being pursued would indi

cate as much. On this basis/ about 15.5 million tons will be

produced In 2008.

328. Over the period 1981-1984' real growth In developing

Africa's coal production was 3.4 per cent per year and the main

producing countries were Zimbabwe' Morocco' Zambia' Zaire' Niger

and Nigeria. The projections under the historical trends

scenario are based on the extrapolitation of the production trend

given the enormous uncertainties with which the world energy

market has to cope in view of unstable petroleum prices and the

volume of investments needed to promote the use of other energy

forms. On this basis' coal production will be about 9-5 Billion

tons In 2008. This volume of production will not be enough to

cover the consumption needs which will have to be met in part

from the Import of nearly 6 million tons in 2008.

329. The overall energy consumpt ion pattern in Africa is

strongly narked by a very high share of traditional energy for
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the satisfaction of the African people. Well over 80 per cent of
total energy needs are satisfied by non-comaerical traditional
energy sources. Indeed in the world as a whole, Africa accounts

for about 15 per cent of total noncommercial energy consumption
as compared to about 1 per cent of the total world commercial
energy consumption*

330. Among the most important traditional energy sources in
Africa are fuelvood and charcoal. Biomass especially cowdung and
agricultural waste are also popular energy sources but are not
very widely spread throughout the region. In the present study
particular focus is made on fuelwood because of its importance as
an energy source and the implications that its unabated exploita

tion as a source of energy for a fast growing population are
likely to have on agricultural productivity and the region's
ecological balance*

331. Although concrete data on the levels of production and con
sumption in African countries is very scanty it is attempted
here to give some indicative orders of magnitude of the prospects
of fuelwood given its importance in the region's energy balance.
These tentative projections are based on estimates of age taai£2
consumption of fuelwood in the region. According to some studies
it is estimated that in the dry Sahelian zone/ firewood consump
tion per person per year averages around 0.53 m3. In the
Southern African countries* the fifiC—taaUa consumption is es
timated to be in the range of 0.5-1.5 m3s while in East Africa
the consumption of fuelwood per head is around 1-5 per cent.
The United Nations Enerjy Statistics gives the fuelwood per
capita consumption for the African region as a whole as about
0.78 m3 a year and this has been used as the region's average.

332. Assuming that the ftfi£_£iaita consumption of fuelwood under
the historical trend scenario would not declines it is projected
that in the year 20Q8# Africa would be consuming about 807.2 mil
lion m3 a year. According to some global perspectives this con
sumption would represent over 30 per cent of the world's firewood
supply. The implications of this consumption level on the
production level of firewood Is undoubtedly disasterous because
in many parts of the African continents capacity of the wood

reserves is far below the depletion rate. in many parts of the

continents there would be a significant shortfall between the
consumption of firewood and its production. For the region as a

wholes production is projected to reach 730.6 million «3 by 2008
leaving a sap of 76-6 million a3. Indeed if the higher ranges of
fifiC—£d£i£d consumption are used to project demands it is clear

that the region as a whole would be far from satisfying its
traditional energy demand while at the same time depleting its
presently scanty forest reserves.

Table54. Projection of main energy sources in the
historical trends scenario
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Crude oil (million

Production

Net exports

Apparent cons.

EfiC-tafilta. cons.

Natural gas

(billion m3)

Production

Net exports

Electricity (GWH)

QfiC.tafiita cons-

Total consumption

Coal C1000 tons)

Production

Consumption

Imports

1985

tons)

156

214.

130

4

6

2

237.2

155.4

81.8

18.9

10.1

2

015.C

248

934

636

1990

235.9

149.9

86

140.6

20.3

9.0

200.8

106 010

5 192

8 279.6

3 087.6

2008

231.3

128.3

103.0

99.5

26.3

4.6

241.2

250 112

9 477

15 469.

5 992.

Cons-rate

-0.11

-0-83

1.28

-1-9

1.45

3.36

5

5

333. The observed employment effects of the recovery programme

indicate that the implementation of UNPAAESD has not had a sig

nificant impact on the employment situation in African countries.

Slow growth and adjustment policies have played a significant

part. The various measures that resulted in cutbacks in develop

ment investment cost the region one and a half million new per

manent jobs per annum from 1985 to 1987, The employment freezes

eliminated hundreds of thousands of job opportunities whereas the

lay-offs and retrenchements rendered some three million Africans

unemployed from 1985 to 1987. Educated unemployment for school

leavers particularly graduates has become quite severe in African

economies. An estimated 4 to 5 million Africans fall into this

category today. The harsh conditions which are persisting within

the continent today have accelerated the brain drain. Between

1985 and 1987* more than 30*000 middle and high level skilled

Africans have migrated to seek a better life in other regions of

the world.

334. Conditions of unemployment have been severest for the West

and Southern African subregions and some parts of Eastern Africa.

The West African subregion had high unemployment because of the

residual effects of the drought* and the very sluggish economic

growth since 19857 while for East Africa it was on account of

poor economic performance and the high rate of urbanization. The

Southern African States suffered particularly because of the acts

of destabilization being perpetuated by the racist South African
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regime. Also the problem of migrant workers in these southern
African countries has caused a very precarious political and
economic situation for the southern African Labour supplier
states. At presents the racist regime In South Africa provides a
livelihood to some 3 million workers fro* the Frontline States.
The labour strife in South Africa in 1986 and 1987* resulted in
some expulsions which compounded the problem of unemployment In

countries such as Lesotho*- Botswana, Mozambique and Swaziland.

335. The highest rate of unemployment is recorded in East and
Southern Africa where the level reached 13.5 million unemployed

persons in 1937* followed by West Africa* 9 million* North
Africa* 3.5 million and Central Africa* 3 million..

Such trends are likely to continue throughout 1958-2008.
Indeed given the costs of adjustment as well as the retrenchment
that would be inevitable in a situation of persistent poor
weather conditions* the employment situation could worsen. Tfie
likely trends to prevail in the year 2008 are shown in the table
below.

table55. Labour Force*and Employment in 2008

Millions

Labour force 51C.3

rural 286.8

urban 223.5

Wage employment 143.0

Open unemployment 46.9

Underemployment 250.7

rural 213.2
urban 57.5

source: ECA projections.

A__

337. On th© basis of the historical trends growth rates of the

selected primary commodity exports in terms of volume and prices
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(coffee 1-1 per centJ cocoa 1-3 per cent; cotton lint 0-9 per
cent; tobacco 0,2 per cent; tea 2.1 per cent; groundnuts 0.1

per cent; sugar 2.5 per cent; copper 0.01 per cent; Iron ore

0.24 per cent; bauxite 2.1 per cent; phosphates 0.4 per cent; and

crude oil stagnating at .01 per cent)* the total merchandise ex

ports are projected to reach in real terns only $US 53.3 billion
by 2008 compared to $US 64.0 billion In 1985, Implying a decline

of 0.09 per cent yearly. This substantial decline would be

mainly due to the fall of crude oil exports uhich are projected

to stagnate at

0.01 per cent growth after an observed decline of 0-8 per cent in

1985.
Table56. Projection of merchandise exports

(In thousand of metric tons - and million cf US dollars)

1985

FIT

2008

MT V

-Coffee

-Cocoa

-Cotton

-Tobacco

-Tea

-Groundnuts

-Sugar

Subtotal

-Copper

-Iron ore

-Bauxite

-Phosphate

-Crude oil

814.7

84^.3

647.3

172-2

251.4

93-5

1777.7

1271.5

2781-1

196.6

21129.5

1652.0

2197.9

2039.9

1904.3
706.5

503.1

32.7

637.1

8111.5

1819.9

631.3

32.3

716.3

49000.0

1047.8

1196.1

796.0

180.3

405.5

95.7

3136.9

2829.1

2870.6

2467.6

739.2

311.0

33.5

1124.2

1274-4

2938.7

283.2

23161.4

1690.0

10875.2

1824,0

667.1

46.5

785.2

50024.7

Subtotal

Total selected

merchandise exports

(94.2 per cent)

Total merchandise

exports

52199.6

60311.1

64024.5

53347.5

21396.7

68176.9

projections.
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Ill I 5e Mstor'««* tr«"d growth rates of merchandise imports
are assumed to prevail up to 2008, the situation of Africa's itr-
cftandise imports will be as summarized In the table below. Total
merchandise imports will decline from $US 67-6 billion in 1985 to
$US 57.8 billion In 2008. This will naturally have very negative
Implications for Africa. Investments will have to decline dras
tically and many industrial plants will have to close down due to
lack of imported equipment and intermediate inputs. At the above
import level, even the supply of essential goods such as phar-
maceuticals would become impossible.

Table57. Projection of merchandise imports
CIn thousand of metric tons and millions of US dollars)

Foodstuff

Beverages and Tobacco
Fuels

Chemicals

- Fertilizers & Pesticides
- Other chemicals

Machinery S Transport

Equipment
Others

Total merchandise imports

1

11

5

1

5

22

20

67

985

285

727

574

079

466

874

608

612

20C8

9 706

705
4 600

1 148

4 731

18 817

18 €62

57 769

ECA projections

3-

339. if the export price Index continues to decline at the his
torical trend rate of 3.5 per cent in 1990 and 1.2 per cent up to
2008 and the Import price Index continues to increase at the his
torical rate of 0.7 per cent* the projected unit value price in
dices of Africa's external trade by 2008 nil* be as shown in the
table belov. The terms of trade will worsen dramatically to
reach 62.8 in 2008 compared to 98.7 in 1985 (1980 ■ 100).

Table58. Projection of unit prices index of African trade
C1980 « 100)

Exports price index

Imports price index
Terns of trade Index

1985 2008

78.5

79.5

98.7

59.6

94.8

62.8
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&OUC££« £CA projections.

340- On the basis of the projected unit valve Indices* the ex

ports FOB Mill substantially decline to reach SUS 51-7 billion in

nominal terns in 2008 compared to SUS 64.0 billion in 1985 and

the imports FOB will reach SUS 68.9 billion by 2008 compared to

SUS 58-1 billion in 1985/- implying a trade deficit of SUS 17.2

biLlion.

Tables*?. Balance of payments projections

(Current account in billion of US dollars)

1985 2008

Merchandise exports FOB 64.0

Merchandise imports FOB -53.1

Trade balance 5-9

Insurance and freight (net) -5.5

Interest payments (net) -6-8

Other services (neO -5.2

Service balance -17-5

Net private unrequited transfers 4.7

Net Government unrequited transfers 3.3

Total transfers 8-0

51-7

68.9

17.2

-9.5

20.0

21.7

■51-2

11.3

15.2

26.5

Current account

Financing

- Direct forei

- Changes

Net new lending

balance

gn investment

-3-6

1.6

-0.4

-2.4

-41.9

5-5

3-4

-33.0

projections.

341. The non factor services received which are assumed to

represent a constant proportion of merchandise trade is estimated

to reach only 0.95 billion in 2008; whereas the non factor ser

vices payments will amount to SUS 10-4 billion* resulting in net

freight and insurance of SUS 9,5 billion. The interest payments

on debt are projected to follow the historical growth trend of

8.1 per cent to reach SUS 10.4 billion in 1988 and SUS 49.2 bil

lion in 2308. The Interests received will grow at the historical

rate of 15.8 per cent a year to reach SUS 1-6 billion in 1988 and

SUS 29.2 billion in 2003*- so that the net interest payments will

amount to SUS 3.8 billion in 1983 and SUS 20-0 billion in 2008.

The other services (net) will grow by 6.4 per cent per annuam to

rech SUS 6.3 billion in 1988 and SUS 21.7 billion in 2008. The

services account will worsen to SUS 51.2 billion by 2008. The

net private transfers growing at 3.9 per cent yearly and the net
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government transfers growing at 6.8 per cent a year will not be

able to compensate this large deficit of trade and services
accounts. The resulting current account deficit will be SUS 41.9
billion by 2008.

342. Assuming that the net foreign direct investment grows by the
historical rate of 5.5 per cent and that the change in reserves
are constant proportion of the current account Chistorically 10

per cent)/ the anount available will not be enought to cover the
current account deficit. Africa would have to contract new loans

ranging from SUS 30 to SUS 40 billion a year. This situation is
unlikely to be sustainable.

343- If the historical trends prevail* the conditions and
modalities of external resources flows will be worsened as
follows:

Table60. Projection of resource flows
(current US dollar billion)

1986 2008

Official development f1nance

Bilateral

Multilateral

Others

Export credits

Private flows

Total net flows

16.0

10.5

3.5

2.0

0.6

2.3

18.9

25.6

16.8

5.6

3-2

0.5

9.6

35.2

S&U£££: ECA projections.

344. The ODA which will represent 84 per cent of total resources
will continue to decrease at 0.6 per cent annually to reach 73
per cent and in nominal terms to reach SUS 16.8 billion In 2008.

Likewise* export credits will decline by 0.8 per cent and as the
structure of debts tends towards increased privatization* private

flows will increase by 6.4 per cent to amount to SUS 9.6 billion
In ?008.

345. The picture that emerges from the historical scenario clear

ly Illustrates the fact that the long-tern development of the
African economies Is exceedingly vulnerable to weather conditions

and to the developments In international commodity and financial

markets. These two constraining factors M>uld continue to
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distort or even negate the positive results that would have come
about from the efforts of African Governments to implement poll cy

reforus for recovery.

346- The overall aacro-economic fraaework- shos that GDP would In
crease by 2.o per cent annually during 1990*2008. With this

projected rate* Income per head would declire by 0.7 per cent

yearly over the whole period- Agriculture 1s projected to

decline by 0.1 per cent* thus exacerbating the already depressed

food situation, manufacturing Industry would be equally affected

and would achieve a Halted growth of 2 per cent while the ser

vice sector would remain largely constrained by the overall poor

production trends.

347. Expenditure on GDP would witness a deterioration. The poor

performance would have profound Implications en the structure of

deaand under the circumstances* private consumption would not

grow by more than the rate of 0.9'per cent observed during

1983-1985- Public expenditure on which the revitalization of the

economic activities depends is estimated to grow by 3 per cent br

the year 2008 compared to the level of 4.2 per cent achieved

during 1983-1985- The most noticeable fall has been projected

for the expenditure on capital formation. Investment is es

timated to decline by 4 per cent as was observed during

1981-1985. With an assumed saving ratio of 10 per cent due to

shortfalls In incoae* the resource yap is estimated to reach 5.5

per cent.

348. On the assumption of the continuation of unfavourable

developments in International coamodity and financial markets*

the lona^term prospects for Africa's development are indeed

bleak. The dynamism of the export sector would seriously be af

fected by poor weather conditions and collapse in commodity ex

port prices* Exports are projected to decline further by 4.2 per

cent. As a result* imports would have to decline significantly

due to shortages In foreign exchange. The prc:: ted otctine of

Imports of 3.6 per cent would give rise to a trait gap of 3*2 per

cent. These trends would result into a considerable rise in the

need for foreign resources. It is projected that while the level

of resource flows will stagnate and would not improve sig

nificantly from the historical trends* the qualities and
modalities would get even worse giving rise to an unsustainable

debt burden.

349. The projections under the historical scenario points to a

dismal and frustrating socio-economic development in the region-

Unless drastic changes occur not only in controlling the hazards

of nature by developing the appropriate mechanisms that can avert

disasters but also in structures of international economic rela

tions* no foreseeable breakthroughs can be achieved in the

process of structural transformation of the African region.

These required changes are the postulates of the normative

scenario which is analyzed in the next Section.
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SECTION II. CREATING A NEW AFRICAN ECONOMY:
A NORMATIVE DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO

A£1 The development scenario* described in this part of the
study aims not only at keeping the momentum and the rythm through

recovery but also ensuring economic transformation by the year

20Q8. As such* the scenario is based on th« guidelines of ac
celerated development as enunciated In the Lagos Plan of Action
which rests on self-reliant and self-sustained development.
Further* the scenario assumes radical changes and improvements In
the structures of production and demand. In this context* the
sectoral perspectives are projected under a set of quantitative
assumptions about selected key variables in the African economy.

The behavioural* technical and economic relationships of the
various economic sectors such as agriculture* manufacturing in
dustries* natural resources* transport and trade and finance are
also taken into account. A macro-economic framework arising from
the inter-dependence of the various variables in the economic
system is analyzed so as to trace the Impact of the various
economic relationships such as those between income and consump
tion* savings and investment* export and imports* etc. Finally
the^ qualitative aspects of the new future are analyzed given
their importance in fostering and enhancing the quality of a new
African economy an4 society.

A. A NEW DEMOGRAPHIC SETTING

350* The population projections for Africa outlined in the
present section are based on the medium variant. In this

variant* the most important assumptions made relate to fertility*
migration and mortality. Fertility assumptions take into account
past and current trends placed within the social* economic and

political context of the African region as well as anticipated
changes 1n the socio-economic structures and cultural values of

the African societies. For Africa* the fertility trends have
been in the range of 6.5 to 6.7 children per woman frtjs 1950-1955

to 1975-1980. The projected future fertility trend is esHsaated
to fall below 6 children p^r woman by the mid-1990 and continue

to reach around 4 children by the turn of the century. Given the

fact that projecting migration is a precarious task* the present
projections assume that current net migration flows would even

tually decline to zero since it is assessed that present migra
tion trends are a temporary - although prolonged phenomenon

resulting fro« mainly civil conflicts and socio-economic pertur

bations* With regard to mortality assumptions* it is Important
to first note that there are important variations in mortality
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conditions among the African countries* Nevertheless* for the

region as a whole* it 1s projected that Mortality rates will

decline such that Africa will reach a life expectancy of 55-2
before the end of the present century as compared to life expec

tancies of 37-8 In 1950-1955 and 49.4 years In 1980-1985.

351. On the basis of the above assumptions the projected popula

tion trends show a number of glaring overall features* the most

Important of which Is the high rates of population growth es

timated to average around 3 per cent yearly In the two decades
between 1988 and the year 2008* This compares with a population

growth rate of about 2 per cent per annum within the same period

for the developing countries as a whole. With this rate of
growth the population would Increase to 1 billion In 2008.

Table 61. Selected demographic indicators for Africa*
1988 and 2003 (medium variant)

Total population

Urban population

Rural population

population aged 0-1-4

Population ayed 15-64

population aged 65 +

Population aged 6-11

(primary education)

Population aged 12-17

(secondary education)

population aged 18-23

(university education?

1988

million

570

170

400

260

293

17

96

77

2008

million

1 035

444

591

448

555

32

171

144

Annual rate

of growth

1988-2008

2.98

4.80

1-95

2.72

3-19

3-16

2.90

3.10

63 3,20

st/eca/ser.a/98

2-

352. The population projections for the different subregions

show narked differences. Indeed* at the subregional levels*

there are changes in the spatial distribution such that the share

of North Africa will fall to around 23 per cent and 20 per cent

of the total African population in 1988 and 2008 respectively.

The other subrejions will increase their relative share with the

West African subregion representing the most populous area

accounting for 34 per cent of the population followed closely by
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r! I ? . southern Africa with a share of 33 per cent, the
Central African subregion will continue to have the lowest share
of only 13 per cent of the African population in the year 2008.

Table62- Main demographic indicators of Africa by 2008

Sub-regions Density in Birth

rate

Death

rate

Fertility

rate

North Africa (2008)
(1935)

Southern Africa (2008)

(1985)

East Africa (2008)

(1985)

Central Africa (2008:
(1985)

West Africa (2008)

(1985)

Sub-regions

North Africa (2008)

(1985)

Southern Africa 2008
(1985)

East Africa (2008)

(1985)

Central Africa 2008
(1985)

West Africa (2008)

(1985)

>

25

(14)

11

(5)

55

(26)

17

(9)

59

(27)

23

(36

38

(44

41

(49

38

(44

42

(49

Lffe expectancy

Male

65.

(57.

58.

2

6)

7

(50.6)

55.

(47.

56.

(48.

52.

(47.

8

7)

2

2)

2

6)

Feaale

68.9

(60.3)

63.4

(54.2)

59.1

(50.8)

59.8

(51.6)

55.8

(51.0)

.9

.5)

.2

.9)

.6

.1)

.3

.5)

.2

.2)

Both

sexes

67.0

(58.9)

61.0

(52.9)

57.4

(49.2)

58.0

(49*9)

54.0

(49.3)

6.6

(1C.5)

9.1

(14-2)
11.0

(16-9)

1C.8

(16.2)

1C.8

(16.7)

Rural

pop. X

45.7

(57.9)

60.4

(80*6)

67-2

(81.8)

48.0

(64.4)

60.7

(75.1)

1.47

(2.46)

2.54

(3.04)

2.72

(3.35)

2.02

(2.97)

2.77

(3.38)

Urban popu

lation X

54.3
(42.1)

39.6

(19.4)

32.8

(18.2)
52.0

(35.6)

39.3

(24.9)

Soyrtfi= ECA projections.

Table63. Denographic situation in Africa by 2008
(ntediua variant)

(in *000 inhabitants)

Sub-regions

Island Ocean Indian

countries

East Africa

Southern Africa

Central Africa

1

11

154

3

47

985

502

902

277

278

1988

12 314

170 860

3 594

50 597

199C

13 235

182 4C1

3 823

52 937

2008

21 842

329 074

6 656

89 898
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Sahel 36 347 39 476 41 710 75 134

West Africa <non-

Sahelian) 137 576 152 129 162 676 292 913

North Africa 103 723 110 275 114 871 163 060

Total Africa 524 640 556 952 605 933 1 034 851

SQUttfi: ECA estimate*.

353. The low share of the North Africa population In total
Africa's population can be explained by the fact that the growth
rate of population of 1*97 per cent Is the lowest In all

regions- This low population growth 1s due to Mainly Moderate

fertility rates. The subregion's crude reproduction rate is only

2.93 per cent while the crude birth rate is 41.9 per thousand.
In addition* the subregion has already attained significant im

provement in aorbidity rate. The life expectancy for North

Africa Is the highest at 57 years compared to a regional average
of only 50 years.

354. For the other sub.regions* the projected growth rates* range

froa 2.8 per cent In Indian ocean island countries to about 3.3

per cent in West Africa. Largely due to high infant Mortality*
the Central African subregion's population growth rate 2.91 per

cent is also below that of Vest and East African regions.

355. The crude rate of reproduction birth and mortality projec

ted are declining In all subregions between 1S85-2O08. However,

while the annual decline in crude birth rate is 1.4 per cent and
1.3 per .cent in North and southern Africa respectively* it Is

relatively low at 0.3 per cent yearly in Central Africa and
moderate in East and west Africa at 1.1 per cent per year* On

the other hand* the decline in the Mortality rate due to the

progress in health conditions attained a rate 6.2 per cent per

year in East Africa* 2.5 per cent in West Africa* 2.4 per cent in

South Africa* 2.3 per cent in North Africa which has the lowest

rate in 1985 and 1.5 per cent in Central Africa. The rate of the

decline in the Mortality coupled with the slower decline in the
birth rate in different subregtons account for the different
demographic trends that are projected by the year 2008. There

are also variations In popultion density in different subregions.
In West Africa the density is projected to reach 61 by 2008* in

East Africa 58 and Central Africa 19, while the density of North

Africa and South Africa is projected to reach 27 and 25* respec
tively. The average projected density for the continent as a
whole is 39.

356. In the continent as a whole* the rural population will
represent 55.8 per cent of the total population by the year 2008*

despite the rate of growth of urban population of nearly 5 per
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cent yearly. However* in North and Southern Africa which
presently have the lowest share of rural population In total
population nearly 65 per cent of the total population will by the
year 2008 live in urban areas/ despite a relatively low growth of
the_ urban population estimated at 3-5 per cent yearly during the
period- In the other sub-regions of the continent* notably West
and East Africa where the population growth *»1ll be more than 3
per cent per year* the projected urban population growth rates
are 6*1 and 5-5 per cent* respectively.

357

4.6
For Central Africa* the rate of urban population growth is

per cent- These relatively high urban population growth
l h i i

4.6 per cent- These relatively high urban population growth
rates are a result of mainly the difficulties in the countries of

these subregions as regard the rapid Improvement in the services
in the rural areas especially in the areas of health* education*
and leisure and search for better job opportunities. In actual
fact* if both the living conditions and the improvement in the
income levels do not drastically change in favour of the rural
area* the rural-urban exodus will not be constrained. To control
these strong rural-urban migration* it will be necessary to
vigorously pursue the policies recommended in APPER and UNPAAERD
especially in the rural development* through the establishment of
rural-urban integrated development schemes* the provision of
adequate service facilities in the rural areas* etc.

358. The African population by the year 2008 *1ll stUl be young
relatively to most of the regions of the worla- Children of the
age 0-14 will represent nearly 42 per cent of total population.
In southern Africa* this group will represent as »uch as 47 per
cent while In North Africa the corresponding share will be 38 per
cent. The active population in the 15-64 age group will
represent 55 per cent of total population as compared to an

average of 52-2 per cent In the mid-1980s. These trends in the
structure of population implies an improvement 1n the dependency
ratio from 93 per cent 1n 1985 to around 84 per cent in 2008.
The sex ratio (sale as percentage of female) on the other hand*
Mill remain constant at around 99.3 males per 100 fenales by the
ytsr 2008.

S£ft-taiis
(1985)

2008

0-14 years

C1985)

2008

Table64.

North

Africa

(101.8)

102-5

(43-1)

37.8

Age-sex

Southern

Africa

(98.1)

98.8

(41.6)

46.5

distributi

East

Africa

(97.9)

98.9

(47.3)

41.8

ors

Central

Africa

(97.4)

98.6

(44.1)

41.3

West

Africa

(98-1)

98.3

(46.9)

41.3
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15-64 years
C1985J <53.25 C54.5) C50.13 C52.75 €50,4)

2008 58.4 50.5 55.3 55.2 55.8

&flu.r.£e: ECA projections

3.

359. The projected rate of growth and levels of population is

Africa in the next 20 y*ars will undoubtedly engender a number of

probleas for social and economic development of the region as a

whole. It is indeed a vry discomforting reality that even at

present the African countries are unable to provide their popula

tion with the basic necessities of life such as CO primary

education to all the primary school age group (ii) employment to

the «any unemployed; (iii) adequate services like clean drinking

watery sewerage* transports health.and housing.

360. If the above problems are to be resolved for the betterment

of the African peoples it will be necessary to adopt as of now

conscious and well articulated policies that are in line with the

cultural values of the African people. Wost of these policies

have been outlined exhaustively in Kilimanjaro Programme of

Action on population* The programme emphasized the role of

population in socio-economic development.

361 • The programme attaches great importance to continued crea

tion of awareness of population issues 1n developments par

ticularly* the implications of population trends on development

strategies regarding healths educations housings employment and

nutrition. In this directions actions have to be undertaken to

improve population data collections analysis and use of such data

in development plannings trainings research and population infor

mation dissemination activities. National plans should aim at

maximizing the productivity of work by men and women and creating

the atmosphere suitable for insuring between population distribu

tion and resources aiminj at producing a healthier less dependent

and more productive population.

362. Measures aiming at substantial declines in infant and

childhood mortality should be vigorously undertaken including in

itiation of appropriate family planning programmes, it 1s im

perative in this direction that efforts should be undertaken to

ensure the availability and accessibility of family planning ser

vices throujh setting up family planning outlets which include

the utilization of existing health facilities and community-based

delivery systems* adequate funding* and coordinating manpower
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planning and training. Measures to reduce fertility levels
should am at changing the attitudes of the people fro* large
families to snail size families emphasizing the health benefit*
of small family size. This will require comprehensive population
information education programmes backed by strong political Mill.

363. In. the ^rea of morbidity and mortality, national efforts
and programmes should be intensified to reduce infant, childhood
morbidity and mortality, especially in the rural areas.
Considerable emphasis should be given to the integration of
health policies in other development sectors such as education,
employment, urban, rural and regionat planning as well as provi
sion of safe drinking water and improvement in nutrition. I»
this direction, the International Conference on Population held
in Mexico in 1984 recommended that countries with higher mor
tality levels should aim for life expectancy at birth of at least
60 years, infant mortality rate of less than 50 p^r 1000 11ve
births, and to reduce maternal mortality by at least 50 per cent
by the year 2000.

364. Rejardiny urbanization and migration, governments should
formulate comprehensive urbanization policy which aims at (a)
reducing the current high migration to capital cities and other
large urban centres, <b) development of regional medium-size1
towns. Particular emphasis should be placed on revitalizing
rural economies and providing in rural areas, socio-economic ser
vices which stimulate and sustain balanced and self-reliant
development.

365. Women's role in development should be given its due weight
in particular widening and improving their role through educa
tion, employment and other opportunities; reducing burdens on
rural women through the introduction of appropriate technology In
agriculture Industry and domestic woric. Furthermore, designing
of programmes to expand education and vocational training, provi
sion of adequate opportunities for gainful employment, special
programmes for school dropouts, inclusion of population and fami
ly life education in formal and vocational training to prepare
the young for responsible parenthood should be one of the main
area policies for the development of youth.



B. SECTORAL PERSPECTIVES

366. The challenge of African agriculture is to be able to feed

the rapidly increasing population. The increasing food deficit

In Africa^ and especially sub-Saharan Africa* is caused by the

growing imbalance between soil* food and population/ and Is con

tinually manifested by some regularly observed and widespread

syuptons; (a) recurring drought? (b) political stability? Cc)

accelerating erosion and disertification/ (d) agrarian stagna
tion. By Mistaking symptoms for the causes/ one falls Into the

trap of developing symptomatic treatments as has often been the

case In the past. It is therefore Imperative for Africa to

squarely face this challenge and reverse the trend. This* In

deed/ Is the raison d'etre of the emphasis on food self-

sufficiency by APPER/ UN-PAAERD as well as LPA. Hence/ Africa's

priority of priorities is the development of agriculture with

particular emphasis on food*

367. African population Is projected to reach 606 million by

1990 and over 1 billion by 2008. It is estimated that most

Sub-Saharan African countries will reach the peak of popula-tion

growth between 1990 and 2000. At the same time the problem is

not only doubling that of the population but also the distribu

tion of population settlements. Host African cities arm growing

at a rate between 7 and 10 per cent per annum. By the year 2008

about 50 per cent of the population 1s expected to live in urban

centres with critical implications on iBtfiC-flllfl* food demand and
production requirements.

368* The objective of food balance for 2008 can only be achieved

If the concept of sustainable agriculture is adopted and fol

lowed. Sustainable agriculture or an econoli ^vcal approach to

resource management refers to a science-driven resource manage

ment strategy aimed at balancing the inherent soil resources and

crop requirements with Innovative soil and crop management tech

niques and renewable external Inputs to maintain a healthy eoui-

Hbrium in the soil-food-people environment continuM/ and to

preserve the resource base. In this strategy* the emphasis Is

not on maximizing the economic returns over the short term but

optimizing the resource use.* preserving its productive potential/

minimizing degradation of soil and environment and reducing the

dependence on inputs not locally available.

369. Sustainable agriculture is an integrated approach to food

farming. It involves the most appropriate crops and crop com

binations/ improved crop cultivars* liberal use of organic mater

and mulches/ conservation tillage/ integrated pest management/
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anf fertility maintenance through legumes and agro-forestry
techniques to reduce dependence on Inorganic fertilizers.

370- Since sustainable agriculture involves matching soils and
climatic potential with crops requirements.* it is clear that
there is no panacea that is universally applicable to all
ecological regions of Africa* Although basic principles remain

the same, technological packages for sustainable agriculture
based on improved components differ among soils* crops.*- agro-
ecological regions* socio-economic conditions* and political fac
tors. 371- Using FAO projection for procuction* demand and
trade* it was possible to project the African food balance for
2008- The food situation has been analysed on the basis of four
basic food commodity groups namely* cereals/ roots and tubers
pulses and animal food. The latter is restricted to meat and
fish. Cas* crops prospects during this periot are treated under
the projections of agricultural export commodities in the section
on International trade.

372. Africa has been under the debilitating $r1p of the spectre
of famine and hunger for many a decade. The threat that this im
poses on both the precious lives of the present African people
and the future African generations cannot be looked at with in
difference or dispassionately- Indeed* all African plans and
strategies fro» the Lagos Plan of Action in 1980 to APPER* in
1985 have recognised the inescapable necessity of launching a to
tal attack on famine and hunger so as to ensure the vanguishing
once for all of this horrible tragedy.

373. Fortunately* studies by FAO and other agencies have shown
that Africa has the potential to be self-sufficient in food

production* For instance* for land* in 1985* only 229 million ha
or 27 per cent of potentially arable areas was under crops. Also

Africa's yields reflects the low level of inputs used. For ex
ample* fertilizer use presently averages only 10 kg. per ha.
which Is far below any other region in the world.

374. The production base In Africa can be vastly expanded if the
productibility of soae of the degraded lands can be restored-

African can no longer afford to lose even an acre of this pr
ecious land- To be negligent 1s to perpetuate the crisis and
risk mass starvation and undernourishment.

375- African can attain food-self-sufficiency! Some useful and
yield-Increasing technologies are available- If implemented*
these technologies can bring about dramatic increases In crap
yields. In addition to high yielding crop varieties* tech

nologies are available for improved croping systems* fertility
management* labour efficient equipment* conservation of soil and

water* and Halting erosion. Even with the technologies already
available* food self-sufficiency in Africar. c,an be achieved.
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However* as stated by K. Lai* It can only be achieved with total

political commitment and dedication of the nations concerned.

Even the available research knowledge can only be applied u1th

the co-operation of the people* the governments and the institu

tions of the regions.

(13 Cereals

376* If past trends Mere to prevails it can be seen that African

countries as a whole would fall far short of food self-

sufficiency in 2008. The Self-sufficiency Ratio CSSR) would in

crease to only 71*1 per cent in 2003. Cereals deficits* there

fore* would increase from 26 million tons in the aid-eighties to

55 Million by 2003.

377. Net isport of cereals would increase at an annual average

rate of 2.6 per cent over the period 1990-2008. This is clearly

an unacceptable and untenable situation.

378. It is therefore assumed that by 2003 Africa as a whole

would be self-sufficient in food production* except those which

cannot be easily flfown in Africa such as wheat* with a per caput

dietary energy supply CD€S) of about 2500 kcal a day. The share

of cereals would be about 50 per cent or 1250 kcal/day. This

would correspond to a ptr caput consumption of 163 kg per annum.

Therefore* in 2003 the demand for the 1 billion human population

would be about 169 million tons of cereals.

379. In addition 32 million tons of cereals would be required

for animal feed while industrial use would incrase to 1.7 million

tons. Activities in prevention and reduction of food losses

would minimize losses of seeds and therefore its requirements.

Table65. Cereal prospects by 2008

t*000 metric tons)

1990 2008

Cereals: Foods

Industry

Feed

Seed

Wastes

Total demand

Total production

Net trade

Self-sufficiency ratio,

per capita demand

Per capita consumption

136

11

2

4

120

91

29

482
642

947

314

330

874

006

876

75

199.4

143.3

168

1

32

4

11

218

196

21

£63
671

C65

370

498

473

e"27

8 46

90C1>

210.9

163.0
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£fiU£££= ECA projections.

1/ Except for wheat* the ratio could have been 100 per cent.

Ci15

380. Taking into account the need to improve the African diet
and the limits to the possible contribution of cereals and animal
food in the constitution of the DES# it is imperative to reverse
the historical trend in the consumption of roots and tubers.
Efforts should be directed not only to increase productivity but
also to reduce the considerable losses and waste.

381. By 2008* it 1s assumed that the share of roots and tubers
in composing the diet of 2#500 kcal would be about 20 per cent.
This would correspond to a per caput consumption of 177 kg per
annum. The implied demand for food for the 1 billion human

population of 2008 would be 183.3 million tons- The demand for
industrial -uses animal: feed and seed would be about 40.1 million
tons. Waste and losses would be reduced to around 10 per cent*

Table66. Roots and Tubers Situation by 2008
under normative scenario

<*000 metric tons)

Foods

Industry

Feed

Seed

Wastes

Total demand

Total production

Net trade

Self-sufficiency ratio
per capita demand

Per capita consumption

1990

83

3

1

4

17

109

109

141

223
427

205

287

383

383
-

100

179.4

137.2

2008

183 372

'23 695

4 113

12 315

24 833

248 328

248 328
—

100

239.7

177.0

growth ratio

1.6

1.4

3SU£££= ECA projections

382- The share of pulses in the diet would be about 7 per cent

or 14 Vg per capita consumption per annum. The demand for food
consumption would be about 14.5 million tons while seeds and

animal feed demand would reach- 2.2 million tons. For pulses the

waste and losses would be reduced to around 5 per cent.

383. The total demand for roots* tubers and pulses wogld be

265.9 million tons by 2008- As assumptions had been made for to

tal self-sufficiency in roots* tubers and pulses* the production

should cover the entire demand for all uses. This would imply

that net production should grow at 0-95 per cent per annum over
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1986-2008.

Increasing

focussing

pulses.

Production

yields and

on the expansion

strategies should b« oriented towards

reducing losses and waste rather than
of areas under roots- tubers and

Table67. Pulses situation by 2008
under normative scenario

<*000 metric tons)

1990 2008

5 089 14 504

Industry

Feed

Seed

Wastes

Total demand

Total production

Net trade

Self-sufficiency ratio

capita consumption

153

571

387

6 600

6 500

100
98

483

1 707

878

17 572

17 572

100

9*0 14.0

ECA projections.

(Hi)

384. The self-sufficiency in meat is relatively high now and is
projected to remain so over the 1986-2008 period. For Instance
SSR in meat would be above 92 per cent by 2C08 on the basis of

However, despite the relatively high degree

the per caput consumption of 12 kg is ^ery
of several regions. Therefore* under

the objective should be not only to

historical trends.

of self-sufficiency*

low when compared to that

the normative scenario*scea j

achieve full self-sufficiency but also a higher per caput

consumption.

385. Past trends show that the share of animal food <»eats*
fats* dairy products and fish) 1n total DES is about 6.5 per cent
with 2.8 per cent derived from meat. The share of meat in DES by
2008 is assumed to be about 5 per cent or 125 Kcal/day-

Therefore* the p^r caput consumption of meat per annum would be
about 28 kg by 2003. This would represent about 29 Billion tons
of meat demand, Meat production would* have to increase annually
by 2.5 per cent over 1986-2008 and 1.1 per cent over 1990-2008.

the produc

Also*-
386. Every effort would have to be made to improve
tion and distribution in fish food over the ne*t 25 years
the objective of increasing by 1 kg over the per caput consump

tion level of 1980 is maintained for 2008. Therefore the demand
for human consumption to satisfy the per caput consumption of 9.4

would be about 9.7 million tons which is a little
potential. To reduce the dependency of Africa

kg per annum

above the current
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-JnL«lr?!r m c"rreBt effofts «• develop artisanal sector.
Industrial fl«ets, a<maculture and to reduce post-cat eh

losses and wstag, should be Intensified. i« particular, lllrv
!«?«.,ShO"lId,be "««•*• valorise the ^exploited species and to
maximally utilize the by-catch.

Table68. Projections of demand for and production of
aeat by 2003

Under the normative scenario

Food

Industry

Total demand

Total production
Net trade
SSR

Per caput demand (kg)

Per caput consumption Cfcgl

Based on FAO's projections

in

1990

7 353

8

7 361

6 953

408

94.5

12.2

12.1

sill ion tons

2008

29 008

41

29 049

29 049
-

100

28

27.9

387. Overall, the central question 1s to reverse the overall
poor performance so as to achieve the above objectives under the
normative scenario. TMa question has been the coacern of the
African countries. In authoritative studies such as LPA* the
African Food Plan* Agriculture towards 2000, APPER, UNPAAERD,
African agriculture: the next 25 years and in the many studies
prepared battle subregional, bilateral and national organizations
the food situation in the continent has been critically analysed
along with proposals and concrete and detailed recommendations
for solving the problem. In the present study* there is no need
to repeat the pertinent recommendations and prescriptions con
tained in the above cited documents. Given the decisive politi
cal will of African Heads of State and Government to tackle the
agricultural problems what remains as the major concern is how
to translate into concrete action and programmes the declared
commitment and the proposed policies to achieve food self-
sufficiency and food security with increased measures of collec
tive self-reliance.

388. It should nevertheless be briefly noted that for cereals,
roots, tubers and pulses emphasis is, however, put on the need to
speed up the rate of change from low to intermediate and to high
Inputs. As stated earlier, most African countries are currently
are at a very low level of input utilization i.e. using no
fertilizers, pesticides or improved seeds and no long-term
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conservation Measures- This 1s equivalent to subsistence

faming. By 2008 most African countries should aim at Least

attaining the level of intermediate technology.

389* At presents very few African countries produce chemical

fertilizers and importing them Is proving to be increasingly wore

difficult due to shortage of foreign exchange coupled with the

devaluation of currencies. Higher domestic fertilizer prices

also tend to discourage the use of fertilizers* Therefore* de

spite efforts of African governments to promote the use of fer

tilizer* in Sub-Sahara Africa actual use per ha has remained very

lo*** only 5 kg/ha- While north Africa Is a net exporter of fer

tilizer* in Sub-Sahara Africa 89 per cent of the fertilizer con

sumed was imported In 1983. But it should be pointed out that a

nuaber of countries possess the raw materials for the production

of certain types of fertilizers. For example* 24 countries have

either gas* oil or coal* while seven have phosphate deposits and

three sulphur deposits. The problem with establishing fertilizer

or other chemical producing plants is the high economy of scale

required. To build an economic size plant multinational co

operation is essential. Post fertilizer plants In Sub-Saharan

Africa operate far below capacity due to lack of market outlets.

Consequently* the prices of locally produced fertilizers gener

ally higher than the import prices.

3°0. Moreover* the full benefit from the application of fer

tilizer would not be realized unless other complementary Inputs

such as Improved seeds and planting materials* chemicals and im

proved cultural practices etc. are applied* For the farmer to

adapt new technologies and undertake the necessary efforts to

grow more food he/she has to have the incentives. This requires

a whole set of policy and institutional reforms* Unless such

reforms are undertaken** the food targets outlined under the nor

mative scenario would be almost Impossible to achieve. Also con

siderable efforts should be made to conserve national resources

and to Maintain the ecological balance for sustained development.

391* To reach the targets for meat* there is a need to create

the enabling environment for the livestock community and

operators to increase and sustain the production of quality meat

at competitive prices and to perform efficiently their activities

across national boundaries. The prerequisite to this* is a pas

toral land reform* by which a piece of land would be attributed

to an Individual and/or groups of Individual producers for their

exclusive use coupled with their control on the quality and flow

of basic inputs and services required on the livestock farms.

Overall* the constraints to livestock development are Institu

tional, if these are eliminated or alleviated the livestock com

munity and operators are capable of not only achieving self-

sufficiency at higher per caput consumption levels but also

producing for export.
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392,. in a nutshell* achieving self-sufficiency and security in
the food sector at above the Level of minimum requirements is
within the reach of African countries. Owing to the Increased
level of awareness of policy analysts and decision-makers*- there
Is no reason to believe that the targets set for 2008 ar^ not
achievable. The continental organizations such as OAU and ECA
should continue to play their catalytic role for Increased col
lective self-reliance in the framework of economic groupings.

2. iQMflxds-ao.oduslcial.taicroll

393. It must be noted at the yt^ry outset that the success of in
dustrialization in Africa will critically depend on how success
ful the African countries are in setting In aotion and inter
nalizing the developaent of basic and intermediate industries*
The LPA has emphasized the crucial role of basic industries in
Industrial as well as in economic development. The IDDA had gone
further and Interpreted this by focusing on two types of core in
dustries: resource-based and engineering. The latter comprises

basic Industries (netair chemical and engineering* products of
the last two accounting for over 12.9 and 46.6 per cent of inputs'

of manufactured goods of US$45.1 billion in 1985) and the foraer
comprises agro- and forest-based and building materials
industries.

394. The need for the developaent of capacity to produce inter
mediate and capital goods locally has been amply demonstrated

during the first half of the 1980s. When the availability of

foreign exchange continued to deteriorate most of the African la-

port substitution Industries highly dependent on imported Inputs*
Including raw materials* Intermediates and capital goods had to
drastically reduce their capacity utilization or to close down.

Furthers it Is Inconceivable to attain food self-sufficiency* the

highest priority area* based on imported inputs (agricultural

equipment and machinery/, fertilizers* pesticides* etc.). There
is therefore no alternative to the developaent of capacities for

the production of intermediate and capital goods within Africa.

395. There has been a number of factors which have affected and

will continue to affect industrial development in the coming 20

years. These include small national markets* inadequate skilled
manpower and high dependence on imported inputs' including tech

nology. But of all these the most single critical factor that

Africa must face up to squarely and urgently Is that of
technology.

396.* Industrial technologies In use In African countries ware

designed to serve the needs of developed countries. Usually vary

little attempt has been made to adapt them to African conditions.

This* in part* explains why many industries have thus far failed
to perform adequately. In this respect* technological

Innovation* seems to be the main culprit. The extensive
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technological innovation in the developed countries and Its

alaost total inexistenee has resulted in-many distortions- These

manifest themselves in many technological options* substitute
products* new inadaptable technologies* trends toward targe
plant** automation and robatics* and too man> technical options

without local expertise to identify and appraise the aost
suitable technologies resulted in decisions virtually being aade

by outsiders* particularly by those uhose objectives were to

sell plants irrespective of whether such plants incorporated the

nost suitable technology and raw materials cr not. The result

was that aany such plants could not be operated profitably and a

number of thea had consequently to be closed down.

397* The advent of technologies producing new products* includ
ing plastics and synthetic rubbers* fibers and raisins deprived
Africa of the opportunity to export soae of its raw materials In
processed fora- This state of affairs is being exacerbated by
the new eaerging technologies* particularly those related to
biotechnology and genetic engineering- By manipulating setter at

the aolecular level and genetically engineering (altering) or

ganisas* these technologies have opened a myriad of possibilities

which will very seriously affect Africa's Industrial prospects.

Firstly would be the deepening of the substitution iapact on soae

of their raw aaterials and related Industries. Secondly* there

will be increased uncertainties regarding the choice of technol
ogy- In an era of rapid technological change*- African countries*

would face hard choices to establish Industries using convention

al technologies* given the high risks of technological and
product obsolescence* or to wait until the R and Os being carried
out are translated into productive facilities.

398. With respect to the engineering core Indystries* develop-
aents at the national and multinational levels are required. The

crucial role played by the engineering Industry Is ^uch that the

development of this subsector is a necessary condition for self-

reliant and self-sustaining industrial and econdf&ic development.

Whatever the stage of industrial development of a country, there

should be a commensurate stage of engineerir%9 development* Like

for the other basic industries* at higher levels of devetspaent

where the manufacture of equipment and machinery for industrial*
agricultural* transport and mining sectors is involved* economies

of scale are Important.

399- The achieveaent of food self-sufficiency by 2OO8# as en
visaged in this study* wilt necessitate important and rapid

changes in the actual agricultural production systems. These

changes will derive mainly from progress in accelerated
mechanisation In agriculture with a commensurate decline in the

application of traditional techniques-
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400. The projections presented In the table below are based on a
growth rte of 7.2 per cent per year of the number of factors and
on an elasticity of 1.3 of the number of tractors with respect to
gdp. This alternative takes into account the objective of food
self-sufficiency by 2003. On this basis* the total number of
tractors demanded in the whole region will be 2*066,609 by 2008.

3. On the basis of a projected growth rate of 8.9 per cent* cor
responding to a replacement rate of 15 per cent, the annual
deaand of tractors will reach 309*991 units in 2008. The local
supply of tractors of 102 units in 1985 will have to increase
sharply to meet the needs of at least two-thirds of the total
demand. This perspective is reasonable* taking into account the
Increased number of production units of tractors in the African
continent. But in addition to the expansion in production units
the perspective has to be sustained by appropriate agricultural
policies aimed at assembling small producers In cooperative ar
rangements and implementing the accelerated industrialisation of
the agro-based industrial sector.

Tabte69. Projections of demand and supply of tractors
by 2008

__ 1^90 2308 Growth rate

Tractors in service 591 224 2 066 609 7 2
Annual demand 66 308 309 991 8.9
Local supply 115 232 423

ECA projections.

cm

401. It is generally assessed that animal traction can increase
rural labour agricultural productivity by a factor of 5 to 10.
In certain African subregions animal traction has been practised
for centuries while in other subregions it is hardly developed
either due to absence of draught animals or oue to the cultural
traditions. Using animal traction has a number of known advant
ages such as savings of foreign exchange* adaptability to snail
faaily cultivation* possibility for domestic production rela
tively low cost of needed spare parts* and low commercial energy
consumption. In the past few years* there has been some progress
in the manufacture of animal traction equipment such as yokes*
simple carts* multi-purpose cart frames and other accessories.
Unfortunately* this progress is not wide-spread in the continent.

402* In 1985* the number of drought animals was estimated at
about 17.6 million. 3etween 1983 and 1985* the number of draught
aniaals Increase by only about 0.7 per cent in the region as a
whole. The increase was most significant in West and Central
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Africa which recorded annual growth rates of around 1.5 per cent.
However* given the many advantages and development possibilities

of animal traction and the present stage of Its development In
the region* 1t 1s projected that the growth in the number of

draught animals will pick up and reach 1 per cent between 1985
and 1990, 1-5 per cent between 1990 and 2000 and 2 per cent be

tween 2000 and 2008* As such' for Africa as a whole* the number

of draught ani«als will reach to about 25.2 million by 2308. It
is assumed that the equipment per pair of animals will have a

replacement rate of 1fc per cent- It is consequently projected

that Africa will need a total of 1-3 Billion draught equipment by

the year 2008.

403- The projected demand level of animal traction equipment
would be satisfied from local production. For this* adequate

measures have to be taken in the various African countries to at

tain the production level as well as to ensure efficient

distribution*

Table70- Projected Animal Traction Demand* 1990-2008

1990 2008

Draught animals C'000) 18 526 25 191
Traction equipment (units) 926 1 260

Sfi4i£££- ECA projections.

404- Prospects for the automobile Industry in Africa are dif

ficult and at best very tentative. This Is because on the one

hand* the supply conditions in a very competetive industry in the

world as a whole *re* In the African case/ very difficult to

project* The region as a whole has yet to establish a core of

engineering industries and the requisite intermediate technologi

cal skills* In addition the rate of technological change and in

novation in the industry as well as the deep market penetration
are such that late-starters such as Africa would find it very

difficult to be competitive even within their own region. Also

on the demand side* the factors that are likely to influence the

future demand of automobiles in Africa are many and complex.

However* notwithstanding these various uncertainties* a brief

outline of the possible trends of supply of and demand for auto

mobiles In Africa Is given below. The analysis is largely based

on the OECD study entitled long-term outlook for the world auto

mobile industry.

405* According to past trends the market for autoaabUes pas

senger and commercial vehicles) is projected to grow at slightly

under 5 per cent yearly between 1985 and 20C0* This projected
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3rowth is mainly predicated on the trend of high population
jrowth. Overall, the vehicle density Is not projected to gro*
very much. Between 1985 and 2000, the vehnicle density per 1000

?!rfOn? *™ld Crease slightly from around 9 in 1985 to about
12-5 in 2000 and 15 in 2008. A scrapping rate of around 3.5 ptr
cent per year as observed in the 1975-1980 period is also assumed
since the African vehicle market is assessed as being still
infant*.

406. The projections of the supply of automobiles is Mainly
based on the past trends which have been characterised by a slug
gish growth of an unevenly distributed capacity to produce
vehicles- Host of the automobiles "produced" in African
countries are merely a result of the assembly of parts that are
produced from outside the region. This situation is not protec
ted to change drastically even 1n the next 25 .years. As such the
projected number of cars produced in Africa must be interpreted
as the equivalent value added that is involved in assembling a
certain amount of vehicle units within the region.

Table71. Projections of Demand and supply of Automobiles for
Africa by 2008

1985 1950 2008

Vehicle density (vehicle/000
persons) ' 8.9

New vehicles C000 units) 236
Replacement ("000 units) 159

Total demand t'OOO units) 395

Production COOO units) 9.5 17.8 4CU6

projections.

9.

281.

211.

493.

9

6

7

3

15.0

532.3

594.3

1 126.6

") fsciiliisca

407. The projection for the demand of fertilizers are based on
the level of agricultural production retained in the normative
scenario. To reach the projected level of production the demand

for fertilizers should reach 22.8 million tons by 2008 £«««»«$*
2-V million tons in 1985* implying a growth rate of 9.4 per cent.
However* the growth of the demand will be 11.0 per cent between
1985 and 2000 and 6.4 per cent'from 2000 to 2C08# given the fact
that already by 2003 the North and the East African subregions
will have reached a level of utilization of 156 kg per hectare
against 20 kj in West Africa. The needed fertilizers will be
distributed as follows:
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Table72- Denand and prodtion of fertilizers

(million m.tJ

1985 1990 2008 growth rate

22.8 9-4

22.8 10.4

Total demand

Net exports

Apparent production

2.9

-0.6

2.3

4.5

-0.3

4.2

- ECA estimates.

- 9 million tons for azoted fertilizers?

- 7.2 million tons for phosphated fertilizers; and

- 6.6 million tons for potassium fertilizers.

408. Given that the region should reach self sufficiency in this

field* the normative scenario supposes that the demand for fer

tilizers will be satisfied by domestic production. The produc

tion of fertilizers is relatively well developed in north Africa

given the fact that the subregion has abundant raw materials of

phosphate rock and raw matrerials for the production of azoted

fertilizers- In Sub-Sahara Africa* countries have Industries for

fertilizers productions but except in Swaziland* Zambia end

Zimbabwe* the industrial un'ts are small dimension. Overalls-

production is not presently oriented toward the satisfaction of

domestic demand of the region.

4. The development of production of fertilizers require con
siderable investments in infrastructure for storage* transport

and commerciliazation. The increase in consumption would neces

sitate also institutional innovations. The peasants should know

the advantage of the use of fertilizers and should be provided

with enough ^unatities of fertilizers and have access to credit.

Moreover* the price of fertilizers should be fixed at a level

which does not discourage their use.

c

409. According to one estimate* based on normative scenario*

£d£lia steel consumption in Africa will grow at a rate of about
10 per cent per year* doubling evtry 9 years and will amount to

34*51* 68 and 122 kg by the years 1990* 1995* 2000 and 2008

respectively- These estimates projected demand for steel in

Africa of 20.6 and 122 mi II ion tonnes in 1990 and 2008

respect ively.

410. Annual

construction

52 million

Assuming a

capacities of iron and steel plants Cexisting* under

and under planning) are estimated at 13* 19* 25 and

tonnes for the years 1990* 1995* 2000 and 2008.

capacity utilization rate of 50* 60* 70 and 80 perp

cent production of these plants could be estimated at 7.8* 12-8
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17.5 and 41.5 million tonnes resulting in growing gaps between
supply and demand of 14* 23* 39 and 80 million tonnes for the
years 1990* 1995* 2000 and 2008.

411. To cover these gaps* additional capacities required amount
ed to 19* 22 and 54 million tonnes by the years 1995* 2000 and
2008* taking Into account the mentioned above levels of capacity
utilization and possibilities for installatlor of new plants at
the level of 50* 60 and 70 per cent of requirement in the same

years. Projected demand for steel* planned and additional

capacities and investment necessary for their establishaent are
shown in the table below. Gap between demand and new production

will be around 7.4 million tons* which would require an addition
al capacity of 10.6 million tonnes. Investment cost of the neu
capacities to be installed are estimated at 2*000* 2*500 and
3*000 US$ per installed ton.

Table73. Projected demand for steel and expected
capacities of steel plants 1n Africa

(million tonnes)

1990

Subregion

North Africa

West Africa

- Sahel

-non-Sahel

Central Africa

East & Southern
Africa

-East Africa

-Southern Africa

Indian Ocean

countries

Total Africa

Demand

11.6

0.4

4.4

0-7

1.8

1.5

0.2

20.6

Capacity

7.7

0-07

3-7

0.3

0.25

1.05

0

13-1

Esti

mated

prod.

3.8

0.03

1.8

0.15

0.12
0.9

0

6.8

Gap

7.8

0.37

2.6

3.55

1.7

0.6

0.2

14.2

Tabl«74* Projected demand for steel and expected
capacities of steel plants In Africa

(million tonnes)

2008
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Subregion

North Africa

West Africa

- Sanel

-non-Sahel

Central Africa

East % Southern

Africa

-East Africa

-Southern Afr

Indian Ocean

countries

Total Africa

Demand

69.0

0.8

25.0

4-0

12.0

• 10.0

0.6

122.0

Capacity

33-3

0.6

12-5

0.5

1.8

3.1

0.2

51-9

Esti

mated

prod.

26.6

0.5

10.0

0.4

1.4

2.5

0.15

41.5

Gap

42.

0.

15.

3.

10.

7.

0-

79.

4

3

0

6

6

5

45

9

Addi

tional

require

ment

27.8

0.17

11.5

2.5

7.2

4.9

0.25

53.9

Invest

ment

83.0

0.5

34.0

7.5

21.6

14.0

0.7

163.0

~ Statistics of World Trade in Steel* UN# New York*

1986. - The Steel Market in 1986* UN* Kew York* 1987. -

International Iron and Steel Institute Report* ECE# 1986.

CHI) £»tQ£

412- The growth in per capita consumption of cement during the

first half of the 1980s was 4.5 per cent. Total consumption also

grew at an average annual rate of 6 per cent during that period.

The periodic shortages im the supply of ceiient experienced in

some countries seem to indicate that the real demand for cement

is much higher than the amount actually consumed. Higher growth

rates could* therefore* be expected if there is an improvement in

the supply of the material.

413. Assuming therefore that the total consumption

of 6 per cent will be sustained over the period t

2008* the total consumption is expected to reach a

million tonnes. This reflects a reduced growth

capita consumption from 4.5 to 3 per cent. The per

sumption of 172 kg to be achieved in 2008 would st

than the 1969 p^r capita consumption in other

countries like Argentina C194 kg) and Turkey (176 kg)

growth rate

ill the year

level of 190

rate in per

capita con"

III be lower

developing

(million tonnes)
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Total consumption
production

Imports

Per capita consumption <kg)

^990 2008

67

53

13

104

1 90

15 2

33

172

Srowtfc ratio

52Mr.£g: EC A projections.

414. The production of cement during the first half of the 1980*
increased at an average annual rate of 5 per cent. It is expec
ted* however, *ith concerted efforts to increase the rate of
capacity utilization in cement plants, the gap between
tion and production could be reduced from 25 p«? cent to
SSP -i??i Vh<f Xe!r !°08' 9iv1ng a total r^9ional production of
Z . ;!on *onn*s to be covered by imports. Action will have to
be initiated to reduce this relatively high leuet of dependency
on external sources of supply of cement, give* th« Sundance of

w ?!-■?* fas » Product1°n of cement anc other alternative
building materials in the region. Measures to increase the sup
ply of cenent should not only involve the setting up of new
production units, but also concentrate on the improvements in
capacity utilization of existing plants to at least 90 per cent.
Rationalization in the use of cement in construction should
receive increasing attention as this will help t» reduce the
pressure on its demand. Global estimates ineicate that only 20
per cent of the world consumption of cement requires the full
strength of ordinary Portland cement. This rationalization
should, therefore, lead to the promotion of alternative building
materials like clay bricks for walling, intermediate binders
based on lime and pozzolana as a replacement for cement In some
construction applications.

415. It is estimated that 12
between harvesting and actual
stantially be reduced through

creasing food availability
This combined «lth

flours is likely

wheat, leading to

produced

coaposite

ticularly

currency.

to 15 per cent of the food is lost
consumption. Such a loss can sub
industrial processing, thereby in
without increasing the quantity
the production and utilization of
to reduce imports of foods, par
substantial savings in foreign

416. The table below gives some Indications of the quantity of
cereals, roots and tubers and meat that may be processed In
dustrially and the corresponding investment requirements for the
additional processing capacities. Except for the investment
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figures, all figures correspond* to those sHotm imder
agriculture. The investment coefficients (dollars per ton of
cawcity) for estimating the investment *••*%*•' c«rta*s !"f
T id fro- FAO agriculture toward 2000, revised ver-

and tubers was estimated by ECA.
meaTwere obtained
sion/1987 yhlle that for roots

Table76. Projections of Industrial processed

investment requirements in Africa
tin million tons and US dollars*

food and

Cereals

1990 2008

Roots and Tuber

1990 2008

Home, processed

Industrially processed*

Total demand
Domestic production

SSR %Zm*
investment 1/ ZD-°

85.2

0.6

110.3

76.6

136.5

1.4

184.5

132.2

71.1

192.0

83.5

0.4

108.7

108.7

100.0

16.8

138.4

1.6

225.6

225.6

100.0

283.3

SftU££C- ECA Estimates*

1/ Investment In million of US dollars required to Install addi
tional capacities for industrial processing.

+ Cereals (excluding wheat)

(11) i£&tile..ln4u2ir.it£

417- The table below shows projected demand for and production
of textile fibres. The demand projections were based on desir
able but feasible per capita consumptions of 3 kg in iyvo# *-i *g
1n 2000 and 5.1 kg In 2008. It should be noted that the Projec
ted per capita consumption of 5.1 kg in 20C8 is not very dif-
"renf from the 4.7 kg for Cote d'Tvoire in ^973 and contrasts
with the 11 kg worldwide projection for the year 2008.

418. Considerable financial Investment and trained
be required In order to produce and process the addi
fibres needed. It is estimated that additional i
the year 2008 for textile mills based on cotton

US$7.4 billion at 1975 prices. This will aPPa'f"^*
the gaps In cotton availability In the years 1990
to be closed. Investment needs for the produc
fibres (natural and man-made) which account for the
the gaps (balances) under all textile fibres will be

tional cotton

nvestments fty

will be about

be larger if

and 2008 were

tion of other

major part ot

enormous.

Table77. Projections of demand for and production of
textiles 1n Africa (in million tons)
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Product & product jroup 1990 2008

1* Cotton fibres

-Demand

-Production

-Balance

2. Other fibres

-Demand

-Production

-Balance

3, All textile fibres

-Demand

-Production

-Balance

to*ards

1.

1,

0-

0.

0.

0,

1.

1.

0.

1

5

4

7

1

6

3

6

2

3-

2.

-1,

2-
0.

-1.

5.

3-

-2.

6

5

0

2

4

3

8

0

a

»r«,w»C J ! ° - demand for a»d Production of wood-based
products are given in the table below. These projections le
prepared by the ECA/FAO/UNIDO Forest Industry Group for Africa

»x£**h« »**a • « - feature of th1S table is that demand, by far,
exceeds production in all cases and that the gap continues to
yro* over time. By the year 2008 self-sufficiency will be aoout
50 per cent in sawn-wood and wood-based panels, 28 per cent in
pulp for paper and about 16 per cent in paper and paper board-
it is evident that more and more of the logs exported should be
K*CfJ'I Really to improve the self-sufficiency ratios. It
should be noted that, in the case of the sawr»-*ood and vood-based
pannelss the technologies used are relatively simple and invest
ment requirements are relatively low* In view of this, immediate
measures could and should be taken to minimize such huge and
arowin^i gaps. In respect of pulp and paper, intra-country co-

«»*«!^" * lL be need*d to substantially raise the self-
suTTieiency ratios.

Table78. Projections of demand for and production of
wood-based products in Africa

Product group 1990 2008
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1. Sawnwood and wood-based

panels (million m33

-Demand

-Production

-Balance

2. Pulp for paper (million tons)

-Demand

-Production

-Balance

3. Paper and paper board

(million tons3

-Demand

-Production

-Balance

15,.

9.

-6.

1.

0-

-0.

8

4

4

2

8

4

31

15

-15

5

1

-3

.0

.3

.7

.0

.4

.6

5.0

0.7

-4.3

8.0

1.3

-6.7

ECA/FAO/UNIDO Forest Industrr Group fcr Africa.

♦ Extrapolated from 1980 figures.

421. A two pronyed approach to industrial development seems to

be necessary in view of the worsening industrial situation. The
first should be to make existing production facilities operation

al through rehabilitation following diagnostic studies.
Concurrent or subsequent to the rehabilitation, measures should
be taken to maximize the uses of and benefits from the existing
facilities through rationalization and diversification of
processes and products. The premise here is* that it is In
general expedient and cheaper to increase an<i £iversify produc
tion by providing incremental equipment* working capital and man
power to an existing infrastructure. In some instances* it is
even possible to introduce multipurpose equipment which could
produce different products in shifts- All these require detailed

diagnostic studies which should identify and propose solutions to
technical* managerial* operational* financial* and other problems
related to rehabilitation* rationalization and diversification.

422- The second approach relates to the long-term development of
basic and resource-based core industries* particularly those that

could produce intermediates for existing industries starved of
such inputs. As the last decade has shown* existing industries*

particularly those dependent on imported inputs are likely to
close down in increasing numbers and therefore enhance the de-

industrialization process referred to above, the consequence of
this is that the products which used to be produced locally will
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be replaced by Imports- However* as it Is unlikely that adequate
foreign exchange witl be available* consumers will hawe to forego
the use of many industrial products* some of them basic neces
sities* It is thus clear that the need for developing basic and
resource- based industries is a foregone conclusion, the ques

tion now is when should such industries be established?
Obviously the answer is the shortest tine possible. In other

words* activities leading to the establishment of these in
dustries should start Immediatelly for delays in doing so means
worsening economic problems for and hardships cf the people.

423. Almost all basic industries that produce intermediates for
other industries and sectors are unfortunately sensitive to
economies of scale and require large markets and huge investment.
They are therefore outside the reach of most African countries -
hence the aultinational/subregional approach as the only viable
option for developing basic industries in Africa which could
result fn a dynamic industrial structure.

424- From the above it is clear that urgent and aggressive
follow- up actions should be undertaken in respect of pre-
investment activities related to the subregional projects already
approved by African countries and referred to earlier. Some of

the projects have been assigned promoter/sponsor countries or in
tergovernmental organizations (IGOs). This should be done for

the rest of the projects in all subregions. Such countries and
IGOs should have the primary responsibility for promoting and
carrying out pre- investment activities and studies on projects

entrusted to them. Their expertise and financial needs should*
of course* be supplemented by resources fro* UNIDO* ECA* other
United Nations Specialized Agencies and bilateral and multi
lateral donors. To this end* subregional meetings should be or
ganized to review progress made in respect of the projects al
ready identified* consider new projects* allocate projects to

sponsor/promoter countries and IGOs and agree on procedures for

carrying out and monitoring their responsibilities and on modes
of cooperation.

4?5. Success in the above approach will depend upon the support
and commitment of the member States and IGOs- Past cooperation

attempt and approaches on multinational projects have not yielded

the desired results. The major factor for this was lack of
political will and resolve on the part of member States. There
is no doubt that the process of de-industrialization wilt con
tinue to aggravate the economic and social problems of most

African countries unless industrial cooperation is backed by
political support and commitment at the highest level.

426. Minimizing the above and other factors mitigating in

dustrial recovery undoubtedly requires actions at the national*

subregional/ regional and international levels- such actions
include:
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-Carryout diagnostic studies on public ailing industries?

-Categorize such industries into those to be retained*
privatized and closed down and take actions therein;

-Implement recommendations made by the diagnostic studies In
regard to improving the efficiency of those industries to be

retained?

-Undertake studies on existing industries in the private
sector with a vie** to identifying their constraints;

-Assist industries in the private sector to minimize the
constraints identified?

-Initiate and undertake follow-up actions Cby host
countries) in respect of industrial establishments requiring
cooperation with other African countries.

ci i) Ai.ttL£-&ubE&aiaaaUt£aifiaaL-LfiK£i

-Mobilize technical and financial assistance for
rehabilitating national industries;

-Identify potential investors in the region willing to go
into partnership in industrial establishments to be
rehabilitated/expanded/diversified and initiate contact be

tween such investors a*id the public and private enterprises;

and

-Sensitize and encourage African financial institutions to
make loans available at concessional terms and conditions;

-Mobilize technical and financial assistance for undertaking
diagnostic and related studies for up- grading* expansion

and diversification;

-Identify and encourage relevant companies to assist and go
into joint venture arrangements with specific Industrial es
tablishments earmarked for rehabilitation and/or expansion

and diversification;

-Provide investment guarantee to financial institutions to
make loans available at concessional terns and conditions.
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*«\fclf norMt2ve "*naHo assumes that substantial improvement
in the trasnport and communications networks will be made In all
the subreaions of Africa. To achieve this. It is assumed that
investments would be made in the sector as a whole. As the sub-
regional institutions have recognized the need for developing,
extending and co-ordinat1n3 the transport and communications
links between African countries so as to facilitate intra-African

!»??!*il* "• afSUSf?. lhat aany of the *»"««PO't and telecom
munication projects will have subregional dimensions.

t^*/?]?-!?* -? vaHous Programmes of road rehabilitation
In the individual African countries would have been implemented
?? tth! Yttr 2008' U U *™««*P*t«d that almost all the missing
links in the road networks will be completed. The length of main
roads particularly those having a subregionat dimension will in
crease substantially. Under these assumptions, the projected
road lengths will be as in table, j*«*«

Table79. African Road Network by 2008
(In thousand of kilometers)

2C08

Subregion Total Permanent Improved Total Permanent Improved
Road Road Road Road

North^Africa 308 75.3 113.0 505 123.5 185.3
West Africa 397 .1 194.5 651 55.9 318.9
Central Africa 456 1.8 45.8 732 2.9 73.5
East ft Southern

**j2ff ^3° 24.4 125.7 787 40.9 210-5

Developing

Africa 1632 135.6 479.0 2 675 223.2 788.2

2 ECA estimates.

429. As regards the major highways, it is assumed that the five
Trans-African highway projects will be completed by the year 1995

J5*! .ath€ four additional Trans-African highway
CTripoLI-Luanda-UtfuSlioek; Nouakchott-Cairo; Dakar-N'Djamena
Nassaua an<f Bcira-tobito) will be completed by the /ear 200- so
that by 2008 the total length of trans-African highways wilt
reach 101#922 *■- The rural feeder roads connecting to these
trans-African highways will also be substantially improved* so as
to have a completely integration African road transport networks.

43?J jj**** Pr°3ect1o'|s assume that the road development will be
well-directed so as to avoid the waste of scarce resources.

p l b

the waste of scarce resources
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Among the major Issues that have to be tackled are the following*
<O national road development plans for main roads should be
haraonized between neighbouring countries so that the main roads
are part of an integrated network serving several countries or a
subregion; CH* road planning should be co-ordinated with plan

ning of the industrial and agricultural sectors so that the road
systems can properly .serve the needs of the latter and create

aarfcets covering a number of countries; O1O in the interests
of conserving resources* the planning of road transport should be
co-ordinated with the planning of other foras of transport* par

ticularly rail transport; <iv> particularly the fara-to-market
roads and feeder roads; Cv) the need to improve and expand
facilities for training transport operators at all levels as well
as highway planners and engineers.

<b) BaiUdi.uaasaac!

431. The total length of African railroads which was estimated at

around 60 thousand kilometers in 1985 has not changed much in the

past five years. Under the normative scenario* it is assu*ed
that the railway structure will change from the presently unin-

tegrated railways systems to a more co-ordinated* efficient net

work with compleaetarity with the other modes of transport. In

historical trends scenario* it was shown that the volume of traf
fic handled by the African railway system has been declining.

Under the normative scenario* It is assumed that this trend will
change such that the railway traffic will increase at an annual

rate of 5.1 p^r cent. It Is also assumed that an additional

Table30. Railway traffic in 1000 million ton-km

1985 1988 2008

North Africa

West Africa

Central Africa

East & Southern Africa

10.

3-

4.

20,

0

8

7

5

10.4

4.0

4.9

21.2

14.3

5,4

6.8

28.0

Developing Africa 39.0 40.5 54.5

SfiU££ts ECA projections.

length of 26 thousand km of railway projected by the Union of

African Railways will be achieved in 2008.

432. On the basis of the projected volume of Africa's merchandise
trade (Including intra-Afrlcan trade) which Is projected at $US

470 billion under the normative scenario* Africa's seaborne trade

which Is assumed to represent about 90 per cent of total
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Merchandise trade will amount to $US 425.7 billion by the year
2008. In volume terms* this will represent about 1*463.6 aillion
tons In 2008 compared to 655-2 million tons In 1985.

433. One of the main difficulties in shipping Is that the deficit
In respect of freight and merchandie Insurance amounts to an
average of 25 per cent of the African countries* deficit on in
visible accounts. The explanation of this large deficit in
maritime freight account of African countries is to be found in
the Insignificance of African shipping relative to world ship
ping. If the ships flying the Liberian flag which are foreign-
owned are excluded* the percentage of Africa in world total ship

ping is well below 1 per cent. The normative scenario assumes
that this situation will change by 2008 when the provisions made
by the various subregional institutions to create a subregional
shipping companies materialize.

Cd> &i£.tr*0SfiflCt

434. Although Africa's air transport accounts for only between 3
and 5 per cent of the world total* there has been a vigorous ex-*
pansIon during the past few years. Under the normative scenario*
it Is assumed that Africa's air transport will Increase at a fast

rate of 15 per cent per annum as against the world average of 12
per cent. This supposes that both passenger and cargo transport

will Increase substantially by the year 2008 by 8.3 per cent oer
annum and 8.7 per cent to reach 46.3 billion tons/km and 301.3

billion passenger/km* respectively.

435. But the growth in air transport is predicated on the assump
tion that not only will there be stimulation of the demand but

also a vigorous response to the demand by the airlines which

provide the services and the Governments which provide airports*
navigational aids and other infrastructural facilities. It must

be also kept in mind that the expansion of air transport in

Africa will depend on the Income and price elasticities of demand
for it.

436. The development of the transport and communication is a
fundamental prerequisite for the full realization of Africa**
economic and social integration. LPA has assigned a special role

for transport In the process of socio-economic transormation. To
enhance the success of the UNCTAD* considerable attention should

be given to the Identification of projects in the different sub-

sectors of transport and communicatins* strengthening the

mechanism for coordination and monitoring at the subregional and

regional levels with the existing and planned national struc

tures* and mobilization and coordination of finance in particular

for the main trunks and feeder roads of the planned trans-African
highways.
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437- The establishment of effective links between different
Modes of transport and their harmonization In order to Increase
their efficiency Is no* one of the accepted objectives of African
governments. This* however* need to be strengthened by aeasures
to upgrade and Improve the operational capacity of the different

nodes* through:

- rehabilitation of existing nodes

- developing maintenance and repair capacity

- modernization of the sector through purchasing of new
stocks and modern equipment to cope with the growing traffic

- building and upgrading the physical infrastructures

- reductions of physical and non-pysieal barriers with the
aim of promoting Intra-African trade

438- These measures are important to support the efforts called
for in the normative scenario which stipulate the development of
the rural areas and expansion in the overall level of Industrial
activities and which crucially depends on the capability of an
efficient and integrated transport network. To bring about a

speedy integration of the continent* intensive efforts are neces
sary to go beyond the completion of the Transport Decade 1n 1990
mainly In areas of critical importance for the Integration of the

African continent. It is therefore expected that an additional
length of 101*922 km would materialize by 2008 from the construc

tion of four additional trans-African highways* namely: CO
Tripoli-Luanda-Windhoek; (113 Nouakchott-Cairo; Ciii) Dakar-

N'Djamena-Massawa; and Civ) Beira-Lobito. Moreover* the an

ticipated Increases in length of railway network of 26*000 ka
with a speed of over 100 km/h with efficient engines as well as

electrification would be expected by the year 2008 according to

the prospects of the Master Plan of the Union of African

Railways.

439. Africa is known to have a number of natural resources rang

ing from vast land masses* minerals* water and energy. Many
parts of Africa have favourable land for the production of

agricultural crops of a wide variety- There are abundant reser

ves of a variety of mineral resources which are relatively unea-
ploited* The potential for hydropower is enormous and the many

rivers and lakes of the region constitute a veritable resource

for the well being of all the generations of Africa. Africa's

natural wonders and game reserves make the region a unique place
for natural comfort and pleasure. Its natural forests contain

valuable timber* and exotic species grow rapidly. The
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445. Industrial and commercial expansion will provide the
aarkets for developing hydropower. This will spill over Into the

rural areas in the spread of rural electrification* with profound

effects on rural life* It will also help increase the trend of
rural-urban migration with the growth of job opportunities in the

rural areas and improved living conditions to satisfy tomorrow's

youth.

446. The development and harnessing of the continent's water

resources for transportation* industry* agriculture rural and ur

ban development* fisheries and energy are dependent on the suc
cessful growth of these individual sectors as described else
where. Effective conservation and management implies that there

will be more water to be shared among neighbouring countries and
it should put an end to the narrow* selfish* national interests
which at present deny the rational exploitation of common

resources.

cm Btiai_aa4_ii&£r.ai_cfi&fiu£££&

447. In a context of generalized recession and changing world

patterns of metal consumption reducing developing Africa to low
levels of exploration and mining investment* scaling down of

projects and Imposing production cuts* one might wonder if a

reversal of the trend of previous decades* will occur during the

period of the normative scenario.

448. While insufficient information is available to clearly
answer such question* it should* however* be realized that many

general- use metals have reached the "maturity stage" which im
plies that future production growth will be insignificant if not

negative. Such conditions could apply to copper* lead* zinc*

iron* and asbestos while prospects would be considerably better*

for precious metals* namely gold and plantinoid group of minerals

{PGflS - platinum* palladium* rhodium* ruthenium* iridium and os

mium). Minor metals such as beryl* bismuth* cobalt* iridium*
selenium and rare earth could have better fortunes as they are In

strong demand. This tendency is likely to be sustained over the

coxing decades as a result of their growing utilization in

speciality alloys and high technology metals.

449. High quality industrial minerals with key physical proper

ties and adequately processed to meet the industrial criteria

will also experience high demand and offer improved market posi
tions in view of their growing utilization in mineral filed plas

tics and low cost polymers to improve their performance and thus

expand the range of applications.

450. Common industrial and building materials such as fertilizer

raw materials* minerals of the steel and chemical industries

(fluorspar* lime* soda ash* sodium sulphate* chloralkalis) as

well as kaolin* refractory minerals* feldspar, perlite* clays*

marbles and aggregate could offer important cutlets at regional
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level provided Africa's Industrialization and soc^o-economic
development programmes takes off.

451. The development of a modern industrial and building
material sector would, however, imply the possession of the high
technology which will be required in the production of high grade
and specially purified minerals for this purpose-

452* If prospects in the above four areas, namely precious
minerals, minor metals, high quality industrial minerals and com
mon industrial and building materials, look acre encouraging for
the cowing decades than the traditional ferrous and base metal
sector, the emergence of seabed mining of manganese, nickel and
copper bearing nodules as well as the recovery of polymetallic
crusts, muds and brines could constitute by the year 2000 an ad
ditional challenge to conventional mining of land-based deposits
in particular, for the African mining or where these commodities
represent no less than 30 per cent of the annual export value of
all minerals of the region.

453. It is conceivable, on the basis of current technological
developments and market prospects to beyond the year 2000# that
it would be economically feasible to recover cobalt-rich crusts
together with associated copper, nickel, silver, etc. Identified
in the 200 nautical miles exclusive economic zone CEEZ). It
should also be realized that such operations could be highly
detrimental for land- based cobalt production In Zambia and
Zaire. Such eventuality can certainly not been ruled out among
industrial countries like Japan, USA, Federal Republic of Germany
and the United Kingdom some of which have large requirements for
cobalt and are currently actively involved i« offshore explora
tion programmes.

454. /PPER, UN-PAERD and the recommendations of the African
Ministerial Conference on the Environment {December 1985) all ad
dress the alarming problems of land degradation. Tropical for
ests are estimated to be declining at the rate of 1.3 million
hectares per year. Genetic resources are being lost and there is
a shift of ecological zoness desertification of the Sahel,
Sahelization of the saverm ah and savannizatIon of the forests.
The last 100 years have seen a 150 km vide belt on the southern
edge of the Sahara turn into nonproductive desert.

455* With the Implementation of an integrated, regional approach
to halting such degradation, the linking of national and sub-
regional programmes to combat desertification should begin to
take effect by the year 2003. With a stabilization of the
ecological zones, the by-products of degradation - dropping water
levels, high states of sedement transport, wind erosion and, pos
sibly the frequent recurrence of severe drought - should begin to
disappear.
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456. In the wetter areas* soil and water conservation
programmes* including widespread reafforestation, should also
lead to a return to more regular river regimes and stable top
soil. Fuelwood plantations will be a regular feature around all
snail townships and villages and the uncontrolled sale of
firewood and charcoal will be a thing of the past.

457. In the range land* controlled grazing and limitation of
herd sizes to the carrying capacity of the land will put an end
to overgrazing and extreme erosion around watering points. Wore

efficient livestock marketing will also mean that there is less
pressure on the land and there wilt be room for game reserve
where poaching and the indiscriminate slaughter of wild aninals
have been eliminated- Such reserves will encourage a lively
interest in conservation and attract foreign exchange in the

growth of tourisn.

458. Such improvements in the quality of the ecosystems will
come about by rational land use planning* integrated rural
development and the success of programmes design to halt deser-
tifiction and environmental degradation. These* in turn* will
lay the foundations for increased productivity in agriculture*

forestry and livestock rearing with a concomitant rise in the
standard of living and quality of life in the rural areas.

459. The environmental priorities identified in the Lagos Plan
of Action are now beina translated into positive actions by
various African Governments through the environmental activities
already highlighted in the previous sections of this document,
especially those for implementing the Cairo Programme of the
African Ministerial Conference on the Environment CAHCEN). The
Cairo Programme can be considered as an indigenous effort by
African countries to provide fina ncial resources and technical
expertise with the support of ECA, OAU and UNEP* to execute a

regional programme drawn up by themselves (environmental
Ministers) and based on the major environmental priorities they
had previously identified within the Africa region. As pointed
out earlier* the Cairo Programme is based on the conservation of
natural resources In the four major ecological systems in Africa
- deserts and aridlands* rivers and lake basins, forests and
woodlands, and the seas, which are translated Into about 30 sub-

reyional projects covering the whole continent. These program
ming activities are reinforced by the execution of national vil
lage pilot projects to enhance self-sufficiency in food produc

tion and energyuse in the rural areas at the grassroot level.

460- The environmental perspectives relating to natural resour
ces exploitation and utilization in developing countries* which

according to the current economic pattern are the suppliers of

raw material to the industrialized countries* has been studied
and analysed in the Report of the World Commission on Environment

and Development. For Africa to pursue and maintain sustainable
development that would ensure continuous and wise use of its
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tfl»—* nqr"»t1ve development scenario assumes that African
States stop paying Up service to science and technology and set
doim appropriate policies and strategies at the subregional and
exoloUini*^' f?Uo-d b* "ational ones, with the aim of f«uj
exploiting natural resource endowments, using African eicDerti«
to the optimum and e.lling on the international coUuMt^o back
Llll S /f°rJS -he:e nee«sary. The advent o? new and

!ddd diSwro^hes 9 Th:eL^9lf "'I !dd?d ' ■*- dimension to Mrtapproacnes. Tlie Lagos Plan of Action, superccded by the Afrif>n
Priority Prograwe for Economic Recovery, and the UN^roara.ml o?
the auideTln^"^ EC°?°"1C ReCOVery »nd »»«l«P."t ha^tai
i-porwnce" * "" a"d t«""»l«»9y "ave beer, given Z

fnf ?I^!i PUnS' "! scen»ri° °y **• /ear 2008 can be promis
ed* Hh5«i.0Id'r ?°k *2 ,hf* tMh"»l«»9»es that are wholly imported
and -hich cannot be folly mastered, the traditional technologies

?;^:deda:da national bldi ith

pp*, and challenges to the African "coCntrieL rle
agricultural and animal husbandry research institutions of repute

£!ren9,.?Vh!! c?ntinent «••»' -ithcut heavy financial
biotechnology and biogenetic engineering to

, *!ld»!ft1"alS •>*sista"t ^ pests and adverse soil
CondUI«!!s- »•**• sensing techniques -ill ae-
ei{Pl«'-«iO'» of natural resources, while telecom-

«Jr\2i *v s«i> i-p""« the «o.:«M;:«:n
/ fh!,cw»t}ne"t. There are already signs, however

!£2f.? °!,"lut'°" t0 Probl... of food crisis, thanks to ap-
r«fc«I?l!«P° *US *?d the a?P"«tion of science and technology.
Technologies are also available for the control of Africa's
2!Hf3P 1 >>»■-.,»«*sures are underway to limit the spread of

and desertification. Serious thoughts are being given to
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the strengthening of endigenous capabilities and capacities for
negotiating* acquiring* developing and controlling technology
flows. A scientific and technological culture Is slowly emerg
ing* and sodoeconomic progress triggerred and sustained by the

fuller application of science and technology to development*
without neglecting the rural sector 1s, a viable alternative to
safeguard peace and harmony- A knowledge based blending of new
and traditional technologies will transform Africa from a net ex

porter of raw materials and importer of processed goods to one of
exporters of processed fcoods and importer of raw materials.

46*. Such blending will also be effected by adoption of micro
electronics which can give developing countries an opportunity to

skip over some phases of technological development and make
"quantum jump". This requires some prerequisites like reliaible
power suply to operate computers* a well-functioning of telephone
networks to transmit data, attractive incentives to foreign in
vestors bringing acceptable technologies and highly qualified
programmes who can redesign the software or write new programmes

based on local requirements. These have been demonstrated by

Asian countries like Taiwan and South Korea who have successfully
subdued the "Swiss" watch and combined their cheap labour with
modern micro-electronics technology to produce electronic data
display and quartz clocks. Robotization Is coming fast 1n in
dustrialized countries for robots replace nimble hands* work
faster and longer* and make fewer mistakes than people. Africa's
abundance of cheap labour will be challenged by such onslaughts.

So will its traditional raw materials* and hence the need to work
further towards the blending of new and traditional technologies.

Such an approach will enable Africa to capitalize on its natural
resource endowments* provided there is political will on behalf
of African governments and a commitment to reorient the tradi

tional way of looking at science and technology

c 1 #

465. It Is important first to underscore the fact that during

the recent past period of 1982-1985* the trends in the produc
tion* consumption and exports of crude oil for developing Africa

and the world were not similar. In developing Africa* production

of crude oil recorded an annual growth rate of 3 p*r cent during
the period while world production of crude stagnated or declined

slightly by about 0.2 per cent yearly. Similarly* while net ex
ports and consumption of crude oil in Africa increased In volume

terms byi.3 per cent and 3.5 per cent yearly respectively* the
total volume of world crude oil exports decreased by 3.8 per cent

while consumption stagnated 1n line with the world production

trends.

466. The present projections have taken Into account a number of

factors. Inside Africa 1t is to be noted that* overall* the oil
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situation Is characterised by a general lack of national energy
policy coordination due* iatficiiia* to shortages of financial
resources to implement coherent and relevant programmes for the
development of energy resources, in addition*- there is a'prepon
derant dependence of the African region on external capital and
assistance for the exploration, production ant management of the
African oil resources. At the world level* - which as of neces
sity has to be taicen into account for Africa's oil prospects -
the assessment of some authoritative perspective studies show
that* despite the different constraints* oil as a source of ener
gy will, by the year 2000* still represent as much as one-third
of the world demand of primary energy. These studies further
show that the proven and exploitable oil reserves in developing
Africa are not insignificant being around 8.5 per cent of the
world oil reserves of 83 billion tons. It is within the
framework of these general considerations* that the demand and
production of crude oil in Africa is projected.

467. In line with the aims of integrating the African economies
and increasing self-reliance and self-sufficiency in the region*
the consumption of oil for Africa as a whole is first projected.
Then* the net exports that the region could make are projected
and* subsequently* the level of production is derived. The
projected rate of growth in crude oil consumption is relatively
high at 7.6 per cent yearly up to 2008. This projected rate of
crude oil consumption is based on the historical elasticity of
oil consumption with respect to GDP of 1.3. There is no doubt
that for Africa to face the immense task of transformation of its
different sectors* there will be a need to increase the level of
energy consumption. Furthermore* the projected consumption rate
implicitly assumes a parallel reduction in the dependence on ex
porting oil outside the region to import other manufactured
yoods. But even at the rate of 7.6- per cent over the next 20
years* BfiC-tflfilta consumption of crude oil in Africa would still
be average at around 434-8 kg in 2008. Exports of crude oil up
to 2008 are projected to grow at a modest rate of only 1.4 per
cent. This takes into account the historical trends as well as
the constraints that have tended to plague the acrid oil aarket.
At this rate Africa would export around one-third of its produc

tion as compared to the present export rate cf over 65 per cent
of the regions total production.

468. During the 1982-1985 period* the production of natural gas
increased very fast in the main producing countries of Algeria*
Libya and Egypt. The production of natural gas in these three
countries grew by 80.3 per cent during the period. However* the
growth in production in Nigeria* the second gas producer was
modest at a rate of 3.2 per cent yearly while in the other
natural gas producing African countries* production stagnated or
declined. Thus* for the region as a whole* natural gas prduction
increased by 64 per cent. One of the major factors behind the
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steep ju»p In production -as the dewnd in European "untHes
soil of -Me* concluded long term contracts -ltd the najor
African producers of natural gas.
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li-ulrly, the total exports fro- aalnly Algeria and Libya
doubled.

470 The proven reserves of natural gas 1n Africa are of the or-

of about 56 years.

5 The development of production, consumption and trade in
natJat the world depends mainly on the technological
progress in the exploration, transport, distribution and final
StUlHtlon of gas- Also the exploitation of present reserves
requires considerable investments as -ell as long term planning
which is often not easily available to African countries in terms
of financial, technical and human resources- F^r example the
world perspective for a growth In demand of 1.3 and 2.3 per cent
Imply enormous Investments of US$57 billion and 86 billion dol
lars respectively between now and the year 20C0. For reasons of
supply security and the minimisation of risks, the African gas
exporting countries usually have to make lonS term contracts at
20-25 years with the developed Importing countries involving
preparatory work cf 5-10 years. Normally, the African countries
that do not produce gas but would wish to increase thetr gas con

sumption levels cannot make such contracts-

471 As a result, except for those which have proven exploitable
(estimated at 89 billion m3 or 1-4 per cent of Area's reserves)
the situation is unlikely to record any notab -• change between
now and the year 2008 for the aas nonproducing countries.

472. The projections for natural gas given in this study are
based on an annual rate of « per cent for the regions consumption
of natural gas corresponding to an elasticity of 1.05 «ith
respect to GOP as against an elasticity of 1 in the other

developing countries of the world. As such, t<*!1 "?»?£ .3 ?*
natural gas In developlna Africa will reach 33«7 billion m3 by
2008. Assumins that total consumption will represent 48 per cent
of production in 2008 as against 46.5 per cent in 1980, a
hypothesis which assumes new producers, total production and ex
ports of natural gas will attain in 2008 levels of 70.2 billion
•3 and 36.5 billion m3 with rates of growth of 5.9 and 5.7 per
cent on yearly basis respectively. It should be n> fd h the
rate of arowth of Africa's exports of natural gas is higher
than the rate of growth in world demand of <-3 per cent. This
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-Ul require that the African gas exporting co-tries -ill
continue to pursue the efforts that they started r, the early
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473. At the projected act-taflita demand level of 395.1 Kwh# the
total consumption consumption of electricity *ould reach a level

of 314 433 fcwh by 2C08 representing an average annual growth rate
of 5.6 per cent. The historical trends projections for the
production of electricity to satisfy the consumption level are
mainly predicated on an improvement in the use of installed
capacity per Hour. In 1985* estimates show that the existing in
stalled capacity of 33 155 HW was on the average used for 3 171
hours. It is projected that through the 1990s, the average rate
of use of Installed capacity would increase to reach about 4 500
hrs. At this rate* the needed total electricity generating
capacity by 2008 is estimated at 62 137 Ml. This* in turn would
imply a moderate average annual increase in capacity installation
of only 2.8 per cent. It is further assumeo that with the in
creasing popularity and* indeed* feasibility of small hydro-
schemes* most of the increases in the installed capacity would be
in the fora of hydro-electricity. As a result the share of hydro-
power 1n the total installed capacity is prcjected to increase
from 43.6 per cent in 1935 to around 60 per cent or 37 281 MW in
2008. This would mean that growth in hydroelectric installed
capacity would have to grow at an average annual rate of 3.7 per
cent as compared to a growth of 1.7 per cent ir thermal installed

capacity-

Civ? tfldl

474. The prospects for coal in the African region as a whole
have not changed very significantly since the 1983 preliminary

perspectives. As indicated in the 1983 study* the share of
Africa's coal demand and production has been very small. This
situation remains the same and is not likely to change radically
in the future. However*:the the Southern African subregion has
shown signs of promising coal prospects and mast of the future

trends in coal production and consumption will be heavily in

fluenced by this subregion.

475- On the whole* African countries other than those in the

SADCC subregion are projected to continue on the trends that had
been projected in 1983 with perhaps a possible deceleration main
ly as a result of a slow down In coal production and consumption

in the North African subregion. An average rate of growth in

coal production of 1-0 per cent yearly is projected while con

sumption of coal in non SADCC Africa is projected to increase by

about 2 per cent or less yearly.

476. For the SADCC subregion* higher prospects art envisaged.

In this subregion* the coal resource endowment is substantial.

Proven and economically recoverable coal resources are estimated

at 11.5 billion tons (mainly in Botswana 7 billion tons*
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Z0O8 and become an increasing foreign exchange earner.
tonJ

l37*»Jt!H°VKraU ener9y consumption pattern in Africa is strong
ly marked by a very hijh share of traditional energy for the
satisfaction of the African people. Well over 80 per ceVof to
tal energy needs are satisfied by non-com«erical traditional
energy sources. Indeed in the world as a -hole, Africa accounts
ll ZltZLl Tr T\ f tOtal "•""■■•rem energy consump^on

' P#r ""* °f the tOtal "*" commercial

478. Amon3 the most important traditional energy sources in
tlZlril" ^el«°°° »nd charcoal. Bio.ass especially coSSunfl and
agricultural «aste are also popular energy sources but ar? not
very w dely spread throughout the region. In the present study
part,cular focVjs is made on fuelwood because of its importance as
an energy source and t*e implications that Its unabated e«ploita-

?aSa ^'L °f 6er?r f°r a !t i ? arel?kelyto hav^L -?r r !- g0Min9 P»P«l«?on are
ecotogica? bailee!" a9r'Cultural P-ductivity and the region's

tu!L?n!th!U!i\C/>-Crete data on the levels of Production and con
sumption ,n African countries is very scanty, it is atte-pted

of %,,!,3tV! S?"e Tdi"c?tive orders °f magnituoe of the prospects
?L .?f?1Ve" '^ ^P0"8"" '" the region's energy balance.
These tentative projections are based on esti.ates of Btt tauila
consumption of fuelwood In the region. According to som";"Sies
it ,s estimated that in the dry Sahelian zone, fire-ood clnsuip-
tion per person per year averages around 0.53 n3. In the

»?-I,!h" /fr'ca? countries, the ufiE—caaita consumption is es
timated to be in the range of 0.5-1.5 m3, while in East Africa
J* "r?U"pt'on. of fuel-«od per head is around 1.5 per cent.

The United Nations Energy Statistics gives the fuelaood per
capita consumption for the African region as a whole as about
0.78 m3 a year and this has been used as the region's average.

480. Assuming that the aeE-ESfiiSa consumption of fuelwood under
the historical trend scenario would not decline, it Is projected
that m^the year 2008, Africa would be consuming about 807.2 mil
lion n_, a year. According to some global perspective, this con
sumption would represent over 30 per cent of the world's firewood
supply. The implications of this consumption level on the
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production level of firewood is undoubtedly disasterous because
In many parts of the African continent* capacity of the wood
reserves Is far below the depletion rate- In many parts of the
continent, there *ould b* a significant shortfall between the
consumption of firewood and its production. For the region as a
whole* production Is projected to reach 730.6 million m3 by ZOOS
leaving a *ap of 76.6 million m3- Indeed if the higher ranges of
aec cafiiia consumption are used to project demand? it is clear
that the region as a whole would be far from satisfying its
traditional energy demand while at the same time depleting its

presently scanty forest reserves.

TableSI. Projections of selected energy resources

1990 2008 Growth

rate

A. tSU&E.QIL <»ilHon tonsJa/

-Production 288.8 685.0 4.6

-Exports " "

—Imports ~ *"
-Net exports 167.4 234.8 1.8
-Total consumption 111-9 450.2 7-6
-Per capita consumption 182.4 434.8 4.7

B. HilUBAL^fifiS (nillion

- Production 25-2 70-2 5.9
-Net exports 13.3 36.5 5.7

- Total consumption 11.8 33.7 6.0

C El££I8X£IIX

-Production 10 3 Wt 130 015.0 279 £16.0 4.3
-Installed capacity 10 Kw 38 998.0 69 504.0 3.3
- Thermal 10 3Kw 18 993.0 27 562.0 2.2
- hydroelectric Kw 20 378.0 41 542.0 4.8
- Consumption 130 015.0 279 616.0 4.3
- Per capita consumption 214-2 270-2 1-3

Production 16-5 33-4 4.0
Consumption 6-4 10-9 3-0
Exports 10.1 22.5 4.6
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*81. For the successful realization of an internaltr articulated
development as envisaged in the normative scenario Africtn
governments have to aim at full utilization of the natural

tution^ n°U3h dev'l°P»e"t °f relevant human U Ind
?"'I1 lnfra«™"«"-e, and establish«ent of indigenous

aPabU1MeS '" th li
1211 , I t of indigenous
otoit!t?^C'lfCaPabU1MeS '" the "Pl-r.tioR, processing and ex
ploitation of resources. It is only in this way that Afrir,™
countr es would be able to excercise sovereignty owe? their
? the'r '"d«Pe"dence in the area Sf cap -

^ Th LPA hil
.? vUf! f6 the'r '"d«Pe"dence in the area Sf cap -
actionfa,.-* ' t«h"«l»^- The LPA emphatically described such

<iJ assessment and adequate inventory of natural resurce
endowment; *

11? .en??UK?3* ««Pli«entarity of different natural resour-
SLH 5 —** the.warf0"s countries in the development

P^mote back-ard and forward linkages that

^' "trlthe

«l?!^.haT0"?,2iTa "atl°"*1 natural resource development
tilt lL*\a\* u«l« <«l»«""a training, research, prSduc-
I« ' p^OceSsina: ^'citlon/ -arketing, finance, etc.
nore importantly is the development of resource-based in-

* ^r**1"1^1"!111, that US<* loeal ■«•"»" «l
Si-ple and ■obiU •<JuiP«"t for people

! k*"* «" underground -ater and .ineral
ng, diversification of energy sources, increased ex-

SSrl«^U,2rlO|-7l °-1 ""»—« -f energy/ cons'e'rvft?«»
8k.« r?tion«"«"o" policies aiming at increased production
through appropriate pricing, rationing, and priority- allocation
pro 9fabsc s m

483. In buUdilng a normative development scenario for huaan
IO";?\fc1n 2™** !* ** "r,t of all taken that the assumptions

on which the projections were made In the preliminary study* I.e.
the i«ple»entation of the Lagos Plan of Action and the Final Act
of Laaos, stilt stand. However, ft Is recognized that t«o iajor
forces have emerged within the continent Ir the last several
years which will influence the course of events in the continent
in the next twenty years. The first is the emergence of the
crisis and the institution of emergency measures to Mtigate its

■ I 5* * w ?econd 1s the external interventions which were
ushered in by the crisis and the antithetical position they till
to have assuaed to the objectives of the Lagos Plan of Action.
These two factors .11 definitely alter the preU.inary S";
development scenari til

s .11 definitely alter the preU.inary norSati;
development scenario negatively, because the "bright future-
envisaged in 1983 for Africa in 2008 will have to wait to emerge
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much later when Africa would have been equipped with the strength

and dynamism to withstand negative natural and external forces.

484. The labour force in 2008 Is not expected to be much dif
ferent from what was projected in 1983* i.e. 357 million persons.

However* because of an expected significant slowdown in the rate

of industrializations rural to urban Migration and an anticipated

boom in agricultural activities* the rural labour force is expec

ted to be higher than previously thought. The rural labour force

will constitute 65.9 per cent of the total labour force or 261.8
Million persons whereas only 135.2 million workers or 34.5 per

cent of the total labour force will be active in urban labour

■arkets. This will be so because of the envisaged expansion of

agricultural and rural based activities which would have been in

duced by the implementation of APPER* UN-PAAERD and structural
adjustment programmes. Formal sector activities would not have
expanded as fast as was envisaged in the preliminary study.

Therefore* wage employment is projected to stand at 150 million

workers rather than the 158.9 million of the 1983 perspective

study. A larger proportion of the labour force C9.09 per cent)
will be openly unemployed in the formal/urban sector as a result

of a slower growth of public sector employment. However* under

employment which affects mainly rural/agricultural workers would

have been brought down to 130.5 million workers* or 32.8 per cent

of the total labour force of which 26.5 and 8.9 per cent will be

found in rural and urban labour markets respectively.

Table82. Labour Force* and Employment in Africa in 2008

Millions Percentage

100

65.9

24.5

37.7

9-0

32.8

26.5

8.9

485. In the education sector* it is assumed that structural ad

justment measures will significantly alter the preliminary

projections made in 1983. Because of the reductions of state

subsidies to secondary and particularly tertiary education and

the greater emphasis on primary and basic education* endorsment

ratios would be quite impressive at the first level of education.
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Labour force

Rural

Urban

Ua^e employment

Open unemployment

Underemployment

Rural

Urban

Source: ECA projections.

397

261.8

135.2

150.0

36.1

130.5

105.5

35.5



Monfor»al education and adult literacy programmes hUI also have
been significantly expanded by 2008. But enrolment Increases In
tertiary education will be nowhere as impressive as had been
projected in 1983.

1st level !25
2nd level 73 ^

3rd level 13;t

lX 1s expected also th^ curricula and course offerings
be re-oriented to place emphasis on scientific* technical

??» J9PiSMlJ!K* - b«««d subjects* and that vocational education
will be significantly expanded, especially in rural areas.

487. With a wore rapid development of priiary health care*
health services will be made accesible to a far greater number of
people especially in rural communities. The increases in food
production will also help to reduce malnutrition to manageable
proportions by 2008. With greater economic activities in rural
areas* rural incomes will rise quite markedly as would standards
of living overall.

488. As far as one can see into the future* the recurring issue
in Africa's development is likely to be the practice of mart^e-
ment- Unless the various implementation bodies Cthe civil ser
vice* the parastatals* local government and "field" administra
tive, units* as well as the entrepreneurs and managers 1n the
private sector) are committed to the goals of recovery and
development* Africa's journey to the promised land may not start
for a long while - and that may mean until well into the next
century. If this 1s the case* the people of Africa will enter
the 21st century more disadvantaged than they were in the 20th.
Already* the revolution 1n information technology has put an
unimaginable physical and chronological distar.ee between the in
dustrial societies* on the one hand* and Africa* on the other.
And notwithstanding the publicity often given to 'administrative
reform' programmes* the chances are that african public services
Mill carry to the next century certain dysfunctional traits* -
hierarchical and retro-active organization structures* antiquated
motivation techniques* defective financial control and management

systems* modified forms of patronage* and official corruption, to
mention a few- It Is therefore imperative for the bureaucracy
(in the pubtic and private sectors) to deal ulth theae negative
features* and support the efforts of the government leaders at
turning the economy around. If by the early 1990s* there 1s no
organized movement in each African country for reform in public
administration and management* something akin to the public ser-
vie reform movement in 19th and early 20th century America - the
outlook up to the beginning of the 21th century is very bleak.
Each society of Africa should therefore lose no time in ensuring
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stamp out all traces of mediocrity.

3. FAVOURABLE TRADE, FINANCE AND EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT

itiHiiii
imported.

(a)

rates of 1.1 per cent and 1.5 per cent per year respec
tWely- The exports of tea -hose de^nd is ^•■.•Cv^Ly «u«h
higher, are projected to 3ro« by 2.1 per cent. The projections
of exports of cotton and tobacco -ere based on the i^o-Mi "*f
projected by the FAO study referred to above and on the elas
?icitv coefficient of exports for Africa in relation, -ith world
exports gfven Dy UNCTAD ?o,u.odity Yearbook 198«. The exports of
groSndLJare projected to stagnate because of the high co»peti-
tior -1th other vegetable oils in the -arkets of ^«eloped
countries. The projections of sugar -ere based on th» annual
"oCth rate of 2.8 per cent -hich is close to the one assumed by
the FAO study.

491. On the basis of these Projectionsj the value of exports of
agricultural products -ill amount to USS21,874.3 oUUon at con
s?ant 1985 prices representing about 13.5 percent of total -er-

chandise exports.

(b)

492. The trend in the major African producers of copper, iron

H1l€:£1H3
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sr EStT555"- '•; sssM?:-r™-:r3-,:i
' Per C!t f **the iron »r, tk' Per C!nt f0r «*«!*«•# 0.24 per cent for

^mmmmm

495. The production, consunption and net

""',.°' 1*8 P»p ««"t. These oil exports «Ul then represent
about 34.0 per cent of crude oil production in Africa. epresent

?- Cr!!de,nil exPopts « constant 1985 prices will
!• IS" *? 2°08' r«P'-««"ting abo« 46.4 per cent of
«ports. The decrease in the contribution of crude oil Vn

total exports of the region is explained, on the one hand' Vy the

region! production of energy consumed in the

JV!!!^U»« the t0*al exP°rts f°«- fl^ica projected according
the noraative scenario will increase at an annual growth rate

5e-Vethrye"d till r#"eJt U?$1^3 blUlan at ""«'« "«Ji 2 Xt 1S lfl|P»rtant to note that ththrye till Jt ?^ «2 Xt 1S lfl|P»rtant to note that the
of exports will change because the trade of primary
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products will represent only 60 p*r cent of total exports against

94.2 per cent In 1985- TMs implies that* according to the

normative scenario* the next 22 years will witness a great diver

sification of exports* as well as the promotion of exports of
seai-tprocessed and manufactured products. The table below gives

the results of the projections of exports according to the norma

tive scenario.

Table83. Projections of Commodity Exports

{Thousand metric tons and millions US dollars)

(Normative Scenario)

1988

MT V

1990

MT V

2008

MT V

a.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Cofee

Cocoa

Cotton

Tobacco

Tea

831.9

882.9

657-6

173-2

274.7

Groundnuts 93.8

Sugar

Subtotal

1914.4

2244.3

2120-6

2024.5

710.6

549.7

32.3

843.6

906.0

664.2

173-9

291-4

94.0

686.02011.3

8368.5

2275-9

2176.0

2044.8

713.5

583.2

32-9

7208.0

8547.1

1027.2

1184-5

853.0

244-0

423.6

97.4

3306.4

2771.2

2844.9

2626.0

1001.1

847.8

34.0

11849.3

21974.3

B.

8. Copper 1271.8

9. Iron ore 2801.2

10. Bauxite 206.2

11. Phosphate21384.1

C

12

1820.3 1272.1 1820.7 1692.8 2422.8

635.8 2314.6 638.9 4164.2 945.2

33.8 212.8 34.9 32C.4 52.5

716.221555.5 730.7 27197.4 922.0

Crude oil17C7.1 50634-3 1744.9 51755

(millions

of barrels)

Subtotal

Total A+B+C

53840.4

62208.9

54980.2

63522

Total exports 66039.2 67438.7

SflU££fi" ECA projections.

2405.6 71353.0

75695.9

97670.2

163042.0
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498. In the normative scenario, the projections for imports are
based on the annual growth rate of 5.1 per cent from an elas-

*hf'*L , °"? °f *°-al 5mP°rts *n elation to €DP. On this basis,
the total value of imports for Africa will reach USS132.4 billion
at constant 1985 prices. In addition, the projections of the Im
ports have taken into account that Africa will increase its
self- sufficiency in food, energy, machinery, intermediate goods
and essential consumer goods.

499. In the field of food* the imports of cereal will be reduced
to account only for the imports of wheat for which the condi
tions of production will not allow to reach full self-sufficiency
by 2008. Thus, Africa will still import 31.7 million tons of
wheat. Overall, the cost of wheat imports, beverage and tobacco
which will be USS 625.0 million will represent only 3.4 per cent
of the value of total imports.

500. In the energy field, considerable efforts are being made in
major oil exporting countries in order to increase the capacity
of refinery. A supplementary capacity of 243*000 barrels a day
were installed between 1983 and 1985. It is projected to create
one refinery of 329,000 barrels a day between 1986 and 1990 and
these efforts should be pursued given the fact that the level and
the pace of demand for industrial, domestic and transport energy
will increase for Africa as a whole. In this field, it is sup
posed that the region will reach self-sufficiency by 2008.

501. With regard to imports of chemical products, the projec
tions in the normative scenario suppose that Africa will reach
self sufficiency in fertilizers, pesticides and cement as well as
in certain consumer products such as soap, paints, etc. for which
it is relatively possible and easy to establish the import sub
stitution industries capable of satisfying local demand. In con
trast, the imports of pharmaceutical products, whose production
would require high technology and industrial infrastructure will
continue to arow at an annual rate of 4.7 per cent based on an
elasticity of 0.8? with respect to GDP. On this basis, the im
ports of chemical products will reach USS 16 201 million by 2008
at constant 1985 prices. This will represent 8.9 per cent of to
tal imports.

502. Despite the envisaged progress in local production of
transport equipment and tractors, Africa's imports of equipment
*1ll continue to weigh heavily 1n the trade balance, in the nor
mative scenario, the projections of imports of equipment were
based on an annual growth rate of 8.6 per cent, the same as the
one projected for investment. Hence, th* value of Imports of
equipment will reach USS 110,707.7 million at constant 1985
prices by 2008. This will represent about 60.7 per cent of total
imports by 2008. This level of imports is necessary for the
realization of the objectives projected in the different socio-
econonic sectors In the normative scenario. It should be pointed
out that Africa's Imports of equipment dropped by 7.2 per cent
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per year for the period 1981-1985 due to the economic crisis

which hit the region-

tive scenario are 9iven in the table below.
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scenario

1988 1990 2008

1. Food Stuff U 285 11 580.3 4 057.6
Z. Beverages and tobacco 727 711 0 so-? x

I* !? l- . 5 574 5 574
« ?2f?U 6 545 7 °68 16 201
Fertilizers and

pesticides 1 079 i i56

Other chemicals 5 466 5 912 16 201
5. nachiney and

transport 22 874 25 075 110 707.7
equipment

6- Others 20 608 19 711 50 841.4

™!!!!. HJ11 J9 888-3 182-*oo-o
ECA projections.

;fc.€™J*# Uvel °J ex*Orts and ^Ports which are projected
the normative scenario, the deficit on the trade J

account wilt reach

th!i«!t*lV JIU1°n " «""«* 1985 Prices. The coverage of
the !.ports by the exports mil be around 94.4 per cent.
However, the structure of exports as well as that of imports wilt

nors;t1v* scenarios it is assumed that the terms
unit u*?.«?»i? r#<O,P2 ?°me f*Pp^«««t. On the pne hand, export

?5 ^??Uld^nere!" by 1* t
p and, export

110 6 f?5«n ^?an?Uld^nere!" by 1'* per eent >*r ^r to reach170.6 (1980 a 100) and on the other hand the un|t value index of
imports would not grow very fast with a deceleration from the
historical rate of 3 per cent yearly to 1.1 per cent a year to
reach 106.0 by 2008. The terms of trade index SoCld then be 95.B

^ ^ r°r1cal trends P««U, Csee tab e
I* l th!S! Pr°Jectf? ter«s *>f fade, the total merchan
exports and imports which were projected at 1985 constant

Kt0™™C!l "?! 163-° bUUofl and USS 182-4 Dillon p«pec-
^V2??,?°Uld' at Crrent prfCM* b* US$ 229-7 billionPand43.3 billion respectively by 2008. This Implies an annual

SIS I e peP Cent fop eicPort earnings between 1990 and 2008
and 6.5 p*r cent for imports of essentiatty needed inputs.
Consequently the merchandise trade deficit will be US$ 13.6
billion in that year*- as it can be seen from Table 2 below.
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Tabl«85. Projections of Unit Price Index of African Trade

1990 2008

Ex^or«~p"rice index <6R 1.41 85.1 110-6
Imports price index CG* 1.11 87.0 106.0
Teras of trade Index 97.6 ?3-»

projections.

506. The Insurance and freight services were projected* on the
assumption that African countries will be able to increase their
maritime transport in terms of ownership of vessels by the year
2008. Thus*- on the credit side-, the insurance and freight account
would be 2 per cent of merchandise exports as compared to 1.6 per
cent historically; and on the debit side, it would represent 8-9
per cent of merchandise 1sports as compared to the historical
trend of 11-2 per cent so that the deficit on the insurance and
freight account would reach USS 17.1 billion by 2008. The inter
est payments were projected to increase by 5 per cent a year on

the credit side and 2.1 per cent yearly on the debit side imply-
ing that net interest payments would be USS1-3 billion by 2008.
For interest payments It was assumed that with the improved ex
ternal environment* interest rates will not change significantly.
The deficit on the other services account was projected to in
crease by 3 per cent yearly to amount to USS12.1 billion by 2008.
The total deficit of non-factor and factor services is then es

timated at USS 30.5 billion by 2008*

507. With regard to private transfers* it was assumed that
several African workers and experts who are working overseas

would with an improved social* political and economic environment

return back to work in Africa. Such a change of attitude of
Africa's human resources would imply that private transfers from
abroad would not increase significantly. As a result* private
transfers from abroad are projected to remain constant at the
historical growth level of 4.1 per cent yearly. Likewise* net
government transfers are expected not to increase beyond the
level observed In the past of 7 per cent a year. Thus net private

transfers are estimated at USS 11.8 billion in 2008 and net

government transfers at USS 15.6 billion.

508. The overall deficit on the current account of the balance
of payments is therefore projected to improve at around only USS
16-7 billion in 2008 as compared to a level of USS 41.9 billion
projected on the basis of the historical trends- This improve

ment presupposes;

CO an adequate and sustainable growth in developed
economies (OECD) to induce substantial increases in the

demand of agricultural and mineral products of African
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Civ5

countries/

a sustained Increase In resource inflows mainly in the
forn of aid <private and government transfers);
an increase in concessionary and reduction In
interest payments; and

an improvement in commodity prices so that the terns of
trade move in favour of the African countries.

509- Assuming that the direct foreign investment will increase
t>y 1.5 per cent yearly and the changes In reserves wilt cover
about a quarter of the current account deficit, the amount avail
able for financing the projected current account deficit would
amount to US* 5.7 billion by 2008 CUSS 2.3 billion is for direct
foreign investment and US$ 3.4 for changes in reserves}. The
required net lending would then be US$ 11.0 billion.

Table86. Balance of Payments Projections
(In billion of US dollars)

Normative scenario

1990 2308

Merchandise exports

Merchandise imports

Trade balance

Insurance and freight (net)
Interest payments (net)

Other services (net)

Services balance

Net Private unreq. transfers

Net government unreq. transfers

Financing
- Direct foreign Inoct.

- Change in reserves

61.4

77.4

16.0

7.7

9.2

24.0

5.7

4.6.

izIIIIIZIIIIZEi
6.5

1.7

4.8

229.7

243.3

-13.6

-17.1

- 1.3

-12.1

-33.5

11.8

15.6

Lfi*ZlIZ
5.7

2.3

3.4

ECA projections.

(b)

510. In the normative scenario/ it is assumed that most of the
resources to cope with Africa's monumental development challenges
will be mainly borne by the African themselves. However* substan
tial outside financing will also be needed for developmental in
puts and capital goods at a level deemed adequate to prevent
declines in the living standards of the 'African people and to
sustain a fairly high growth of investment.
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** tCQiMtIflM-flf
(Current US billion dollars)

1990*"" ""

Tr"5f f icTal"dev«lop«ent"fifi«nc« 25-5 7.
-Bilateral "•" 2*3
- Multilateral \mi n1
- Otfcers £mJ

2. Export credits

3, Private flows 2* *_
-- 29l7 1i75

Total net flows tT"'

ECA projections.

511 Official development assistance to Africa -hich, during the
u!-««ErJ Period 1984-1990, was Projected *•'•"*»*«5-0 b I
lion in current prices is now assumed to substantially «*«"r*

Hhss,.sar.r»ssu:s..r^;^
«r en in the historical trends scenaHc to 10 per cent in

the normative scenario in view of the importance of the needed
inputs "no capital goods during the post-APPER period. Africa
received only US$ 1.1 billion through private co«»erc,al channels
;** W aid during the »PPER period the total net private non-
concessional flows were projected to increase to 0SS2.? billion
by mS ?n no.ln.1 ter^s! After the process of African recovery
is over and a strong African development process «"»««•£ the
private non-concessional flows are projected to decelerate to US$
2.2 billion by 20C8 on the grounds that Africans will be able to
finance d2velop»ent yithout having to substantially resort to
costly private borrowings.

Cc)

512. As was stated earlier, one of the «ost serious

around US$11 billion in 1987 unsustainable.
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C ?J! H ;;Si '•*•••«. tin of
' '*" !0113 ""d'r «»• <«Uo«Ing ...bin.a

"'
""

C1i»

Taking account of the
n,WM.t <«*_ * --"»w*,Ma*.iwi «T aeot and service

payment into long-tera loans, the «»*-.-**» *--. »
to extend to 35 years

years for the private debt;

the private

sld re"a1n

and remove quota restrictions e"sure. re"«ne^tive export prices
** •'•••*? exports earnings are orlVfM^!! f! Pr?!ectio?is?-

eurrent prices.
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the basis of tXe above assu.ption•'

If the i.prove-ent in the external econoMc environment

■aterializes-
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C. A MACR0-EC0N01-IIC FRAMEWORK OF A SELF-RELIANT AND
SELF-SUSTAINING AFRICAN ECONOKY

lilliiiii
social transfor.ation of the economic structures which are,

nr.ss.S: ;
U««<"^vocai when It sets the °

to be those of ••"

and reordering of the i«er

have to double between 19<»0 and 2008. During this

r r5sr
ins population but also to ensure the most nutrftfonrtlj op?X«.
food co«ipod,ty »ix. Furthermore, the envisaged production
strategy is not only to achieve self-sufficiency at higher llr

C°nSMBPt'On UVelS bUt alSOtO Pr«4.e.yf.r exportable

518, To attain such levels* a new agricultural sotic
necessity to be formulated with particular eaphlsfs on

e cropping pattern. The new cropping pattern should ensure an
agro-balance between food and export crops- This approach would
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need to be supported by measures for the provision of ftr U JJ
at reduced rates, improved varieties of **«<**' .su]*a*lf
agricultural implements, expansion of the network of agricultural
extension services, provision of credit, ensuring renumerat ve
or1ce for farmers and strengthening marketing channels to resolve
the problem of distribution- The success of the new cropping
pattern would also necessitate land reforms conducive to in
creased output per unit of land- Host importantly in this direc
tion is the initiation of major changes in the use and develop
ment of Irrigation systems to lessen the dependence on rainfed
agriculture, and the development of integrated research that can
result in the establishment of an agricultural system that can
enable African countris to control the hazards of natu*e-
Research should also address itself to combating desertification
and soil erosion and to the development of appropriate tech

nologies that suit the African social- ecological conditions-

519. The above envisa$ed developments in the agricultural »«ctor
would provide the required impetus for the acceleration of the
Industrialization process. As such the incustrial output is
projected to *row by 9 per cent during the ptriod 1990-2008 sur
passing or slightly above the Lima Target- Such an upsurge in
industrial growth will no doubt provide a sourd basis for a sus
tained and self-reliant African economy capable of generating its
own basic requirements in basic industrial inputs, equipment and
machinery. In the capital goods sub-sector, the projections
focus on increased production of agricultural wachinery mainly in
the form of tractors and animal traction equipment as well as
transport equipment. Particularly, emphasis should be placed on
the development of a capital goods sector capable of supporting
the rural industries and small- and medium-scale industries while
at the same time catering for the development of standardized
spare parts- In the intermediate goods sub-sector, the norma
tive scenario hinges on the complete satisfaction of the critical
basic industrial inputs critical to the development of the
African economies. The projections focus on the development of
the region's network of basic industrial inputs such as fer
tilizers, pesticides, building materials and iron and steel in
sufficient quantities. It is only through such an approach that
Africa can lessen its"1 dependence on external markets and attain a
mastery of its technology. Indeed, there is a lot of potential
for the development of industry in African countries. If the ap
propriate orientation is pursued with vigour and resolution- Of
utmost importance, in this regard, is the timely formulation of
policies aiming at enhancing the optimum utilization of in
dustrial capacities through sub-regional and regional groupings,

creation of resource-based industries that use local skills and
domestic raw materials. The promotion of small-scale agro-
processing industries in the rural sector, development of core

Industries with strong linkages, and the promotion of
entrepreneurial capabilities and the development of technical and
managerial skills are also basic prerequisites for an industrial

takeoff
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AfMcan is ln essential eTe»e«t !3 J-P^ved energy
l ?u *le»*nt of the development

mmmmmIn the economic integration of Africa, with the successful ill

supported by development of feeder and

HHS .1^"*si'=»--!a.'Msn-»KK.-» a:

"5:r!he. »©riiat*ve scenario not only e»phas1zes the need for
intlll\ '**r°y«"ents !" *!?« Production structure which «a".izes
incomes but also assumes important changes in the pattern of the

?hraiiJ?"€riC,eJtpend1tur*- F1rst' tliir. is a neeo to restrain
the level of private consumption from rising faster than GDP so
that substantial amount of savings could be generated!
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Furthermore* it is also important to rationalize the consumption
structure In favour of consumption of doiiestic products as
opposed to Imports. In this way the African demand pattern will
become supportive of the Increases In domestic production Instead
of being a distorting factor- Secondly* budgetary reforms in the
form of rationalization of public expenditure and broadening the
revenue base should constitute an Integral package within the ef
forts to Improve overall domestic expenditure- It 1s Important
in this direction to reorient public expenditure into lines that
support the development of the productive base such as boosting
agriculture and industrial growth through provision of incen

tives^ basic inputs and other concessionary acts that have a
direct bearing on capacity for future technological growth- This
has to be supported by actions and measures to raise the
viability and operational capacity of the public enterprises sec
tor with the view of improving their financial position through
extensive cost reduction measures- On the other hands tax

reforms should be supplemented by policies for Improving tax ad
ministration and collection and increased invctveaent of private

and cooperative sectors-

523. Thirdly* investment 1s projected to grow at 9 per cent per

annum during 1990-2C08 to maintain a projected rise of GDP of 5-7
per cent and an investment share of SOP of 30 per cent- A capi

tal output ratio of 5 is envisaged during the period in view of
the fact that the economy will be highly self-generating with im

provements in the efficiencies and the productivity of domestic
factor Inputs. Moreover* the factors that are required to stimu

late Investment would be by then operational ard the existing im
balances in the saving-Investment relations would have been
removed- To maintain the investment tempo* the required savings

are estimated to have to reach between 20-25 per cent of total
GDP. To attain such levels* emphasis should be given to reforms
to Increase Incentives for bringing about substantial improve

ments In productivity levels.

524* Tlie normative scenario also focusses on achieving high and

sustainable levels of export performance while maintaining a
Level of imports that are essential and necessary for develop

ment. Exports are planned to grow sufficiently at a rate of 6.7
per cent in real terms during 1990-2008 given a ratio of exports

to GDP of 17 per cent during the period. On the other hand* most
of the present imports especially those for food and other con-

suier goods will be produced domestically through significant

breakthroughs in import substitution programmes. Overall*
however* the rate of import expansion during this period neces

sary to sustain the new drive for accelerated development would

not be negligible at 6-7 per cent yearly. This would give rise

to some deficit that would still have to be covered by loans con

tracted at favourable terms.
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D. TOWARDS AN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY IN AFRICA-
NEW DIMENSIONS IN AFRICA'S ECONOMIC INTEGRATION

dinlnnl11* *uccfssful J«Pl«entation of the Final Act of Lagos
depends not only on the concerted efforts at the national level
but also at the subregional and regional levels- It is of cru
cial importance to undertake actions to stren£then and rational
ize the existing subre3ional organizations taking Into account
the economic and natural resources criteria. African national
and multinational institutions must be made more responsive to
faster co-operation, through the improvement cf their management

duMlLM«nrar05!liJati0nwOf-th#fr ««****« ™< elimination ofduplication of efforts. The intra-African co-operation should be
directed towards the following priority areas: agriculture and
Tood, transport and communications, industry, trade and finance,
science and technology and human resources.

526. The main obstacles to regional integration in the African
subregions are in the areas of infrastructural deficiency, lack
of the development of basic industries at the national and sub-
regional levels and the apparent lack of coamitaent by govern
ments to implement their formulated and adopted regional and sub-
regional programmes. There are, however, tangible steps tiken
towards the fulfilment of FAL at the subregional levels as shown
below.

527. The West African subregion has great potential of CD the
market size represented by 130 million Inhabitant; Cii> two large
and distinct ecological zones capable of producing groundnuts,
cotton, millet and sorghums in the savannah zone CSahelian); cof
fee, cocoa, palm oil, plantain and cassave ir the forestry zone
<sudano-guinean) and cereals like rice thoughout the subregion;
(n" relatively flat topography which can facilitate the con
struction of railways and roads; Civ5 a large sea-board which is
favourable for the development of coastal trading and sea fish
ing; and <v) a great variety of mining resources, including oil
(Nigeria), phosphates (Senegal and Togo), iron (Liberia, Wall and
Mauritania), bauxite (Guinea), etc. However, these advantages
have not been fully exploited for the benefit of subregionat
economic integration because of the following factors:

-the lack of economic co-operation between member States in
the field of production, particularly in basic industries;

- the lack of adequate transport facilities particularly as
regards the East-West links;
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;,,,u:<,/.^ ■vr.
currency arrangement* and

- the proliferation of a number af unhar.onized inter
governmental organization UGOs) estitoatec at around thirty.

s?r m soite of the above factors, the efforts of the West
Ifr'ican subreaional economic co-operation have been encouraging
^udaina by the »,t recent steps taken following the adapt, no
APPER In the current Fourth Cycle Regional Programme for Africa
HW) un*r the auspices of the UNDP, ECOWAS is "parked

to play a ke^transformative role in the subregion's integration
of the material sphere of production.

529. An industrial Development ^oa""™.1'""!'" ?o\? Jl\
adopted by the ECOWAS Council of Ministers in November 1986 will

industrial Devp ^
by the ECOWAS Council of Ministers

?er» period extending to 1994. The programme gives priority to
short-term projects involving minimal investment where rural com
munities contribute to rapid increase in productivity as well as
fundamental changes in the areas of water resources control, 1.
Provements in animal health, exploitation of fish resources and
soil preservation and agricultural research in the medium-term.

530 In the area of transport and communication, the basic struc
tures for effective coordination of some transport modes have
bee* established, such as a harmonized highway legislation and an
ECOHAS inter-State Road Transport Convention. Studies on the
Trans-West Afrian Highway have been completed and sections of the
network are already under construction. Also completed are
studies on the establishment of a subregional nvltmational ship
ping company, a multinational airline and a regional training
Smtr. ?or road maintenance. With regard to the "t'*™1'"^"
and harmonization of the work of the IGOs in the West African
subregion and ECA-sponsored study has made a proposal to the ef.
feet that ECOUAS become the main integration agency of the West
African subregion with other intergovernmental organizations
rationalized and harmonized in such a way that they increasingly
become specialized agencies in the subregion. This proposal is

the process of being approved by the ECOWAS Councl of
in

Mfnisters-

531. One of the most positive factor for economic ^
Central Africa is the Urge hydroelectric potenti
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53*. The Eastern and Southern African subregion is

n r Th fvil -ineral potentfaT

=3

C1J constant destabiUzation policies of the economies of the

haTcost^h.fl"" ?Ve «««:"»" ~««~ of South , khas cost these countries over $US1 billion;

♦ 111. i5C- Pp°9«-ess in the subregion's main road links: the
trans-African route 6aborone-Djibouti-Cairo and the two trans
verse routes Beira-lobito and Mo-basa-Mgali-Lagos y as tl,
lack of prosress 5n the rehabilitation of railways,"
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(HI) lack of progress In joint exploitation of production
starting with the exploitation of the subreg1on*s natural resour

ces to industrial production.

536. In the field of transport and communications* the
Preferential Trade Area's progress is at advanced stages in
mobilizing financial resources for inter-State projects* Intro
duction of a subregional third party motor vehicle insurance
schemes* the harmonization of airline flight schedules and the
establishment of an integrated transport network in the sub-
region. The PTA is also at an advanced stage in the mobilization
of financial resources for financing inter State projects in the
area of transport and communications projects within the transit
corridors of East African States. Once the PTA member States'
Road Customs Transit Declaration (RCTD) and the yellow card docu
ments are operational the PTA secretariat would interest poten

tial PTA member States to use these documents.

1. With regard to joint production of industrial products the

PTA

Is in the process of Implementation of chemicals and fertilizer
projects in the subregion. For example* Uganda has made some

progress in the preparation of production of single super
phosphate and triple super-phosphate fertilizers to supply Kenya*
Tanzania in addition to itself. Zambia Is to supply electricity
and sulphuric acid in exchange for Ammonium Nitrate and Triple
Super-Phosphate from Zimbabwe within the context of the Clearing
House. These are few examples among a large amount of sub-

regional projects in chemicals and fertilizer industries-

2i Programmes and projects for the establishment of multination
al industries in the engineering and metallurgy are underway*

particularly in the area of upgrading and rehabilitation of
foundries and forges for the production of spare parts* as well
as tools and components. Several agreements have recently been
concluded between ZISCOSTEEV of Zimbabwe and subregiorial users of

iron and steel products.

3. The implementation of programmes for agricultural research
and development are quite advanced in the subregion particularly
in SADCC. SADCC member countries are already utilizing research
results from tl*e subregional research and experimental stations.

The PTA is In the stage of formulating its multinational program

mes in various agricultural fields* including livestock selec
tion* breeding and managements and Livestock cisease controt and

eradication.

2. iht-uudtcixioa-ai4UtfltittQa--

537. A succession of major African international conferences

have defined and redefined the critical issues of African

development both in general terms and with respect to particular
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sectors of activity Th!« *.u

Declaration «Mc* qave'ri*/^%x T "•••■•**•«« the (Monrovia
Final Act o^Lagos and catled f*or th^g"*"'ye'e^en^on^f

t of an

of theby the

^ecuted^itsVT'^V01""1*"*6 of the 0AU -ould ""I to
a *■ rf *asfcs with great seriousness and uraencv^ naP-
m Toiiowing up of the implementation of the UN-PA»F»n

consultation with the UN system and other multilateral
agencies and other organizations; "unilateral

rZ?
for the proaotion of

co-operation ?an2for the
8 fi^

not possiblenot possible to aove in unison towards an African EconoJ*
CM.unity when national inwrd-looking interests* sowti.es even
?ntr:g;;tailornp^t^e:ests take preced— —• ^^'iizi'i

540. The key

of economic
development
levels.

political
tion of

operation

operation

economy.

issue
"eeds be resolved in the co-ordination

s that of harmonization of
,.. *nd Plans at the subregional and regional
This co-ordinated strategy encompassing economic,
and social aspects calls for the design and implementa-
development strategies in production co-operation, co

in scientific and technological fields, and co
in joint construction in various sectors of the
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541. For the Economic Coaaunfty to be able to *u«tion, at least
in early stages of its establishment, coapetent «ubr*gfonal
^rouptngs and'specialized regional Institutions ^JabHshed for
particular purposes should be In a position of being mobilized
and co-ordinated to realize the objectives of the continental
economic integration- Among the issues that need to be ^solved
in the co-ordination of economic and social policies* five are
absolutely necessary for the realization of the goals and objec
tives of the Economic Community- These are:

- Coordination of economic and social policies of subregional
economic entities* specialized agencies and member States in a

way that would allow divergencies in individual plans and

programmes to be reconciled before they are implemented.

- Harmonization of procurement policies including the standar
dization of models and design, for a wide range of transportation
equipaent and other vital equipment on which African governments
spend sizeable proportions of their foreign exchange. This
would facilitate repair and maintenance and pave the way for the
eventual manufacture of parts and components within member
countries of the different subregional groupings.

- Harmonization of industrial policies, including agreement on
the location of a select group of industries- This objective

could perhaps be implemented in an early phase of subregional ac
tion programmes on different sub-sectors of Industry including
establishment of multinational industrial enterprises where

necessary.

* Reduction of tariff and non-tariff barriers to zero and har
monization of external tariffs* which would enable costs of im
ported industrial inputs and consequently the prices of final
outputs in the individual countries to be rationalized; and

- Free movement of persons which would contribute to* overall in

crease in productivity.

4.

542- As shown above the instruments ?*nd mechanisms for the
promotion of intra-subregional integration programmes are either
In place or steps are being taken to put them in shape- Some
subregional organizations* e.g. ECOWAS and the PTA for Eastern
and Southern Africa have launched their operational phases and
have long taken decisions on the ffiadUS-QBSCandi and time-tables
for the implementation of some of their programmes and projects.

543- But a lack of political will on the part of member States

forminy subregional groupings or mere sluggishness has meant that
their own time-tables for the achievement cf specific targets
have not been adhered to fully- Thus unless the pace of
implementation of subregional programmes and projects takes on a
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15 S!H ? y«fS' also the ECOUAS decision to convene a aeeting
»!-«• ^h" S "?""«"» Ministers to review national development
plans and priorities provided a shot in the ar» for the organiza-

the «o»e».J, ""rlt 'IIV:* fa'"*takin3 negotiations to sustain
been ^T!?«!£; . !■ T* haS-1" 1tS reCent ">««"«>«p 1987 Summit
,r! JJI ? *•i° ."S.°*er ttS shoulders on proble»-areas that
declared ?iS2 ^ 1opl?1"rtft'"" °f its "tivitlw and ha,declared 1988 the year of iaplenentation of lagged activities.

545. T*es« exa»ples should provide valuable lessons for the
newer groupings to nove much faster so that all the subregional
groupings are consolidated by the turn of the century. Only this

L %i.«ei.ll9J—?¥aT-0Sa fop p««H««o" of the continental
,K * *' th?.*fr1can Co»"°" ""-ket and Economic Co.munity
ch aay seem like a pipe dream to many observers but is in

?»«VKryK ^f!'S Z? Whiel> th* wviwal of the African con
can be built. The absence of such an achievement renders

the continent even worse - off in the atmosphere of the treaen-

?£? l»3PK «1n «!h"<»l<»9'«l developaent that the year S "
to bring in ^ts wake*
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PART FOUR

SUHMARY AND CONCLUSION: A POLICY AGENDA

546. The development scenario has broadly outlined the direc
tions to take and the efforts that have to be undertaken by all
the African people Individually and collectively to fully estab
lish their economic independence and to be the masters of their
own destiny In what to produce* what to consume and what to ex
change in an equitable and mutually fc^nefieial manner with the
various partners in all parts of the world. To build such mastery
of Africa's destiny* the basis has to be laid and the process
sustained from within the African people* mainly on the basis of
their own resources and efforts. This requires quantitative and

qualitative changes.

547. The support of the international community in the task is
also equally important- Indeed* to turn the present hopes for a
better future Into reality* the required actions to Initiate
change should be demonstrated with vigour and resolutions at all
levels* national* subregional* regional an4 international levels.

a. ilcitflQ-Aitiacs:

548. It must be emphasized that the burden rests mainly on the
shoulders of the African people and African institutions.
Therefore it Is pertinent that appropriate policies and
strategies be carefully formulated and implemented as well as

building the necessary institutional support for the successful
execution of the programme. At the subregional and regional
Levels* programmes to promote Intra-African economic co-operation

and integration at subregional and regional levels should be
properly designed and implemented. Thirdly* the role of African
institutions and organizations in translating and directing the

course of development should be properly conceived. »

549. Under the normative scenario* it is assumed that* by the
year 2008* Africa should develop a fairly balanced production

structure capable of meeting its basic needs as well as radically
improving the social conditions of the people. To bring about

such changes in the economic and social structures* African
countries must devise and Implement adequate policies and

strategies. Mhile most of thes* policies and strategies have
been extensively discussed in the preceding sections of this
study* It is important to highlight some of the most basic ones.

550. In the field of agHcutture* African countries should for
mulate an agricultural development plan to particularly focus on

increased modernization of the traditional pattern of production*

intensification of farming methods* extensive land reclamation
and establishment of a better agro-animal-forestry balance.

Agricultural incentive packages to revitalize productivity have
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the provision of seeds, fertilizers, implements for
farmers at accessible prices;

-!?* °f remu"erative producer pricing policy;
ilitating marketing systems;

Cd) adequate supply of consumer goods to the rural people;
te) access to credit and land resources;
(« provision of extension services including repair of

agricultural units and maintenance of agricultural
equipment.

rf»2;.«T? f°I" a *fs1s for a wea"^"9ful restructuring of the in-
J"s*rffi s«"or, there is need to pay particular attention to is
sues like foreign exchange shortages to industries, public
finance dependence and overall operational efficiency- The sup
port structure «Ul have to be enhanced through* later alia, sub
contracting facilitating of access to sources of rlZ materials,
finance and markets. Export promotion policies and expanded im
port substitution programmes in new lines to cover basic in
dustrial inputs and capital goods industries should represent the
core of the industri-al plan as envisaged in the Industrial
Development Decade for Africa.

552. For the "willed future" to materialize a strong and effec
tive institutional machinery is needed to assist African yovern-
ments to develop capabilities and infrastructures to foster the
process of socio-economic transformation and development. It is
important in this regard to establish and revitalize key institu
tions responsible for national capacity building, policy formula
tion and central guidance; and to integrate the institutional
reform programme within the overall national development plan
ning- Reforms should address the much nee'ded improvements of the
organizational capabilities and management standards capable of
shouldering the burden and directing the course of development.
Further, institution building should address itself to critical
ar«as of acquisition, processing, storage, dissemination and ex
change of science and technology information. To Make the in
stitutions effective instruments in the modernization of produc
tion and distribution, plans should be formulated to ensure the
provision of funds on a reSular basis for the development of
relevant facilities such as laboratories and experimental
stations.

553- The poor economic management is in part a result of the in
adequacies of planning structures. African governments must, as
a matter of priority, create and strengthen their capabilities
and make them effective instruments for maximizing development
and minimising wastages, misallocation, of the continent vast
resources. It is paramount as a first -step to ensure the ef
ficiency and the operatibnality of the public sector and make it
a viable instrument for fostering and directing the process of
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pr£"t1« of the public sector -ill enhance its orgwiMti
and managerial capacity and make it a force in development.

554 Furthermore, governments should adopt an overall integrated
' c li that takes £. .c«o«« the

more, governments should ap
development approach to planning that takes £. .c«o«« the
democratization of economic social and political factors.
Polttical and economic decision-making should be decentral zed to
alU* a jreater participation of the people in the development
oroiess by reversing the present over-centralized structures- In
?M» ".g-Vd* t*« role of women and youth should not be ^nored.
Programmes related to the inte9ration of -omen n the development
process and enactment of appropriate legislation for their «l
far"should constitute an integral part of the mass participation
strategy. Host importantly is the initiation of measures to
redress the rural- urban income disparities and to provide for a
comprehensive rural-based development policy with the v,e« of
developing the rural sector through provision of essential ser
vices and creation of remunerative employment °PP°r*u?1Kt'»s-
This has to go along «1th -ell defined income distribution
programmes and appropriate PricinS policies that favour the real
producer.

555. For the successful 1mplementation of a neu future for
Africa, the region's human resources wUlhave to play a pivotal
role in the efforts to change the region's structure of Produc
tion- It is an almost obvious fact that the inadequate develop
ment and utilization of Africa's manpower constitutes •»*?*"•
most serious constraint to development. Unless this P'»»l" 1*
systematically resolved, the successful implementation of the en
visaged development scenario will be but a dream. Therefore* the
full mobilization and effective utilization of all P"*"""
forces for national development and social progress has to be one
of the basic factors in achieving the objectives of the normative

scenario. This will require planning and development of Mnpover
in scientific and technical skills and no less importantly the
development of Intermediate skills that are undoubtedly necessary
in establishing and maintaining a self-propelling and self- sus

taining process of development and growth. Radical changes in
the education system in favour of increased technical orientation

' through vocational and technical training tc fill the glaring
skill gaps in the productive sectors is a basic prerequisites for
a sustained take off. In addition, the systematic upgrading and
building of entrepreneurial capabilities through training and in
stitutional building to facilitate their effective integration in
the new development drive is also essential-

2.
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stipulates n?h«"E. SSenar-°' f2 '*s P"«P«on of the future,
tk i2', dyi».,es of African development should be

Dasea on the region s own resources and potential. To that enrf
no genuine development can be attained in'jfM the region U

1 ir"9;ated "I" S°Ud eCan0"ic cooperation a?range-

♦ ul* T« •"*<"■€ the economic, social and cultural integration of
stren^I1n'nt\ f"?*dl"« st«P* •"< measures should bltaken ?o
flod " 5 h fe»oral co-operation in the field of agricultCr"
tS«unh drtry- *rad*' <ransport and communications and energy
through harmonization o* strategies and policies and economic
development plans and promotion of joint projects. "onomic

policies at the subregional level topolicies at the subregional level to effectively facilitate the
I«5 S2«,?J ^riculture and other food products between surplus
t2hll^Mno *KreaS *03?ther «?th P^ns for strengthening and es
tablishing the markti hl elt f
t2hll^Mno *KreaS *03?ther «?th P^ns for strengthening and es
tablishing the marketing channels and development of all-«eather
roads anong neighbouring countries. r

559. no Industrial take-off «1U be achieved unless there is in-
tTJll1 co-°Perat'<>n ^ Joint exploration and eva^uat on oftTJrll va^uat on of
volume •J3StfSn«.i:7d aSS/SSment °f «"""*"!•. shying the
resourc.t 11/ot!tfon. of '■- materials, minerals and energy
resources* and transfer of technology. Host importantly,
polices and measures should aim at developing complementarities'

opportunities ,n training and repair of maintenance

IK h^* °n ™?rketva««»S' Joint bulk importation to
reductions through the harmonization of procurement

?}*$5-n9 a2d st"^ht€n1"9 subrefiional and regional
112 lit ]»t1tutions by modifying their terms of lending, and
the relaxation of existing taxes and administrative trade con
trols and the overall encouragement of border trade. Only
through such measures intra-African trade can expand and develop.

uViZm* £!♦- P?rat1ve *™orts are well in operation such as the
United Nations Transport and Communication Decade in Africa, the
Industrial Development Decade for Africa, the Prefernetial Trade
Area for East and Southern African States, the Southern African
Development Co-ordination Conference, the Economic Community of
west Africa, and the Economic Community of Central African
States. All these arrangements art positive steps towards th»
gradual estabUshaent of the AfricanCommon Market as a ?ir«
step towards the creation of the Great African Economic Community
and which hopefully uill bear fruit by the year 2000.
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561. The subresional and regional organizations serving Africa
whether In the field of production* trade an<i finance* and educa

tion and training have a »ajor role to play in fostering develop
ment in the African region. The many new challenges in Africa s
development will no doubt necessitate new dimensions and ap
proaches to the realization of the future emerging from the
development planned scenario. As a consequence the Institutions
should become more radical as catalysts in the diffusion of new
approaches to development particularly in the process of the in-
ternalization of Africa's development. One of the most challeng
ing task facing these institutions Is the populrazation of new
ideas of Internally- articulated development and life style by
creating the necessary awareness among African people regarding
the prerequisites of a new future. Therefore* it is of utmost

importance to foster efforts conducive to changes in people's ap
titudes. Equally important is the need to seek ways and means to
relate development with the social values* customs and traditions
towards' an integrated approach to development that is not alien
to culture. Only throuyh such an approach the African people
will be able to interact symbolically and positively with the

process of development.

562- It Is a well known fact that the lack of political will
frustrates development efforts. The political and development

institutions are more than ever required to intensify efforts to
arouse the political awareness and the will for collective ac
tions to support and accelerate increased implementation of the
existing subregional and regional agreed development strategies.
At the same time must become more effective fora for resolving
combon problems and crystal?re common positions vis-a-vis inter

national issues in the economic* social and technological fields.

563. Efforts should be Intensified in the area of training*
education and research with a view to creating centres of excel

lence that are effectively involved in socio-economic development

in the region. Hore importantly research should be innovative

and appropriate to the African realities.

9- IOtfiCDiiiMdl-AitlflDS

56*. In the present day interdependent world* it is becoming

more and more apparent that no viable and effective African

break-through can be achieved unless there is a genuine change
towards a new re-orientatior in international economic relations.

The international community has to be supportive of Africa's
development efforts. What is urgently required is to change the

modalities of assistance by making it more conducive to develop

ment. Assistance should be changed both quantitatively and

qualitatively.
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565. First, it is important that international assistance should
address itself to rural development in Africa without which no
jemnne development can be expected. Emphasis should be placed
on projects that upgrade the quality of life of the rural popula
tion through developing villages and providing basic services.
Secondly, and equally important, are the urgent needs to support
the structural adjustment policy reforms that are required to
remove the region's development bottlenecks- Thirdly, project
assistance in terms of integrated programme aid should be co
ordinated in a manner that leads to the coherent and ti«ely ex
ecution of the region's development programmes. Fourthly, assis
tance to establish the mechanisms for the transfer of technology
and at the same time to enhance the capability for the develop
ment of African technology should be provided at a scale that en
hances the speedy process of socio- economic development of the
region,

566- The multi-lateral institutions should also intensify* and
expand their services to Africa and be a full partner in Africa's
development. The required changes in modalities should include:

(1) expansion of lending programmes in conformity with the
growing and changing needs of African countries;

(2) reformulation of the criteria of their special
facilities and

(3) re-allocation of Special Drawing Rights in response to
the magnitude of the economic disequilibria.

567. To enhance the role of Africa's foreign trade as a dynamic
instrument to foster rapid structural transformation, new
measures to reverse the present trends in international commodity

exchange and financial relations are needed to:

(a) reverse the continuous and sharp decline in prices of
primary products;

Co) initiate aore favourable increases in compensatory
financing for short-falls In commodity export earnings;

Cc*> initiate special action for African countries on
commodity prices by the op*ratioralization of the
coaaon fund for the Integrated Programme for
Commodities with a view to securing favourable terms
for financing commodity agreements;

<d) increase the supply of investment capital for establ!
shihfl* strengthening and upgrading the processing
capabilities of Industries;

Ce> Improved market access by removing quota restrictions
and other protectionism forms for Africa's primary and
processed commodities.

568. Inter-regional economic and technical co-operation is an
essential element and important step in fostering growth of
developing regions. The positive participation of Africa in
South-South co-operation would, no doubt, lead to beneficial
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gains In trade, capital Hows* transfer of technology and aost
importantly the opening of markets and co-operation in Industrial
desian to reverse the intense competition among the products of
developing regions. Above all. Africa ulU squire a better*
•ore equitable international economic order* in which it will oe
an equal partner in the production* distribution and consumption
of the world's wealth. The world order must take Into account
the real needs of Africa. The major changes »« this regard*
should ala at supporting Africa's moves towards the realization
of the physical* social and economic integration.
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